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ABSTRACT

Three of the painters who loved and painted the Grand Canyon of 

Arizona are the subject of this study. They painted the Canyon and scenes of 

the Painted Desert as well as the Indians of the Southwest from 1874 to 1920, 

primarily. They are Thomas Moran, William Robinson Leigh, and Fernand H. 

Lungren. They painted the west and the Grand Canyon while they were still 

unspoiled and unviolated. They painted scenes of a bygone era which will 

never come back again, and in so doing, they have left America a documentary 

of the wonders of the west and her native poeople, the Indians.

By presenting a series of paintings of the Grand Canyon of different 

scenic views by Moran, Leigh, and Lungren, it is hoped that the reader will 

appreciate the differences between the artists in presenting their impressions 

as they saw them of this great chasm. Many of the landmarks they saw have 

now become obliterated by parking lots and motels. Four of the trails down 

the Canyon to the edge of the Colorado River have fallen to the damages and 

the ravages of erosion and disuse; one has disappeared entirely as a result of 

a violent storm.

Other points painted by these and other artists are no longer open 

to the public, so one can only see them in the paintings of the Grand Canyon 

done before 1930.

xi



CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

American landscape art in the mid-nineteenth century was experien

cing discovery and change. Spurred on by such writers as William Cullen 

Bryant, O. B. Bunce, E. L. Burlingame, and others, artists were beginning to 

seek new inspiration in landscape. The American West offered new excitement 

and grandeur that staggered the imagination. The growth of the railroads 

prompted the many government surveys to map the terrain and explore the vast 

areas of American west of the M ississippi River. Topographical artists pre

ceded the use of photography to record the new wonders. When photography did 

become common, it was still the custom to take a qualified artist along. Color 

photography was still many years away.

Science of the new frontier did not erase the romance, however. The 

American public began to look beyond the usual "sentiment in nature" presented 

by Edwin Church and the grandiose exaggerations of Albert Bierstadt. Romantic 

landscape art with its hints of allegory, mysticism, and dreams were not 

outmoded because European (especially British) traditions were still strong in 

America. *

^Wolfgang Bom, American Landscape Painting: An Interpretation,
(New Haven: Yale University P r e ss , 1948), p. 24-26; J.W. L . , "Moran: An

1
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When Thomas Moran came into the American art scene, the pan

oramic landscape and style was still an important American art form. Moran 

gave a new and fresh expression to this visual style. With him, a new romantic 

realism  marked a stage in American landscape art that inspired a generation of 

artists in his wake.

This study is concerned with three American artists, beginning with 

Moran, who were drawn irrevocably to the great American West for inspiration 

in their art, and more specifically, to the Grand Canyon. The other two artists 

are William Robinson Leigh and Fernand Harvey Lungren. All three men were 

caught up in the fever of depicting the great American West, and although they 

did not restrict themselves to the Southwest, they all fell under the spell of the 

Grand Canyon.

With Moran, the last 25 years of his art career was dominated by the 

Grand Canyon. The ever-changing kaleidoscope of colors and hues became an 

obsession and constant source of fascination to him.

William R. Leigh’s involvement with the Grand Canyon was somewhat 

different. His American art career began with his paintings of the Grand 

Canyon when he was first commissioned by the Santa Fe Railroad to paint it.

He was 40 years old. Leigh painted it regularly for the next seven years, and 

intermittently for more than 20 years.

American In the British Tradition,” Art News, Vol. XXXVin, No. 37 (June 15,
1940), pp. 12-15; Thurman Wilkins, Thomas Moran, Artist of the Mountains,
(Norman, Oklahoma, 1966), p. 22.
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Lungren's phase with the Grand Canyon came in the middle of his 

career, at the point in time when he gave up illustration for magazines and work

ing in association with others. He was offered a chance to paint it for the Santa 

Fe Railroad as an advertising schem e, as was Leigh. Lungren was to find his 

mature style and true forte in painting the deserts of Arizona and California.

All three artists furthered their careers by painting the Grand Canyon, 

and all three harbored a genuine love for the great chasm throughout their lives. 

These men had several common threads weaving through their careers: in 

subject matter, in personal viewpoint, and in their faith in the belief that 

American artists could paint the American West as no foreign countries' artists 

could. They shared a strong feeling that American artists did not need European 

ideals nor models.

This study will show that the independent thought and stubborn purpose

of these three men was to present the American wonders to her people in their

own individual and very different ways. These men considered themselves

independent of any schools of art. Thomas Moran has been associated with the

"Rocky Mountain School" or group of painters, but he did not associate himself 
2

with any. Moran denied that there was any real American school of Landscape
3

Art. All three artists knew members of the band of painters who started the 

o
Thomas Moran, "Knowledge as a Prime Requisite in A rt," Brush and 

Pencil, Vol. XH, No. 1, (April 1903), p. 16; William H. Simpson, "Thomas 
Moran—the Man," Fine Arts Journal, Vol. XX, No. 1 (January 1909), pp. 24-25.

3
Moran, "Knowledge as a Prime Requisite in Art," p. 14.
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Taos School in New Mexico, but none of these three associated himself with 

Taos.

The Santa Fe Railroad was a major influence in encouraging American 

artists to paint the Grand Canyon. It would be misleading to interpret this rail

road's motives as springing from lofty ideals; nevertheless, the railroad was a 

powerful influence in furthering the artistic portrayal of one of America's 

greatest wonders, the Grand Canyon of Arizona. It is necessary to present a 

broad view of the life of each artist in order to understand their styles and growth 

in an era that featured the opening of the great American West. It is  also 

necessary to present a larger spectrum of the works of Leigh and Lungren than 

of Moran, partly because of the fact that former artists' works of the Grand 

Canyon have been extremely hard to trace and reproduce. Lungren's works 

have suffered much damage due to vandalism and neglect.

In a sense, another purpose of this study concerns the Grand Canyon

itself as a subject.



CHAPTER 2

THOMAS MORAN, 1837-1926

Thomas Moran came to America when he was seven years old. He 

was born in Bolton, England, which was a city of textile m ills and weavers.

Both of his parents were active in the art of weaving, and Thomas and his 

brothers and sisters had to work on looms at home to help eke out a living. 

Thomas Moran wrote in later years that he inherited his humor and looks from 

his father, the Irishman, but it was to his mother that he attributed his love of 

art, which included music in his multi-talented family. The Moran family 

arrived in Philadelphia in 1844, but Thomas Moran, Sr. decided to take his 

family to Baltimore where they could take advantage not only of the work available 

in textile m ills there, but also the fine grammar schools. The Morans wanted 

educations for their children, which was not then possible in England. America's 

lack of class distinctions added to the Morans' sense of freedom and well-being. 

The pay was better in America, and the children were not forced to labor in 

their home for long hours to add to the family's income. In 1845, however, the 

Moran parents became dissatisfied with the schools in Baltimore and moved • 

back to Philadelphia, where they knew many cultural advantages awaited them.

Young Thomas did well enough in his studies, but was an inspired

student only in geography and art. He won a book as a prize for his drawing of

5
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a map which he embellished with drawings of exotic people and ships immersed 

in waves, much like what he remembered from his own crossing to America.

He became famous for his beautifully decorated maps, which was not part of the 

curriculum; he thus revealed his true calling to art very early.

Upon his graduation from the eighth grade, Thomas decided to find a 

job. He first interviewed a lawyer, a Mr. Small, who advised him to find work 

with an artist, after observing Thomas completely absorbed in the study of some 

fine engravings in his office. The engravings were of some landscapes by Isaac 

Williams, and some seascapes by James Hamilton. Hamilton was famous as a 

marine painter and for his avant garde approach in brushwork, as well as in his 

rendering of cloud effects and misty sprays of water. ̂

Due to shyness, Thomas refused Mr. Small’s kind offer to introduce 

him to James Hamilton, but he was destined to meet Mr. Hamilton at a later 

date.

In 1853, young Thomas was apprenticed to an engraving and lithography 

shop called Scattergood and Telfer. He was indentured to them by his father for 

seven long years.

James Hamilton was a famous marine painter in the 1850s; his tech
nique was freer than was practiced then, and his approach to art was close to 
what would later be called "impressionism. " Hamilton was a follower of the 
great J. Turner, painting his own version of luminism (based on Turner), and 
following Turner's objectives of painting nature as an interpretation of one's own 
impressions. John I. H. Baur, "A Romantic Impressionist: James Hamilton," 
Brooklyn Museum Bulletin, Vol. XII, No. 3 (Spring 1951), p. 6 (believed a quote 
by Emily Sartain); S. G. W. Benjamin, "Fifty Years of American Art, 1828-1878," 
Harper's Magazine, Vol. LIX, No. 352 (September 1879), p. 490.
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The Formative Years, 1853-1869

At Scattergood and Telfers, Thomas did engravings on blocks of box

wood, after first transferring his drawings to the blocks. He quickly became so 

assured and adept that he was able to draw directly on the blocks, a feat not 

common among more experienced artists. As the quality of his drawings 

improved, Scattergood gave Thomas' drawings to other workers in the shop to do 

the engraving, thereby freeing Thomas to do the more creative work of drawing. 

The subjects he drew were from prints of typical English subjects imported to 

the shop, and were representative of the romantic paintings and engravings 

found in all European countries as well.  ̂ They included views of British harbors, 

ships, quiet country landscapes, seascapes, forest scenes, and sylvan settings 

of allegorical and mystic themes, old ruins of abbeys and churches, and dreams. 

They soon bored him immeasureably, and he spent many hours in the shop 

painting his own water colors and drawing in pen and ink.

He owed his dexterity in quick sketching and accurate drawing to his 

years in the shop, as he did his techniques in handling watercolor. His methods 

of applying alternately heavy and light washes, with close attention to rocks and 

vegetation became his hallmarks, and are especially obvious in his later oils.

It was also in the shop that he learned to utilize the transparency of watercolors, 

and to compose in strong m asses of light and dark colors. ® Throughout his life,

^J.W. L . , "Moran: An American in the British Tradition," pp. 12-15.

®Samuel Sachs, n , "Thomas Moran—Drawings and Watercolors," 
unpublished M. A. thesis (Institute of Fine A rts, New York University, 1963),
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Moran displayed his most spontaneous impressions and natural talent in his 

watercolors. ^

Thomas usually gave his small watercolors to Mr. Scattergood until

the day he saw one of his own scenes for sale in the window of a local importer 

8of English books. Thomas went in and made his own arrangements with the 

owner to trade his watercolors for books to read. He soon acquired an assort

ment of books which included a book of engravings by J. M. Turner (his Libor 

Studiorum), volumes of poetry by Robert Browning and Cowper, and books on

science and literature. Thomas was a prodigious reader and eventually became

9a knowledgeable, self-educated youth.

Circumstances prevented Thomas from fulfilling his indenture; he 

became very ill from rheumatic fever, and he recovered very slowly. This ill

ness left him permanently weakened and frail. After a little more than two years, 

Thomas managed to get his indenture cancelled. ^  He was 18 and determined to 

enter the art world on his own.

pp. 9-10; Robert A. Parker, "The Watercolors of Thomas Moran," International 
Studio, Vol. 86 (March, 1927), pp. 65-67.

rr
Sachs, p. 1, Preface.

8The importer’s name was C. J. Price. Wilkins, p. 21.
9

Gustave H. Buek, "Thomas Moran,” American Magazine, Vol. LXXV, 
No. 3 (January, 1913), p. 30.

10Moran admitted in later years that he did not take to the burin and 
wood engraving easily and never worked very hard for his employers. MS files, 
Thomas Moran Collection, Gilcrease Institute of American History and Art 
(Tulsa, Oklahoma), Envelope A25, Miscellaneous notes.
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He went into the studio of his brother, Edward, to study and work. 

Edward introduced him to oil painting and taught him from his own knowledge and 

experience. Edward was already on friendly terms with the famous James 

Hamilton, the artist that Thomas had refused to meet three years earlier.

Hamilton was a kindly Irishman who was always interested in helping 

younger artists. He saw some of Thomas' work and took an active interest in 

helping him with professional criticism  and advice. He freely imparted to 

Thomas his own theories of art, which have already been established in that 

Hamilton was a follower of Turner and had developed his own style of luminism 

based on Turner's concepts. **

James Hamilton quite naturally augmented and intensified Thomas'

budding interest in Turner's art, his principles, and his concepts. Hamilton

encouraged Thomas to follow Turner's objectives, as he himself did—to interpret

12nature by rendering one's own impressions. It was in this context that Moran 

referred to his work as impressionist, idealizing a landscape and painting his 

own impressions of a scene and not in the mode of the French impressionists. 

Moran was to write later in one of his rare literary bursts, that along with his 

brother, Edward, James Hamilton was the other most important influence in his 

career, although Hamilton was never formally his teacher. It was Hamilton,

■^Thomas Moran Collection, Gilcrease Institute, scrapbook, p. 40, 
unidentified clipping reproduced from Moran Collection, East Hampton Free 
Library (East Hampton, Long Island); Baur, p. 6.

12Baur, p. 6.
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more than any other, who influenced the direction and character that afterwards

13marked Thomas’ works.

Thomas utilized all the cultural sources available in Philadelphia. He 

haunted the art galleries, exhibits, auctions, and the old Academy of Fine Arts, 

where he studied the works of the European masters. He met and exchanged 

ideas with a large circle of other artists of his tim e, mostly through his brother's 

contacts.

Thomas worked as many as 13 hours a day, alongside Edward. He 

pored over his books for techniques as well as inspiration, especially the Libor 

Studiorum of Turner.

Thomas escaped the tedium of long hours of labor by taking long 

excursions in the woods. His favorite sites were along the banks of the 

Schuylkill River and the Wissahickon Stream. His early works contained too 

much minutiae, but he gradually learned to be selective in choosing forms to 

paint. He began to train his already retentive memory to absorb the impres

sions of a scene by memorizing the most important details and features and 

recalling them later in his studio to paint. He trained himself to remember the 

combinations of colors, cloud formations, rocks, roots, trees, and rushing 

water. This memory astounded his colleagues. Years later, Moran's daughter,

■^Quoted in Wilkins, p. 24 from Thomas Moran, To the Editor, 
American Cyclopaedia (December 17, 1874), MSS Division, U. S. Library of 
Congress, Washington, D.C.
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Ruth, wrote, "He could always see clearly what he wished to remember, and he

14never forgot a once-loved im pression."

From his earliest years, Moran's love was of nature in the unspoiled

wilderness state. He chose scenes in their most primeval settings and chose to

obliterate the marks of man and civilization when painting areas that were no

longer in the pristine state. As he studied the black and white engravings of

Turner's paintings, he became filled with the desire to see majestic scen ery-

scenery that would match the wild scenes he saw in Turner’s paintings. He

copied the engravings of Turner's paintings and attempted to recreate the colors

15
of Turner when descriptions were given.

In 1860 Moran went out on his first camping trip with Isaac W illiams, 

the other artist whose works he had admired in Mr. Small's office. They went 

to the Pictured Rocks region on the west end of Lake Superior. They paddled 

their canoe around its shores to the east end, sketching and painting water color 

studies as they traveled. Moran caught the grotesque shapes of the huge rocks 

and even some of the sinister feeling he felt in some of the caves and shadowy 

grottoes. The Aldine published some of Moran's drawings and wrote an article 

stating that his drawings were “full of power and strikingly suggestive of the

14Ruth Moran's letter, MS, Envelope B28, Thomas Moran Collection, 
Gilcrease Institute.

15Wilkins, p. 28. Moran did not specify which engravings he copied 
from Turner's book.
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16wild and magnificent scenery." The Aldine was to prove to be one of Moran’s 

oldest and most loyal publications. Moran's series of paintings and drawings on 

the subject of Longfellow's poem, "Hiawatha," came from the sketches of this 

trip. Moran gathered many impressions of wild scenery that would serve him 

for source material for many years in his paintings.

Thomas Moran was a meticulous artist, and the precision shown in 

his works since 1855 was due to his years in the engraver's shop. He learned 

his sureness and dexterity there, he learned to apply his pencil with facility to 

specifics as well as generalities in drawing directly on the blocks of boxwood and 

and lithographic stones. This ability to depict with accuracy was one of the 

characteristics that formed the roots of his style and was to remain with him to 

the end of his life.

On the Trail of Turner

In 1861 Thomas and Edward Moran decided to go to England to study 

Turner and the watercolors of other English artists that interested them. By 

this time Thomas had made a local reputation (in Philadelphia) as an artist.

Some of the young American artists were beginning to follow the philosophy of 

the Pre-Raphaelites in England, led by John Ruskin. In America, Ruskin's chief 

advocate was William J. Stillman. Thomas Moran's philosophy paralleled that 

of the Pre-Raphaelites in one aspect—that of putting essentially one's own

^"The Pictured Rocks of Lake Superior," Aldine, Vol. VI, No. 
(January, 1873), pp. 14-15.
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reactions to the beauty of nature on canvas. This belief had been instilled or

intensified by the combination of Hamilton's guidance and Turner's influence.

At this time, several other influences were evident in young Moran's work. One

was Rossetti's practice of using thin colored glazes over white grounds to get 

17brilliant effects. Rossetti was one of Rustin's followers. Moran was to use

this technique the rest of his life in his art. He learned to increase the pure

pigment in each successive glaze to heighten or subdue areas. He learned to

use almost colorless glazes to keep certain areas clear and transparent.

Several sources have suggested that Moran emulated the Dutch School, mainly

Ruysdael, in alternating broad areas of dark colors beginning in the foreground

18with broad sweeps of light colors. This was one device that helped to give the

illusion of depth in his paintings. Whether or not this was really Ruysdael's

influence is a supposition, since Moran did not mention any particular reference

to Ruysdael or any other painter in the Dutch School. Moran did use this device,

however, and it is  most obvious in many of his mountain and canyon scenes. It

is  very evident when one studies his paintings of the Grand Canyon. Moran did

profess to copying the early water colors of John Varley, an English artist who 

19died in 1842. In East Hampton Free Library there are sketches by Moran

17Wilkins, p. 36.

18Wilkins, p. 183; M. L. D'Otrange Mastai, "Landscapists of the 
South Fork: I," Connoisseur, Vol. CLH, No. 618 (August, 1963), pp. 281-84. 
Moran's use of tiny figures in a landscape, as in Laguna Pueblo, has been 
compared to Hobbema: Sachs, p. 37.

1 Q
Sachs, p. 17.
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20entitled, ’’After Varley. ” Moran also copied works of Paul Sandby, who died

in 1809, and who was called the father of English watercolor. Moran also

studied the harsh colors of Pietr de Wint and the broad color application of John

Cotman and Thomas Girtin. Girtin is supposed to have been the one who

21influenced J. M. Turner.

On his arrival in London, Moran went to the National Gallery to see 

Turner’s works. When he first saw them he was stunned by the colors—great 

bursts of color in sunlight and fiery sunsets! While Edward studied at the Royal 

Academy, Moran copied Turner. Together the brothers began to sketch the 

local scenery, the boats, the town walls, wharves, old ruins of castles and 

abbeys, heavy bridges and dark, wooded glens. They followed the paths that 

Turner took, even to the Isle of Wight. Moran sketched some of the same scenes 

that Turner did—the old Gothic ruins, fiercely rugged coastlines, and soft 

countrysides. It was the radiance of Turner that one sees reflected in Moran’s 

great painting of the Yellowstone Chasm of 1872. In copying the works of Turner, 

young Moran began to grasp the "underlying structure and principles of Turner’s 

impressionism—Moran felt new respect for Turner’s subjective use of nature. 

George Sheldon quoted a lengthy passage that Moran related to him about Turner: 

"Literally speaking, his [Turner’s] landscapes are false, but they contain his

20Sachs, p. 17.

21Sachs, p. 17.

22 George W. Sheldon, American Painters (New York: D. Appleton 
and Co . , 1879), pp. 123-24.
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impressions of Nature and so many natural characteristics as were necessary to

convey that impression to others. The public does not estimate the quality of

23his work by his best paintings but by his latest and crazier ones. . . . "  One

of Turner's works that Moran admired most was Crossing the Brook, which

marked Turner's transition to his. final style. Moran admired its simple, quiet

gray harmonious tones, which he found to be most remindful of Claude Lorrain,

an artist admired by both Turner and Moran. Moran copied Turner so well that

more than one of his paintings were thought to be Turner's. One example was a

24water color of Arundel Castle.

Turner's rainbow of colors strengthened Moran's lifelong involvement 

with the dynamics of Nature, i. e . , Nature in the fleetest of changes in clouds, 

shifts in light and mood, but also in the swifter, more violent changes taking 

place in storms. Moran kept this fixation with light and mood throughout his 

career. His paintings are noteworthy for their energy. Moran's hallmarks 

became his trees bending to the wind, the dart and play of water spray in streams 

and waterfalls, and pounding waves against a rocky coast.

Turner also taught Moran the appreciation of a quiet scene. Gustave 

Buek wrote of Moran that Turner left the deepest stamp on him. Buek went on 

to state that "it was from Claude Lorrain that Moran learned composition and 

construction . . . from Constable he learned solidity of painting which helped

Sheldon, p. 123.

^^Ibid., p. 226.
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him develop that technique which set him apart. . . but it was Turner who 

inspired his search for the grander aspects of nature and the desire for the 

heroic."

Moran, like Turner, painted Windsor Castie, St. Paul’s Cathedral 

from the same vantage points, and Parliament from the Thames. Moran, like 

Turner, also painted the lighthouse and pier of Ramsgate in Hastings, the Rock 

Cliffs, and Arundel Castle, favorites of Turner and Constable.

Their funds exhausted, the Moran brothers returned to America in

1862. Neither brother seemed concerned that the Civil War was raging; there

were even conjectures by contemporaries alluding to "other reasons than art"

26that took the Moran brothers to England. On returning to America, Thomas 

married Mary Nimmo, the Scottish girl who had waited for him for five years. 

Mary Nimmo Moran was one of the shining inspirations in Moran’s life. Moran 

encouraged and taught her to use pencil, burin, and brush for the first time, and 

she eventually became very adept and successful in etching, Thomas’ least 

favorite medium.

Thomas turned to illustration for the big magazines, mainly the 

Aldine and Scribner’s . The public was dependent upon these magazines to keep 

it informed of current events, new explorations, and of the art world. By 1875 

Thomas had become one of the busiest artist-illustrators. Harper's cited him

25Gustave H. Buek, MS, Envelope B22, Thomas Moran Collection, 
Gilcrease Institute.

26Miscellaneous notes, MS, Thomas Moran Collection, Gilcrease 
Institute; Wilkins, p. 36.
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along with one other artist as the first among the illustrators to specialize in

27landscape. The other artist was Harry Fenn.

Moran continued his sketching tours in the summers of 1864 and 1865, 

mainly in the Alleghenies and in Pike County, Pennsylvania. These tours in 

virginal areas gave him solid experience in observing and sketching brawling 

streams tumbling over rocks and cliffs, waterfalls cascading over precipices, 

areas closed in by woods or mighty walls of rock, and above all, twisted roots 

of trees and natural vegetation. All of these motifs became the basic icono

graphy of his landscapes, especially in his mountain and canyon scenes. Moran 

was quoted as saying he never carried anything with him in the way of equipment 

except for his portfolio, pencils, and watercolors. Much later he admitted to 

carrying a few oil paints.

Traditions and Technique

Feeling that he needed to close another gap in his art education,

Moran took his family to Europe with him in 1867. He was self-taught in his

application of color, and he wanted to study the work of Poussin and Lor rain

28
firsthand, both of whom had influenced Turner. He admired the work of the

27Wilkins, p. 45. Wilkins did not specify the issue nor date of this 
journal as his source.

28
Moran was influenced by the work of Claude Lorrain to the extent 

that he painted in a style reminiscent of Lorrain and Corot at different periods. 
In the painting, Ponce de Leon in Florida, 1512, painted in 1877, Moran showed 
the tall, overwhelming trees encircling the highlighted garland of tiny figures 
standing against a backdrop of brightly lighted trees; the patterns of light 
filtering through the trees, the air of stillness, the lyrical qualities—are all
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French impressionists in their devotion to nature, yet he did not particularly

admire the results! He did not subscribe to their "plein air” practices, either.

This is  the clue to his belief in the old traditions concerning techniques. Moran

sketched nature, memorized and steeped himself in the grand aspects as well as

in the less  heroic beauties of nature, but it was back in his studio that he made

the finished painting. This was the older tradition, and Moran never changed his

methods. His brushwork might show texture, and his composition great depth,

but his brushstrokes themselves never showed intentionally. Even in his water-

color studies, Moran’s technique was not that of the French avant garde, though

his brushwork was broader and much less  detailed.

Contrary to published opinions of some of his contemporaries, Moran,

at best, had limited sympathy and admiration for the Barbizon painters and the

French School in general. He is quoted as saying that "French art scarcely r ises

to the dignity of landscape . . . and a swamp and a tree usually form the sum

total of their subject matter . . . the Barbizon painters are eternally copying 

29themselves. ” Moran also accused the French of painting the same scenes 

around Fontainbleau, and furthermore, that they all had nearly the same ideas.

He was especially critical of Daubigny and Diaz. At this time, Moran did not

reminiscent of Lorrain, whom Corot followed. Other paintings showing the lacy 
trees , light patterning, and tiny figures are Autumn, Near Peconic Bay, Long 
Island, 1904, and Cockington Lane, England, 1910. One of Moran’s finest paint
ings showing both influences of Lorrain and the Barbizon painters, especiaUy 
Corot, was his Fiesta at Cuernavaca, 1913; see Margaret Breuning, "Thomas 
Moran," Magazine of Art, Vol. XXX, No. 2 (February, 1937), p. 115.

29
Moran, quoted in Sheldon, pp. 126-27.
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particularly admire the blue and gray tonalities of Corot; neither did Moran like 

the typical lacy tree patterns with a bit of blue sky peeking through that charac

terized so much of Corot's work. He met and liked Corot, but it was not until

much later that some of Corot's motifs appeared in some of Moran's own

30pastoral landscapes. His accusations against the Barbizon painters in general 

that they were "perpetual copyists of themselves" were to prove prophetic in his 

own career. Moran began to paint new pictures of his older subjects, even to 

the point where he turned out two or three canvases in one given period painted 

from almost identical vantage points. This is especially apparent in the last 

fifteen years of his life when he painted his Grand Canyon series.

One of Moran's most striking oils (undated) shows unquestionable 

influence of the Barbizon painters, especially Corot, in the large clump of trees 

in the center, painted in silvery-green to gold tones, highlighted in strong sun

light and encircled by a field of light with dark shadows in the foreground. The 

single tiny figure can be seen just on the border of sunlight. The painting was 

called Autumn, Long Island, and hangs in Philbrook Art Center, Tulsa.

Corot's influence can also be seen in Moran's allegorical painting,

The Spirit of the Indian, painted in 1869, just after his return from Europe.

30Ironically, Moran continued to paint at intervals emulating both the 
style and motifs of Lor rain and Corot. The lyrical quietness in mood, the large, 
overpowering trees with patterns of sunlight filtering through are typical of 
Lorrain and used by Corot. The circle of trees encircling a patch of sunlight and 
highlighting tiny figures, a patch of blue sky—are more indicative of Corot and 
can be seen in another painting called California Landscape, Autumn, 1919.
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This painting is  painted in silver tonalities and gray mist. It is an eerie painting,

31totally unlike any of his other work.

Although Moran was to say later that he did not particularly gain any

thing from his travels to France and Italy, some of the techniques of the French 

impressionists and the warm colors and motifs of Italy emerged, as has been 

shown.

The French left little impression on Moran, except in his somewhat

freer style in brushstrokes. This may have been due in part to his mastery over

his materials as well as to his intense study of the European masters. His style

did become noticeably broader after his return from Europe. One example is

his painting, Children of the Mountain, an Alpine scene. Moran liked the Alps,

32but found them disappointing; he called them "too decent and well-behaved."

His spirit hungered for more majestic scenery to paint. On his return to

America, Moran became more determined than ever to seek out American 
33

scenery to paint. At this time some of his watercolors begin to show some of 

the influence of the Hudson River painters: diagonal progression back into 

space, gradual lightening of tones, certain trees in the foreground showing more

31This painting hangs in Philbrook Art Center, Tulsa.

32MSS F iles, Thomas Moran Collection, East Hampton Free Library 
(East Hampton, Long Island), Scrapbook 46 (clipping dated June 9, 1909).

33Moran quoted in James Thomas Flexner, That Wilder Image: The 
Painting of America's Native School of Painting From Thomas Cole to Winslow 
Homer (Boston: Little, Brown, 1962), p. 300.
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detailing than others, yet Moran never painted each and every leaf as the Hudson 

River painters did. Moran idealized nature and painted leaves so the viewer 

"knew they were there."

While Moran never favored wood engraving too much, he did copy

Conway Castle after Turner and executed it in a larger-than-usual etching.

Weitenkampf wrote that Moran's Solitude, a lithograph of 1869, was his m aster-

34piece in that medium. Moran continued to do illustrations for Harpers and 

Scribners to supplement his income. This was the most popular way by which 

most contemporaries of Moran's in the art world managed to survive. Moran 

eventually was also to illustrate for several large railroads and became one of 

a large group of artists known as "railroad artists," which to many carried a 

derogatory connotation. Moran never apologized for his associations with either 

journals or railroads, and his earnings from both were lucrative.

The demand for literal description in art was a basic factor in the 

American tradition thus far. Moran added something else—a natural poetry in 

his vision. It was not the stage effects of Bierstadt but more the poetry of 

Turner and Lorrain. Moran was faithful to details in his rendering of selected  

forms, but he also felt free to move topographical forms such as rocks and trees 

around to form a more attractive setting. He took great liberties with atmos

phere and added m ists and clouds where and as he wished. This was the second . 

characteristic which remained in Moran's art until the end of his life. This,

34Frank Weitenkampf, "American Scenic Prints," International 
Studio, Vol. LXXVH, No. 314 (July, 1923), p. 236.
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together with his depiction of natural features with accuracy, were the real roots 

of Moran's developing style. He never lost the precision of his early years in 

the engraver's shop, and he never lost the luminous effects nor the radiant colors 

of Turner.

The Father of Our National Parks

Thomas Moran lived to see some of the twelve wild and beautiful areas 

that he painted become national parks. One of the inestimable values his painting 

of a national area gave America concerned his painting of The Mountain of the 

Holy Cross in Colorado. Moran painted it in 1874. He had traveled there in 

1873, on his second exploratory outing with Dr. Ferdinand Hayden's Survey crew. 

It was a rugged, grueling trip over steep and rocky terrain. The giant trans

verse fissures in the side of the mountain were giant channels that trapped the 

eternal snows of winter. The upright fissure was more than eleven hundred feet 

high, with the horizontal arms reaching out about 300 feet on each side into the 

granite walls. From his view from Notch Mountain, Moran sketched and washed 

a beautiful picture. He idealized the sight by enlarging certain rocks and trees 

in the foreground. He put in details which added to the beauty of the scene, such 

as a waterfall that was not in the view he actually painted, but one he had passed 

in a previous valley. This is  a typical example of his disregard for absolute 

reality. Americans owe a debt to Moran because of this one painting, for the 

Holy Cross can no longer be seen as he saw it. It was declared a National

35Sachs, p. 13.
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Monument in May 1929, three years after Moran’s death, but it was disestab

lished as such in August 1950. The great cross became increasingly imperfect 

as a result of avalanches and rockslides. One can only find part of the great

cross now, and its surrounding lands are now a part of the White River National

r, .3 6  Forest.

Moran Finds The Yellowstone, 1871

It is Yellowstone Park with which Moran is probably most associated. 

He was, along with Dr. Hayden and William Jackson, the famous photographer, 

the most responsible for the passage of the National Parks Act. It was his giant 

panorama of Yellowstone Chasm which he painted in 1872, as well as his lovely 

watercolor sketches that most persuasively convinced Congress that Yellowstone 

could not be allowed to fall into private ownership. Moran’s works, backed up 

by the remarkable photographs taken by William Jackson, had the greatest effect 

on that august body. Dr. Hayden's eloquent pleas to Congress up until this time 

had been largely ignored. Moran began to be called Tom "Yellowstone" Moran, 

and for awhile he signed his name T. Y. Moran. He included the Y in his mono

gram stamp which he used on woodcuts and lithographs. This symbol was ideal 

for printing as it needed no reversing.

Moran was asked by Scribners to work up some crude sketches that a 

member of the Washbum-Doane Survey party of 1870 had made of Yellowstone.

O C
°Amy O. Bassford, e d ., Home-Thoughts From Afar, Letters of 

Thomas Moran to Mary Nimmo Moran, East Hampton Free Library (East 
Hampton: Long Island, 1967), Appendix Notes, pp. 141-44.
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These sketches were given to Moran by N. P. Langford, a reporter who had 

been on the survey. Subsequently the drawings Moran made from the sketches 

and Langford’s descriptions were duly printed and were judged truly beautiful. 

Moran became fascinated with the Yellowstone as a subject for art and for itself. 

He became determined to see it for himself. Langford’s descriptions of sul

phurous sands, burning springs of boiling water, and firehole basins obsessed 

him. Through his association with Langford, Moran did accompany Dr. Ferdinand 

Hayden’s Survey team in 1871. Until this time, Moran had never suffered any 

privations, nor been forced to eat greasy, unappetizing food. He had never sat 

on a horse, yet he learned to do all of these things in spite of a sensitive stomach, 

much to the amazement of Jackson and Langford. He and Jackson became close  

friends and associates. With his trained eye Moran was responsible for finding 

the right views and vantage points for Jackson to photograph in order to utilize 

the natural beauties to their fullest. Moran, on the other hand, learned much 

about photography from Jackson. Moran learned much about the science and the 

art involved in taking spectacular photographs.

Moran made many studies and quick sketches around the entire park, 

but it was the major canyon and the lower falls that held his mind and heart. He 

could hardly believe his senses when he beheld the lemon yellows, ochres, 

smoldering reds, and pearly grays which could change to deepest jet in moments. 

His daughter, Ruth, stated later that she thought his first trip to Yellowstone was 

his first great turning point in his life , when he experienced perhaps for his
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37lifetime that great spiritual upheaval on beholding Yellowstone. She also

wrote that of all the places on earth, the Yellowstone Canyon was closest to his

38heart, and the Grand Canyon of Arizona was the second. Other friends of

Moran’s reversed these two places in importance to him, but his daughter was

39his close companion for the last 27 years of his life.

Moran returned to his studio to work on his first large canvas (seven 

by twelve feet) of Yellowstone. He felt a preference for panoramic-size paintings 

so popular in his day, and he also felt that so grand a scene could not be repro

duced on a small canvas. The panorama marked the culmination of the old 

Hudson River group and the emergence of the Rocky Mountain School associated 

with Alber Bierstadt. Moran began this epic painting with his usual penciled 

sketch, filling in the more important details with charcoal; he then wiped off the 

canvas, leaving only the faintest outlines. He proceeded to apply streaks of 

color, and little by little, clouds, m ists, mountains, rocks, and trees appeared. 

He did not try to make a literal transcript of the scene. He painted his own 

impressions of the wonders of the place, yet no one could mistake the place.

The diagonal slashes of bright yellow color direct one’s eye to the very bottom 

of the Chasm.

37Ruth Bedford Moran, typed notes dated November 17, 1934,
Envelope B8, Thomas Moran Collection, Gilcrease Institute.

O Q

Bassford, Appendix Note #6, p. 146.

39Harriet Sisson Gillespie, "Thomas Moran, Dean of Our Painters,"
International Studio, Vol. 79, No. 327 (August, 1924), p. 361.
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The painting was finished in two months, in 1872 and was shipped for 

viewing first to New York, then on to Washington. Dr. Hayden had already 

received some of Moran's most beautiful watereolor sketches of Yellowstone, 

and together with Jackson's photographs, they became Hayden's most formidable 

and eloquent justification to Congress to pass the parks bill. On March 1, 1872, 

Congress passed the National Parks Bill. On June 10 of that same year, 

Congress appropriated the funds for and purchased Moran's painting of 

Yellowstone Canyon. Moran had not only found his true forte in his art, but he 

had found himself as well. ̂

The Spell of Grand Canyon, 1873

The period of the Great Western Survey was in full swing by 1871. 

Major John Wesley Powell had been surveying the great rivers of Utah and the 

source of the Colorado River beginning in 1869 and continuing to 1872. Powell 

had heard of Moran through Hayden, and had seen his watereolor sketches of 

Yellowstone. Powell was impressed by the beauty and artistry of Moran's 

sketches. Powell asked Moran to accompany him on his next trip. Moran had 

intended to accompany Dr. Hayden on a second trip to Yellowstone in late 

summer of 1872, but work pressures from commissions from journals inter

vened. Hayden's plans were changed to explore the Tetons, so when Major 

Powell again contacted Moran about his next planned trip to the Grand Canyon, 

Moran managed to dispatch his backload of illustrations and join Powell in Utah.

Quoting lengthy footnote, Wilkins, p. 71.40
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Before joining Powell, however, Moran and his wife took a trip west,

following the routes of the Union Pacific and the Central Pacific Railroads.

This enabled Moran to see the sights along these northern routes and illustrate

them for Picturesque America. ^  The articles written for this publication,

along with Moran’s beautiful drawings, filled two volumes. Moran traveled as

far west as Yosemite Valley, where he made a few pencil and water color

sketches of the granite domes and most popular surrounding sights. Suffice it

to say, Moran was not inspired by the cool grays of the domes after the fires of

the Yellowstone. He felt the absence of warm colors and distant vistas. Eliot

Clark wrote that Yosemite did not seem conducive to the "witchery of atmos-

42pheric gradation" in which Moran excelled. Yet Thomas Moran’s name was 

bestowed upon a peak (which was more like a promontory) near the rim of 

Glacier Point. Moran was occupied with this Plains and Sierras Series until 

1873, when he joined Major Powell.

On his trip to Utah to meet Powell, Moran met another photographer, 

John K. (Jack) H illers, and another reporter from the New York T im es, named 

J. E. Colburn. They traveled by stagecoach the last part of the journey to 

Springville, Utah. There they met the local Indian tribe of Piutes (called Utes). 

Moran immediately liked the Indians, and Major Powell found in Moran a kindred

41Although O. B. Bunce was really the editor, William Cullen Bryant 
was named the editor on the published work, presumably because he had the 
bigger name in literary circles.

42Eliot Clark, "Studies by American Masters at Cooper Union,"
Art in America, Vol. XV, No. 4 (June, 1927), p. 185.
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spirit. Powell had long been a trusted friend to the Indians and took the trouble 

to learn their language. Their help to Powell was invaluable. The Utes fur

nished guides to Powell and crude drawings to help him when he ventured into 

strange lands and waters. Moran was most impressed with the terrain: ’’The 

heaped up, massed up profusions of irregularities . . . tempestuous combina

tions, stupendous effects that daze the beholder, leaving him to wonder and 

admire by the hour. While Powell went on to Kanab, Utah, Moran and

Colburn took an Indian guide on a side trip to the Bio Virgen river valley by way 

44of Cedar City. They passed the north and western sections of the huge 

Vermilion Cliffs escarpment which is now part of Zion National Park. This huge 

chain of cliffs travels from the giant monolithic rocks of the Rio Virgen tributary 

to the east along the border of Arizona and Utah and goes down into Arizona to 

the Paria Plateau (see Fig. 1). These cliffs are called by a variety of names, 

i. e . , beginning with the Hurricane C liffs, traveling east to the Pink Cliffs, to 

the White Cliffs, and finally to the Vermilion Cliffs in Arizona, so named by 

Major Powell. As they traveled, Moran stared at their beauty in wonderment. 

The first section he saw started with white at the crest, shading downward to 

beige, to pink, to red, and finally, to purple at the base. The party ended at 

the Rio Virgen, a canyon carved by the river, which is a tributary of the 

Colorado River. This branch leaves the main river in Nevada and goes north

43
’’Utah Scenery,” Aldine, Vol. VII, No. 1 (January, 1874), pp. 14-15.

44
Moran used the Spanish spelling of Rio Virgen in the title of his 

painting, as John Powell did in his notes.
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through the northwestern tip of Arizona and back into Utah. The vast buttes of 

this region are glowingly described in C. E. Dutton’s book, The Tertiary History 

of the Grand Canyon.

Moran and Colburn followed the twisting canyons of the Rio Virgen 

gazing with awe at the towering monoliths and their brilliant colors, which 

Moran described:

The Canyon of the Rio Virgen is  without doubt the grandest and most 
beautiful of all the tributary canyons of the Colorado River. In the 
walls of this canyon are found vast amphitheatres; titanic pinnacles 
rise from its depths, exquisitely storm-carved and painted by nature 
in endless variety of colors. ^

This region was called "Rock Rover's Land" by the Indians of the

46region and is now the heart of Zion National Park. A flaming painting which 

Moran painted of this river valley depicted the towering rocks and fiery colors, 

was titled Valley of the Rio Virgen, 1874 and was one of Major Powell's favor

ites. The Aldine published engravings of this painting along with other drawings 

by Moran, giving the American people the first real view and knowledge of this 

area which early Mormon settlers had named "Little Z ion."

Moran and his party rejoined Powell at Kanab, and promptly returned 

to the area again, but stopping this time at the easternmost end of the river. 

Powell took many notes, and Hillers made photographs while Moran sketched.

^M oran quoted in Thomas D. Murphy, Three Wonderlands of the 
American West (Boston: L. C. Page & Co. , 1912), p. 134.

^C larence Edward Dutton, Tertiary History of the Grand Canyon 
District (with Atlas), 48th Congress, 2nd S e s s ., House Miscel. Doc. 35, 
Ser. 2320-21 (Washington, D .C .: Government Printing Office, 1882), p. 54.
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Moran was impatient to see Grand Canyon, and on August 3, 1873,

Moran, accompanied by Professor A. H. Thompson (one of Powell’s scientists)

and Jack Hillers decided to go to the Grand Canyon by way of Mt. Trumbull, the

westernmost end of the Canyon in Arizona. They took two mules and supplies

for ten days. For water they had to depend upon a series of four natural c is-

47terns called water pockets. These pockets are basins in natural rock 

formations which catch rain water.

The men had to compete with bands of wild horses to drink the red and

muddy water which was alive with wrigglers. The name of the first water basin
48

was "Wild Band Water Pocket." Moran wrote in his letters home that they 

had to make strong coffee so they could get the water down. After three days of 

bad water, heat and dehydration, they were all ill. They camped at the base of 

Mt. Trumbull on the third evening out. The next day they followed the channel 

of the Toroweap Tributary to the famous overlook. Before looking down into the 

depths they made camp about a mile away. It was not until they reached the rim  

itself that the gorge "suddenly opened almost as if the very crust of the earth 

had been rent asunder. We stopped and gazed in awe-stricken silence," wrote 

Colburn of this breathtaking view. ̂  Moran would have traveled down the

47John Wesley Powell, The Exploration of The Colorado River and Its 
Canyons (New York: Dover Publications, 1961), pp. 299-301, notes dated 
September 15-16. This book was first published under the title, Canyons of the 
Colorado (Meadville, P a .: Flood and Vincent, 1895).

48Bassford, pp. 37-42.

49Colburn article in New York Times (September 4, 1873), p. 2, col. 2.
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Colorado River had he accompanied Powell on the survey in 1872. Many refer

ences state that Moran was with Powell when he first gazed down into Grand 

Canyon, but he was not, as he left them at the east fork of the Rio Virgen and 

returned to Kanab. C. E. Dutton wrote of the view from this overlook:

The scenery here becomes colossal. Its magnitude is  by no means 
its most impressive feature, but precision of the forms. The 
dominant idea ever before the mind is the architecture displayed in 
the profiles. It is  hard to realize that this is  the work of the blind 
forces of nature.

Moran and his group stayed for two more days at Toroweap; Moran 

sketched while Hillers photographed and Thompson made notes in his science 

journal.

Moran wrote of Toroweap:

The general color here is a bright violet, the upper surfaces are 
gray mixed with red . . . going to a yellow in red at the bottom 
. . .  the grays are pearled and lustrous . . .  in the hour before 
sunset the effect was dazzling, weird, awesome, the scenes 
shifting constantly . . ."51

Moran feared that no man's palette was equal to the endless 

kaleidoscope of tints and colors in ever-changing light.

The party returned to Kanab, where on August 14, they prepared to 

accompany Major Powell to the north rim of the Grand Canyon to Powell’s 

Plateau (named by Powell for himself). The plateau is a huge pine-covered 

promontory situated almost between the two major plateaus, the Kanab Plateau

^Dutton, p. 86.

51MSS F ile s , Thomas Moran Collection, Jefferson National Expansion 
Memorial, St. Louis. Notes on Moran's sketch TM-95.
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to the west and the Kaibab Plateau on the east. Kanab Creek divides them.

Moran had observed this high plateau (that Powell had so modestly named for 

himself) from Mt. Trumbull’s base and had expressed a desire to go there. The 

plateau is  detached at the rim from the main plateau areas and can be reached 

only by hiking down into and crossing the huge saddle 1000 feet below that joins 

it to the Kaibab. The terrain on the north rim is vastly different from that 

around Toroweap. Instead of blistering desert around Mt. Trumbull, Moran 

found himself passing through sylvan glades of spruce, pine, and aspens, which 

was a most welcome and beautiful sight. When finally reaching the top of 

Powell’s Plateau, Moran found the view that Powell called "the greatest point of 

view in the Grand Canyon." The river winds around the base of the plateau, and 

one has a grand sweep of the length of the main chasm from east to west. Moran 

gazed the forty m iles of its length in one direction and the twenty m iles in the 

opposite, and he knew that this was the vantage point for his first painting of the 

Grand Canyon. He found his gaze across the breadth could travel only a short 

distance as it was blocked by huge buttes. He took liberties with this view 

across as one can see when looking at the finished painting.

Major Powell describes this view very aptly:

You see about a dozen m iles away the river itself. Beyond the 
Colorado you see the crags and peaks and angles formed by the side 
canyons on the edge of the great escarpment. You see faintly out
lined a group of volcanic mountain, of which the San Francisco 
mountain is  the culminating peak.

In the immediate foreground you look down into a vast amphi
theatre , dark and gloomy . . . like an opening into nadir hell . . . 
on the left there is  a cliff and towering crags and pinnacles . . .
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buttressed below and resting on a huge mass of horizontal stratified 
formations, presenting a grand facade of storm-carved rocks. The 
Colorado itself, seen in the distance, though a great river, appears 
but a creek . 2̂

Moran watched a thunderhead boiling up from the dark depths, where

the air had grown hot from the steaming rocks. He saw sudden draperies of rain

covering the gorge. Blue-white lightning split the air and the eardrums "while

a thousand streams gathered from the plains and dashed down the rock cliffs

53many times the height of Niagara." Moran was ecstatic—here was the savage 

face of nature that he had sought for so long. He sketched rapidly, but also he 

fixed the scene in his mind, memorizing details and colors, as was his habit.

In October 1873, back in his studio, Moran began the large canvas of 

the Grand Canyon from Powell’s Plateau, which he named The Chasm of the 

Colorado (Fig. 2). He made it the same dimensions as the large canvas of 

Yellowstone Chasm (7 by 12 feet). So grand a panorama could not be shown 

fully on a small field. He sketched the main details in with charcoal and let it 

rest. In December, Moran turned again to the painting. The vast scene was on 

a much larger scale than any he had attempted before. Moran admitted later 

that it was almost a composite of forms he rearranged in order to get the effects 

and emotional impact he felt when he saw it. He had to be almost ruthless in

52MSS F ile s , Thomas Moran Collection, East Hampton Free Library, 
Powell clipping, scrapbook, p. 49.

53
J. E. Colburn, "The Canyons of the Colorado," from William 

Cullen Bryant, Picturesque America, Vol. n  (New York: D. Appleton, Vol. I, 
1872; Vol. H, 1874), p. 509.



Fig. 2. Moran: Chasm of the Colorado 1873 
Oil, 84 x 144 inches.
National Collection of Fine Arts, 
Smithsonian.



his suppression of details and deciding how much of this overpowering view he 

could successfully unite into a harmonious whole. The viewer looks through a 

rock-rimmed foreground into an abyss formed by the Muav side canyon. Out of 

the dark abyss floats a curl of cloud, balanced on the left by the huge red cliff. 

In the middle ground the viewer sees the silver thread of the Colorado River. 

Beyond in the distance rise the buttes, and beyond them the opposite cliffs fade 

into a blue haze. In reality one cannot see the opposite cliffs of the south rim. 

He carefully placed the native vegetation in the foreground to give some scale to 

the painting. He included stunted trees, Spanish Beyonet, firs, cedars, and 

several varieties of cactus. High up on the picture plane to the left, Moran 

painted the storm he had seen. The eye travels from the fury of the storm to a 

rainbow and a patch of blue sky on the right.

The colors range from dark brown and mauve in the foreground to 

shades of red, to yellow variations. Yellow and ochre had been standard in 

Moran's works thus far.

This painting was received with mixed reactions and reviews of 

opposing opinions. Moran had striven to reveal the sublime power of nature so 

that the spectator would experience the same awesomeness and fear that he had 

at nature's fury unleashed. Some critics pointed out his lack of unity, others 

simply could not believe the dimensions. This was understandable, since few 

white men had seen the Canyon from the point, if at all. In spite of all the 

criticism , Congress voted another sum of $10,000 to purchase the painting in 

July 1874. This was also the sum Congress paid Moran for the Yellowstone

36
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Canyon in 1872. This painting was sent to the Senate Lobby in Washington to 

hang alongside the Yellowstone painting. ^  In the future Moran would return to 

the Grand Canyon many times for inspiration and to lose himself in its 

never-ending cascade of shimmering colors.

The Age of Illustration, 1875-1890

Between commissions to paint such vistas as the Mountain of the Holy 

Cross, 1873, Moran returned to paint the striking red Vermilion Cliffs and the 

monoliths of Zion on the Rio Virgen in 1875. That same year Moran painted the 

Rock Towers of the Colorado, which he later renamed The Glory of the Canyon 

(Fig. 3). There is some question as to whether this painting represents the 

buttes of the Rio Virgen or some in the main chasm, but it is  generally accepted 

to be a view in the main canyon on the Colorado River. Moran thought this 

painting to be particularly successful, and he kept it all his life. The painting 

shows a definite debt to Turner in its pearly opalescence that swirls around the 

shadowy butte looming high in the centerground. The vantage point is taken from 

far below the butte at the river’s edge and looking upward from a dark, rocky 

foreground. In the left middle ground the river emerges from a stream of m ist 

and clouds. A V-shaped promontory of rocks is crowned by dark trees, and at 

its base is another line of dark trees. In the center of the two lines of trees the 

rocks are highlighted. This painting shows Moran’s formula of alternating bands 

of dark and light colors. The middle ground glows with light and ends high up in

Bassford, Appendix Note 2, p. 134.
54



Fig. 3. Moran: The Glory of the Canyon 1875 
Oil, 52 x 40 inches.
Gilcrease Institute, Tulsa.
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the picture plane with the lightest tones—another characteristic of Moran’s

works. It is  a painting of which Turner might have been proud. Moran has not

painted stark buttes, but captured instead some of the poetry of the scene.
%

Moran’s commissions to illustrate scenic routes for railroads, such as 

his commission for the Pennsylvania Railroad in 1875, kept his hand busy and 

his interest in American scenic wonders alive; yet he continued to paint Turner- 

esque scenes such as his Dream of the Orient in 1876. Moran had not, as yet, 

seen Venice, but the painting vaguely resembles Venice—a favorite subject of 

Turner's. ^  The golden halo cast by the setting sun over the buildings rising  

from behind, with a rainbow of colors from the boats, sa ils, and buildings mir

rored in the quiet waters in a misty diffusion—all suggest Venice and Turner.

The forming of the New York Society of Etchers in 1877, revived 

Moran's interest in that medium.. Also in that same year, the Society of 

American Artists was formed and headed by Richard Gilder, editor of Scribner's 

and a friend of Moran’s. Nine years earlier, Moran had a brief revival of 

interest in lithography, a medium that had been used in America mostly for 

commercial reproduction of art. A portfolio of his lithographs was published, 

called Studies and Pictures in 1869. This series showed Moran's love of nature's 

bold scenic features—towering trees, craggy mountains, rushing waters, all in 55 *

55Wilkins, p. 104.

Moran's brother Edward also joined, as did their friends, John 
LaFarge, and Stanford White, to name a few.
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boundless energy. One of his most beautiful lithographs was Solitude in 1869 

from a sketch near Lake Superior. ^

In painting, Moran's palette at this time was mostly chromes, raw 

sienna, burnt sienna, yellow ochre, warm tones relieved by bright reds, cobalt
C Q

blue, rose madder, and occasionally zinc green. Moran’s colors were bright 

and vivid at this period in American landscape art; in some works his colors 

seemed to burst forth spontaneously. ^  Some of this bursting of colors can be 

seen in some of his later Grand Canyon paintings.57 58 * 60

In 1878 Moran completed another painting of the Grand Canyon 

entitled A Side Canyon of the Colorado (see Fig. 4). Moran intended it to be 

given to Major Powell in a tribute to his exploits. Moran painted it from 

Powell’s own description and Jack Hiller’s photographs, as he had never seen 

this scene himself. Although it strongly resembles Marble Canyon on the 

northeast rim , Powell identified it as Gypsum Canyon, several m iles back from 

the mainstream of the Colorado River. Moran reversed his formula in this 

lovely painting. The base of the foreground begins with a light and sun-filled 

group of rocks leading upwards into murky brown depths. To the right the rocks are

57Wilkins, p. 55.

58Ruth B. Moran, Notes, Envelope A25, Moran Collection, Gilcrease
Institute.

""A rt N otes," Critic, Vol. VIH, No. 113 (February 27, 1886), p. 108.

"E specially  beautiful in his paintings of 1892, some of which are 
included in this study.
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Fig. 4. Moran: Side Canyon of the Colorado 1878 
Oil, approx. 52 x 40 inches.
Gilcrease Institute, Tulsa.
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outlined in lovely light yellow horizontals, while to the left, three tiny figures, 

supposedly Powell and his associates, can be seen toiling up the rock walls. 

Above and in the center high saw-toothed bluffs tower over all, bathed in sunny 

light. As is  common with Moran’s work, his horizons are usually very high up 

in the picture plane. His patches of sky are usually small. A delicate waterfall 

seem s to float down in the distance. This painting shows a rather unusual 

beauty in the walls of rock, yet Powell reportedly did not care for this painting, 

and instead, asked Moran to give him The Valley of the Rio Virgen. This paint

ing had already been sold, but Moran managed to retrieve it for Powell. Moran 

kept the Side Canyon of the Colorado in his collection; later it was purchased by 

Gilcrease Institute.

In 1878 Moran moved his family and his studio to East Hampton, Long 

Island. He painted many soft pastoral scenes from Long Island settings and 

from his visit to Florida in the 1870s. Moran painted a small scene of a Hopi 

pueblo about this tim e, but it is  not known whether or not he actually painted it 

from life. Moran worked so often (as did other artists) from photographs that 

his itinerary is hard to document.

In 1881 Moran received a commission from the Denver and Rio Grande 

Railroad to paint more scenes in the Rocky Mountains. While in Denver, Moran 

took short side trips to Colorado Springs and painted the strange spires of The 

Garden of the Gods, a place of stark rock towers that resembles Arizona's
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Monument Valley. Moran traveled from there into Laguna> New Mexico and 

to the Pueblo of Taos, where the scenery and the subjects were of great interest 

to him. His paintings marked the province that later became a colony of artists 

known as the Taos School.

The decade of the 1800s was one of returning aestheticism as well as

westward expansion in the arts. Young American art students continued to fill

European studios in even greater numbers. Moran went to England again and

met his old friend, John Ruskin (of the Pre-Raphaelites). Moran was one of the

few Americans that John Ruskin liked and admired. Moran met Whistler there,

but did not care for Whistler’s work. Moran called Whistler a lazy fellow who

62lacked the will to finish his work after the first inspiration was gone.

Moran visited old Mexico, and the subsequent paintings he made from 

his trip there had a definite Barbizon glow. His use of soft autumnal colors, 

huge frames of trees around tiny figures, lacy leaf patterns, and the soft radi

ance and generally subdued moods in these paintings show his debt to the 

Barbizon painters. 61 62

61Moran had drawn this strange place in 1874 for Picturesque 
America entirely from photographs taken by the eminent William H. Jackson. 
These and other photographs taken by Jackson and Hiller whetted Moran’s desire 
to see and explore America for himself.

62Gussie Packard Dubois, ’’Thomas Moran Knows Nature and Paints 
It, ” Pasadena Star-News , March 11, 1916, p. 6.
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Venice, 1886 and 1890

In 1886 Moran decided to visit Venice. It was a favorite haunt of

Turner’s and also had become a kind of artistic center for American artists.

Whistler, Frank Duveneck, William M. Chase, and others had succumbed to its

attraction, and Moran was no exception. He found the soft radiance of Venice’s

atmosphere enchanting, as had Turner. The streets, the squares, the gardens,

and the buildings were all bathed in a sun-drenched glow which was caused by

the reflections of light from both the sun above and sun's reflections in the water

of the canals. Moran said, "Venice is an inexhaustible mine of pictorial

treasures for the artist." His favorite hour was sunset, when everything 

64glowed like gems. Venice's atmosphere strengthened Moran's luminosity in 

his paintings which is  so much like Turner's. After his second trip there in 

1890, Venice, for Moran, became an important source for subjects of his paint

ings. 63 64 65 Moran never carried his Venetian paintings to the extremes that Turner 

did. Where Turner distorted buildings, Moran did not. Moran painted more 

realistically, but his Venetian period marked the beginning of his decline in 

finding and painting new subject matter. Although he varied his vantage points,

63Moran quoted in Wilkins, p. 188; quoted from letter to Christian 
Klackner, May, 1888, with description of etching, "The Gate of Venice," by 
Thomas Moran, N. A. (Pamphlet on file with Moran's etching in Print Room,
New York Public Library).

64
Ruth B. Moran, "Thomas Moran, N. A . ," Thomas Moran CoUection, 

Gilcrease Institute, Envelope B5.

65Wilkins, p. 193.
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the atmosphere, and the time of day, his paintings had the same overall compo

sition. Moran was beginning to do the very thing that he had accused the 

Barbizon artists of doing more than twenty years before—of repeating themselves.

Moran began to paint former subjects of his earlier paintings, also.

He repainted his Mist in Kanab Canyon and re-dated it 1892. His watercolor 

studies and sketches numbered fewer and fewer. ^  He was slowing down in his 

travels, and he began to depend more on his bulging files of old studies, sketches, 

and notes in his forthcoming work.

In studying the later versions of his earlier paintings, one can see how 

much Moran's technique had loosened and broadened. His scenes were simpli

fied, with fewer details. The rocks he loved to paint had fewer brushstrokes; 

some paintings show purer areas of light and dark colors. Moran's eye for 

detail was not dimming, but his vision was changing.

The Grand Canyon of Arizona, 1892-1920

The Santa Fe Railroad began to advertise its scenic views in 1891, 

following the lead of other railroads and hired artists to paint their most 

spectacular scenery. Perhaps no other railroad in our history had the chance to 

use America's most important attraction, the Grand Canyon, that the Santa Fe 

had. Throughout the decade of the 1890s their tracks stopped at Flagstaff, 

Arizona, and the last 65 m iles had to be traversed by their Grand Canyon Stage 

Lines. 66

66Wilkins, pp. 197-98; Notebook (G), 1888-1895, Thomas Moran 
Collection, Gilcrease Institute.
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Railroad officials contacted Moran in 1891 to commission him to paint for them,

but it was not until 1892 that Moran and his son, Paul, accepted railroad passes

to travel to the Grand Canyon to the south rim.

The new president of the Santa Fe, Edward Ripley, wanted their

advertising to depict the wonders of New Mexico and the Grand Canyon.

William H. Simpson became the advertising manager, and it was he who

approached both Moran and Fernand Lungren in 1891 to paint for the railroad.

Moran and Lungren met in 1892 at the Grand Canyon. Lungren's biographer,

John Berger, suggested in his book that the Santa Fe Railroad wanted to use the

artists and the new Homesteading Act as well to enrich its coffers. The latter

was expected to bring invasions of new settlers west in search of land, and the

67
Santa Fe wanted to cash in on this bonanza.

Although Interstate Commerce acts beginning in 1904 frowned on rail

roads giving gratuities to anyone in exchange for services and was made a 

mandatory law in 1911, the Santa Fe Railroad, Thomas Moran, and other artists 

largely ignored this law in all aspects. Simpson used his power to commission 

Moran almost yearly to paint for his company in exchange for passes and even 

discounts on accommodations in hotels at the Grand Canyon until 1920. Per

versely, Simpson also used this law as the basis for refusing to give William R. 

Leigh any gratuities, and only the most minimum payments in exchange for his 

paintings for the Santa Fe. Moran and his daughter, Ruth, continued to openly 67

67John A. Berger, Fernand Lungren (Santa Barbara, California: 
Schauer P r e ss , 1936), p. 55.
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solicit passes and discounted accommodations until his last trip to the Grand 

Canyon in 1920.

Moran’s association with the Santa Fe Railroad began in 1892. He

agreed to paint one canvas and give the railroad publishing rights to reproduce

it. The Santa Fe reproduced it on their calendars, pamphlets, and parlor car

menus which were widely circulated. This scene he titled The Grand Canyon of

the Colorado and dated it 1892. He repainted this scene in 1908 and dated it that

year. It was rated as one of his best canvases by some of his contemporaries.

It was reproduced by the Santa Fe and used by it and many hotels throughout the

country. The original hung in El Tovar Hotel at the Canyon until 1919, when it

70was purchased by George Lorimer of the Saturday Evening Post.

When Paul and Moran reached the Hance "Hotel” at the brink of the 

Grand Canyon (where Desert View is  now) they found a main ranch house of logs, 

with the guests staying in roomy tents with large cots and wooden flooring. 

Moran thought it very comfortable. John Hance was a colorful character who 68 69 70

68Moran File #205, Santa Fe Railway, 85 Jackson Street, Chicago; 
miscellaneous letters from 1904-1920.

69Charles F. Lummis, "The A rtists’ Paradise: n ,"  Out W est,
Vol. XXIX, No. 2 (September, 1908), p. 191.

70For a comparison, a black and white reproduction can be found in 
Charles A. Higgins, Grand Cafion of the Colorado River (Chicago: Passenger 
Dept, of the Santa Fe Route, 1897) frontispiece, dated 1892; the 1908 version 
can be found in black and white in Wilkins, after p. 96.
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was believed to be the first white man to settle at the Grand Canyon. He built 

Hance's Trail down from the southeast corner of the Canyon, and about halfway 

down the trail, he built a rest stop. The rest stop consisted of a small cabin 

near a natural spring. The cabin and most of the trail were demolished later in 

a thunderous and destructive storm. Many of the vistas that Moran and others 

painted from various points along the trail were obliterated. Parts of the foot 

trail, the Kaibab, cross points of the old Hance Trail.

Moran made about eleven pencil and wash drawings of the sights that 

the little stageline passed from Flagstaff to Hance’s Hotel. He painted the San 

Francisco Peaks, the rest stop at Cedar Ranch, the cliff swellings of the ancient 

Indians seen on the south rim, and some views from short distances down the 

trail. Moran also painted two lovely watercolors of the river from the bottom of 

Hance’s Trail. These were incorporated in the Santa Fe guidebooks and pam

phlets in 1892 and successive years, along with drawings by Fernand Lungren 

and Henry Farny.

In the pamphlet published in 1893 by Charles A. Higgins, Higgins 

states that when he and Moran were descending Hance’s Trail the year before, 

Moran caught sight of a cavernous cliff, a tall temple which resembled an *

71

^Primary source: Frank C. Lockwood, "Captain John Hance: He 
Built Trails and Spun Yarns at Grand Canyon,’’ The Desert Magazine, Vol. 3, 
No. 9 (July, 1940), p. 16; Secondary source: J. Donald Hughes, The Story of 
Man at Grand Canyon, Grand Canyon Natural History Association, Bulletin #14 
(1967), p. 66.
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Egyptian Pharoah’s head. Moran named it the Temple of Set. Moran is not

given credit for this in geological treatises about Grand Canyon, but nowhere is

it disputed either. The naming of the majority of the buttes is  credited to

Clarence E. Dutton, with a few side canyons and streams named by Major John 
7 0

Powell. '

Moran painted several lovely paintings from the south rim following 

1892; the work was done mostly back in his Long Island studio. According to 

Wilkins, one of Moran's favorite vantage points from the Canyon rim was at 

Comanche Point on the eastern rim, about two m iles north of Desert View 

(Desert View is the head of the old Hance Trail). The inner gorge of granite is  

closer to the spectator, and the river channel is wider. Two scenes of 1892-1893 

appear to have been painted from this point (Figs. 5 and 6).

The first (Fig. 5 ), Morning, Grand Canyon, shows a dawn bathed in 

roseate m ists. The dark areas of rock are scattered from the foreground to the 

right and middle sections, balanced on the left with a shadowy tree. Beyond and 

to the right a red butte is swathed in pink m ists, while the distance at the top of 

the picture fades away into a filmy shimmer. The cheerful mood of this picture 

strongly contrasts to that of The Gorge at Dawn (Fig. 6 ), and the following, The 

Inner Gorge, Grand Canyon (Fig. 7). The former painting is  a stronger 

composition than the morning scene (Fig. 5); it has le ss  pronounced m ist-effects 72 73

72Higgins, p . 17.

73Dutton, p. 145, 158, 172-175 passim.
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The Gorge at Dawn ca. 1892
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and more clearly delineated forms. The V-shaped foreground opens with a tiny 

thread of the river winding around the butte and ends with Vishnu’s Temple 

almost mid-center in the distance. Stunted growth is  seen in the rocky forma

tions in both paintings. In the latter painting (Fig. 6) the clouds are dark around 

a gathering storm. This painting is so close in color, features, and technique to

Moran’s first painting for the Santa Fe (the Lorimer painting) that it has been 

74mistaken for it.

The Inner Gorge, Grand Canyon, painted circa 1892-1893 (Fig. 7), 

was painted from the same point (Comanche Point) and shows an even gloomier 

aspect (cf. Fig. 6 ). The solid rock wall on the right is painted in somber tones; 

the gloomy depths of the gorge are painted in black tones. The little patch of 

rocks highlighted in the bottom right foreground is  the one brightening note. 

Grayish m ists rise  out of the gorge and swirl upward and back to meet the storm  

clouds roiling around Vishnu's Temple high up on the left. Moran's use of 

diagonal progression leading from the left foreground to the right and back to the 

left into the distance to Vishnu's Temple is  a different note from the three 

previous paintings mentioned and is a device from the old Hudson River School. 

This device is not usually so pronounced in Moran's works this late in his life. 

The entire tone of the latter painting is  one of foreboding and emphasizes 

Moran's preoccupation with picturing the Grand Canyon in storms.

74Compare as directed in footnote #70, this paper.



Fig. 7. Moran: The Inner Gorge, Grand Canyon ca. 1892 
Oil.
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The Santa Fe Beckons, 1892

In 1892, Moran made a fast friend in William H. Simpson, the new 

advertising manager of the Santa Fe Railroad. Mr. Simpson thought so highly 

of Moran’s advertising value that he consistently broke his company’s rules 

until 1922 in furnishing Moran and his daughter, Ruth, with paid fares, or 

passes, and discounted hotel accommodations (by bringing pressure upon Fred 

Harvey and his manager). Moran sold the Santa Fe one painting outright in 

return for three round-trip fares; on another occasion, when the railroad inter

vened and forced Moran to pay for his own fares, Simpson reimbursed Moran

75for the entire trip, unknown to his company officials. Moran was a rich man

and did not need gratuities, but he and his daughter both continued to openly

76
solicit them from Simpson.

W. A. B issell was another executive of the Santa Fe Railroad who 

knew and cultivated the friendship of Moran and his daughter. B issell gave his 

name to a point near Hance’s Trail (see Fig. 8), but his name on this point did 

not survive.

By 1893, Moran’s palette had grown bolder; he tended to use more 

violet hues, more blues, and an array of pinks rather than red, yellow, ochre, 

and brown. His application of paint was broader, but no less clear. His careful 

detailing of rocks and trees continued, but the trees began to show decided 75 76

75Moran File #205, Santa Fe Railway, letters dated March 28 to
April, 1907.

76
Ibid. , miscellaneous correspondence to 1922.
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Fig. 8. 1902 Map of Grand Canyon of Arizona. Shows old names,
Cyclorama Point, adjacent to Herm it’s Basin and ”No Mans’ 
Land. ”
Inaccuracy: Moran’s and B issell’s points reversed.
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energy. Wolfgang Born wrote that Moran was haunted by the Grand Canyon’s

77whirlpools of colored fire, azure gorges, purple rocks, and flaming sunsets.

In 1892, following his sojourn at the Grand Canyon, Moran visited

Yellowstone Canyon again and painted it. He repainted this scene in 1901. It

hung in the old National Museum at the Smithsonian for years, until 1928, when

it was purchased by George Pratt and other philanthropists, who gave it to the 

78National Gallery. Moran continued to find inspiration for paintings at the

Yellowstone Canyon and the Grand Canyon throughout his life. He discovered the

Great Shoshone Falls in Idaho for himself in 1899 and wrote glowingly of it to his

daughter, Ruth, and to the National Park Service director: ’’[It is] the grandest

waterfall he had ever seen . . . and not since his first sight of the Yellowstone

79and the Grand Canyon had he been so stirred and thrilled. . . . ” The great 

waterfall proved to be the third greatest influence on Moran in his choice of 

subject matter.

Moran’s beloved wife, Mary, died in 1899, after nursing Ruth through 

a bout with Yellow Fever. Moran was devastated by her death. He decided to 

lose himself in his work—a decision which was not too different from his regular 

habit of work. He decided to take a trip west again. 77 78 79

77Wolfgang Born, American Landscape Painting: An Interpretation 
(New Haven: Yale University P ress, 1948), p. 109.

78
"Mr. Pratt Presents Moran’s Masterpiece to the National GaUery,” 

Art D igest, Vol. H, No. 20 (September, 1928), p. 1.

79
Quotes by Director, National Park Service, February 10, 1930, Ruth 

Moran’s correspondence File 54, MSS, Thomas Moran Collection, East Hampton 
Free Library.
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Moran, accompanied by Ruth, went west again to the Grand Canyon in

1901, at the invitation of W. H. Simpson. Moran met fellow artist George

Inness and Gustav H. Buek, the artist-lithographer who lithographed Moran’s

first painting for the Santa Fe in 1892. Moran also renewed old friendships with

three of the colorful, local celebrities—Captain John Hance, ”Pete” Berry,

80hotelkeeper at Grandview Point, and William W. Bass, a trail blazer. Bass 

was a pioneer in the building of the first trans-canyon trail with a cable car 

crossing the Colorado River. One of his trails is  named for him and is in close  

proximity to the Hermit Basin Trail, about eight m iles west of Grand Canyon 

Village. John Hance is believed to be the first white settler at the Canyon; he 

arrived there in 1883. Berry was a miner who, along with Ralph Cameron and 

his brother, founded the first copper mining company in the Grand Canyon.

Berry also built the Grandview Trail in 1893, which was a favorite subject for 

Moran and Leigh. Berry built Grandview Hotel there and did a very good business 

until the Santa Fe extended railroad tracks to the Canyon’s rim in 1901. This 

very scenic trail is no longer maintained by the National Park Service, but it is 

still passable.

Ralph Cameron and his brother widened and improved the Bright Angel 

Trail, which was actually an ancient trail which followed a natural fault down to 80

80
There are many fascinating tales, probably some just legends, about 

these three men, some of which are briefly told in The Story of Man at Grand 
Canyon by J. D. Hughes. John Hance himself was a spinner of tall tales, and it 
was often difficult to tell fact from fiction—that was part of his charm. Moran, 
no less than other v isitors, found these men interesting and went on short 
excursions with them.
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the river’s edge. Animals and Indians had used this old trail for centuries, but

the Camerons laid claim to it in 1903 and charged all who used it a toll. The

Santa Fe Railroad decided to avoid the toll by constructing a new road to the west

of Bright Angel Trail and improving another ancient trail for passengers and

clients of the railroad. The Santa Fe began construction in 1910 and completed

the Hermit Rim Road in 1912. The road stopped at the site where Hermit’s Rest

was built in 1914 at the eastern head of Hermit Basin. This point is shown on the

old map of 1902 as ’’Cyclorama Point" (see Fig. 8). This road was approximately

eight m iles long and was built strictly for the open-top stages operated by the

81railroad; cars were not allowed to use it until 1919.

The confusion of two trails begins; the Santa Fe named their newly-

widened trail Hermit Trail, which was built just at the edge of Hermit’s Rest.

This is on the east side of Hermit Basin, a large amphitheater at the head of

Hermit Canyon on a tributary of the Colorado River. The trail was wider and

better than any other and in places was paved with sandstone. It followed the

eastern side of the basin down to Hermit Canyon. A rest stop was built,

82consisting of more than a dozen cabins on the Tonto Plateau.

The name Hermit, given to a basin, a canyon, and a trail, came from 

the famous hermit of Grand Canyon, Louis Boucher. Boucher was a French 81 82

81Hughes, p. 116.
82

This rest stop was commemorated years later in a painting by 
Oscar Borg (see Appendix).
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Canadian who had pioneered in this area since 1891. He was a solitary man 

who did not invite his cronies to his dwelling, but who never refused help to 

those who needed it. He came to the hotels run by Hance and Berry occasionally, 

but preferred to live alone. Boucher built his own trail on the west side of 

Hermit Basin and which lead from the rim, just behind Yuma Point down to Drip

ping Springs, a reliable spring part-way down the trail. Boucher preferred to 

call his trail Silver Bell Trail. It continued down from Dripping Springs around 

Columbus Point (an extension of the rock platform below Yuma Point) into

Boucher (Long) Canyon, where Boucher planted a large garden and an orchard of

84more than 75 trees. Columbus Point became a favorite vantage point of a sub

sequent artist, William R. Leigh (the subject of Chapter Three). The trail and 

quarters built by William Bass were about ten m iles west of the trails at Hermit 

Basin and can also be seen in the old map of 1902 (see Fig. 8). Bass' trail began 

at Havasupai Point and passed the Mystic Springs. None of these three trails is 

now in use.

The two trails, the Santa Fe's Hermit Trail, and Boucher's Dripping 

Springs Trail, can be located more easily on the newer map (see Fig. 9). On 

the old map of 1902, this area is  shadowed and is  located between Cyclorama 

Point on the east (Hermit's Rest) and No Mans' Land on the west (Yuma Point). 83 84

83Hughes, pp. 74-75; Harvey Butchart, Grand Canyon Treks—A Guide 
to the Inner Canyon Routes (Glendale, California: La Siesta P r e ss , 1970), 
pp. 40-43.

84

83

Hughes, pp. 74-75; Butchart, pp. 40-43.
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c 0 L QJ? J 0  0

F i g .  9. Map showing Columbus Point, below Yuma Point, west of Herm it’s 
Rest. (On old map of 1902, ’’The Abyss” was shown as Cyclorama 
Poin t.) Above from Felton Gamble, Your Grand Canyon Adventure 
Guide.
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Thomas Moran seemed to be on closer terms with John Hance than 

with other settlers of the Canyon. Whether or not John Hance had any influence 

on the choice of vistas that Moran painted has not been established. Moran did 

paint Hance*s cabin for the Santa Fe guidebooks and many vistas from different 

points down Hance's Trail, as well as the Canyon from the bottom of Hance*s 

T rail.85

W. H. Simpson wrote with some surprise that he observed Moran

quietly watching the Grand Canyon from! the rim, while others of their party sat

86or ran about in aimless wandering. Moran made only a few penciled notes, 

sometimes using a color code for future reference, but mostly he was memo

rizing the viastas, as was his habit of long standing. He did a particularly 

colorful watercolor sketch of Bright Angel Trail called Looking Up the Trail at 

Bright Angel (Fig. 10) in 1901. The colors are bright and fresh, but penciled 

lines remain at the bottom, as it was never finished. Moran freely used rosy 

pinks in the middleground rocks, shading to a delicate pink in the rear range; the

standing butte on the left shades from blue to violet in the shadows at its base.

87According to Dellenbaugh, the trail at this point is about 6,000 feet deep. The 

finished oil painting which Moran completed in 1903 has lost the freshness of the * 88

88Higgins, pp. 11, 15, 19, 23. These are all painted from different 
vantage points along Hance's Trail.

88W. H. Simpson, "Thomas Moran—The Man," Vol. XX, No. 1 
(January, 1909), pp. 24-25.

^Frederick S. Dellenbaugh, The Romance of The Colorado River 
(New York: G. P. Putnam's Sons, 1906), frontispiece. Notes on watercolor 
sketch.
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watercolor (Fig. 11). The rocks in the foreground and the shadows up the trail 

are in many shades of violet and blue (not discernible in the photograph). The 

trail in generally light tones lead the eye upward to light pink bluffs to a bright 

blue sky; however, the lovely pinks of the watercolor have been lost (cf. Figs.

10 and 11).

In 1871 Major Powell and his survey party saw a clear and beautiful

stream of water plunging down a natural trail along the rock fault which he

88promptly named 1'Bright Angel Creek." He and his men were weary of rough

water and poor food. After a particularly grueling labor of trying to navigate,

and, at tim es, carrying the boat and provisions up steep walls (when the river

was not navigable), Powell made this entry in his diary;

August 15; Early in the afternoon we discovered a stream entering 
from the north—a clear, beautiful creek, coming down through a 
gorgeous red canyon. We land and camp on a sand beach above its 
mouth, under a great overspreading tree with willow-shaped leaves.
August 16; We must dry our rations today and make oars. The 
Colorado River is never a clear stream but for the past three or 
four days it has been raining much of the time . . . the little afflu
ent which we have discovered here is a clear, beautiful creek, or 
river . . .  we have named the creek above us (and behind) for the 
chief of the "Bad Angels," as this is  in beautiful contrast to that, 
we conclude to name it "Bright Angel."

In referring to the chief of the "Bad Angels," Powell meant the name 

he and his men gave to a rogue river in Utah, which they named the "Dirty Devil

88.Powell, pp. 255-259. Entries dated August 15-16, 1871.

89Ibid.



Fig. 10. Moran: Looking Up the Trail at Bright Angel 1901 
Wash drawing, 15 x 10 inches.
Lent by Cooper-Hewitt Museum, Smithsonian.

Fig. 11. Moran: Bright Angel T ra il, 
Grand Canyon ca. 1903 
Oil.
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R iver." Powell intended the name "Bright Angel" as a sort of apology for the 

name of the Utah river. The name of the trail was also known by "Bright 

Angel" from 1871.

Moran and his daughter, Ruth, returned in successive years to the 

Grand Canyon: 1904, 1905, 1906, and 1907. Many of Moran’s Grand Canyon 

paintings, however, are difficult to document. Some carry dates of the years 

in which they were retouched and not of the years they were originally painted. 

Others show no dates at all. Further, Moran seldom specifically named his 

paintings from the vistas he painted, and he took artistic license with forms, 

such as rock and cliff formations, and vegetation, all of which cause additional 

problems in recognizing actual vistas painted. ^

A case in point is the dark and gloomy Storm at Grand Canyon (Fig. 12). 

It is damaged and badly in need of restoration; therefore, the shadowy butte that 

rises out of the chasm below can be likened to Vishnu’s Temple, which was a 

favorite feature of Moran’s. The aspect of the dark inner gorge is similar to 

his other paintings from this point. All of the familiar features of Moran’s 

formula can be seen: the rocky promontory jutting out into the middleground 

over a cavernous abyss, trees and rocks also in dark tones in the foreground, 

with threatening clouds in the background. The only light areas are the m ists

Moran probably developed his interest in rocks and geology in his 
first camping trip in 1860. It was fostered by the geologist who accompanied 
Dr. Hayden on the survey into Yellowstone in 1871. While Moran took liberties 
with the arrangement of rock forms, he painted their details with care and 
always conveyed the type of rocks they were. It was not his intention to copy, 
but to make clear the limestone from the sandstone, and the sandstone from the 
shale; Sheldon, American Painters, pp. 125-126.



Fig. 12. Moran: Storm at Grand Canyon 1907 
Oil, 30 x 40 inches.
Philbrook Art Center, Tulsa.
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drifting up out of the abyss and the top of the butte. Overall, it is a gloomy pic

ture. If the mood of the painting is  indicative of Moran’s state of mind at the

time he painted it, it might be more easily understood; generally, Moran’s

91paintings are cheerful and pleasing.

It has been suggested that the years from 1901 to 1905 may have been

Moran’s most prolific period, but in terms of his paintings of the Grand Canyon

92and other scenes in Arizona, it was not.

Repetitive Themes

In November, 1910, Moran and four other artists, all claiming to be 

painters of the Grand Canyon, arrived at the south rim in a private car furnished 

by W. H. Simpson, advertising manager of the Santa Fe Railroad. These rich 

accommodations were in great contrast from Moran’s first visit there in 1892, 

when he took the Grand Canyon Stage Line from Flagstaff and slept in a tent at 

Hance’s Hotel. The Harvey Hotel was completed in 1901, the same year in 

which the Santa Fe completed their tracks to the Grand Canyon Village at the 

south rim.

The party of friends included Elliott Daingerfield, Frederick Ballard 

Williams, DeWitt Par shall, and Edward Potthast. Paintings by Daingerfield, 

Par shall, and Potthast were purchased by the Santa Fe Railroad and can be seen

^Moran received news of his son Paul’s death in Los Angeles, while 
he and Ruth were on their first stop in 1907 at the Grand Canyon. They returned 
to the Canyon in the fall of 1907, after Paul’s death; Wilkins, p. 226.

92Wilk:ins, p. 214.
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in the Appendix. Other members of the parly included Simpson, Gustav H. Buek 

(the lithographer and friend of Moran's), and Ruth Moran. The Santa Fe had 

begun construction of their south rim road to Hermit's Rest, and it was passable 

on foot or by horse and buggy.

One favorite drive was to Grandview Trail and "Pete" Berry's Grand

view Hotel. The path to Grandview was through a part of the Coconino Forest 

which Moran was to paint many tim es. He passed through thick tangles of 

Ponderosas, Pinyon pines, junipers, cedars, wild flowers, and colorful rocks
go

which could be compared for aesthetic beauty to an English estate. Moran 

painted many views from Grandview Trail, Hopi Point, Maricopa Point, and 

Yavapai Point, all of which had tall pines framing these lookouts at that time. 

Moran painted three almost identical views from the Hermit Rim Road (called 

West Rim Drive for identification purposes in many references). Two such 

views, painted from the new west rim road are Figures 13 and 14. In Figure 13, 

tall pines frame a distant view of pink and blue buttes. The trees have the soft 

autumnal tones and lacy patterning of Moran's "Barbizon" paintings. The warm 

colors of the trees and rocks in the foreground make a lovely contrast to the 

cooler colors of the distant buttes which lead the eye off into the far horizon by 

a strong diagonal placement of the forms. This is one of Moran's rare scenes 

in which the opposite rim, or even the horizon is  clearly visible. It probably 93

93Nina Spalding Stevens, "A Pilgrimage to the Artist's Paradise," 
Fine Arts Journal, Vol. XXXIV, No. 2 (February, 1911), pp. 108-109.
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Fig. 13. Moran: A Glimpse of the Grand Canyon of Arizona 1912 
Oil. A Scene from Hermit Rim Road.
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has the least misty effects of all of Moran’s Grand Canyon paintings. Although 

painted from nearly the same vantage point, the mood and effects of the second 

painting (Fig. 14) is  very different from the former one, which is  framed by 

pines. The Santa Fe purchased the latter (Fig. 14) in 1912 and today it has the 

highest value of any painting in its collection. The rocks and trees form a strong 

triangle on the right, which opens out into a vista of buttes bathed in delicate 

pinks, yellow highlights, and light blue shadows. It is a soft blend of subtle 

tints, with a suggestion of energy in the waving tree tops and the distant clouds.

It lacks the common stormy element of so many of Moran’s paintings.

Gustav Buek made a beautiful lithograph of this painting (Fig. 15) for 

distribution to the chain of Santa Fe offices, hotels, clubs, public buildings, uni

versities, and wealthy patrons who were on the Santa Fe’s mailing; list. The

lithograph shows more clearly than the painting the artistry of color gradations

94and detailing of rocks that Moran excelled in. The lithograph is  darker in 

tone than the painting, and one must study the painting to see the proper shading 

of pinks and blues.

Moran had, by this time, become more and more linked by the public 

to the Grand Canyon. ^  He painted many small scenes of the Canyon in varying 94

94Compare Figures 15 and 16, herein.

^M erle Armitage, Operations Santa Fe: Atchison, Topeka and Santa 
Fe Railway System (New York: Duell, Sloan and Pearce, 1948), p. 118; James 
Marshall, Santa Fe: The Railroad That Built An Empire (New York: Random 
House, 1945), pp. 287-288, passim.



Fig. 14. Moran: A View From Hermit Rim Road 1912 
Oil, 30 x 40 inches.
Santa Fe Collection.
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conditions and of the surrounding points of interest, such as the Petrified Forest. 

He sold a small painting of the latter to the Santa F e, but it is no longer in its 

collection.

The painting of Yavapai Point of 1913 (Fig. 16) is  a blend of cooler 

blues and dark greens, with light brown tones in the rocks. The shape of the 

foreground forms are reversed from the preceding painting. The m ists rising 

from lower depths and the storm clouds gathering in the distance are two con

stant factors in Moran’s paintings since his first painting in 1874. Moran wrote 

a few lines about painting the m ists from this point on his trip in 1910, but it 

took him three years in which to complete it. This painting now hangs in 

Gilcrease Institute.

After the excursion of 1910, Moran, some of the artists on the 1910 

trip, and some from Taos, New Mexico, decided to organize a group which they 

called The Society of Men Who Paint The West (Moran was made an honorary 

member). Just why Moran agreed to become only an honorary member is  not 

known. It is  known, however, that about this time, Moran’s health began to fail. 

He took fewer trips down the trails into the bottom of Grand Canyon, but instead, 

took short sketching trips close to his hotel. Perhaps this accounts for his 

repeated painting of the same buttes, although he varied the vantage points and 

weather conditions in which he painted them.

Moran painted another favorite butte, Zoroaster, in a mist in 1914 

(Fig. 17). Blue m ists flow around a rock which points like a stony figure toward 

the swirl of clouds, which seem like an echo, in the distance. The rock



.
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Fig. 16. Moran: Yavapai Point 1913 
Oil, 30 x 40 inches. Another 
view from Hermit Him Road. 
Gilcrea.se Institute.
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Fig. 17. Moran: Canyon M ists—Zoroaster Peak 1914 
Oil, 30 x 25 inches.
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promontory and Zoroaster Peak are painted in much the same palette of earlier 

days, the ochre, yellow, and brown tones of Yellowstone. It is a storm scene 

in fact and mood.

In his painting, Clouds in the Canyon, made in 1915, Moran depicted 

a scene, which, at first glance, conveys the effect of total energy (Fig. 18). The 

bending of the pines in the front balances the funnel of stormy clouds in the 

distance. The strong diagonals leading from the lower left to the upper right add 

to the feeling of movement. From the appearance of some of the temples, this 

scene may have been painted from around Pima Point (near Hermit’s Rest), but 

again, Moran's rearrangement of forms and landmarks makes positive identifi

cation difficult. What is most striking about this painting is its composition in 

two opposing right triangles—the foreground shape of dark trees and forms 

balances the inverted triangle of pastel-painted temples. It is  one of Moran's 

strongest compositions of the Grand Canyon.

In his scene of Zoroaster Temple at Sunset of 1916, the rosy tones of 

the rock cliffs which frame the temple strikes a lively, cheerful tone. It has a 

remarkably clear atmosphere (in view of Moran's preference for clouding the 

skies), and the variety of pink hues in the subject peak and those surrounding it 

add to the feeling of peaceful reverie. Unfortunately, the reproduction is not 

true to Moran's painting (Fig. 19). This painting is in great contrast to the 

colors and mood of the same peak which Moran painted in 1914 (Fig. 17).

Moran's painting, which is simply titled, Grand Canyon of Arizona,

painted in 1920, may be the last, or one of the last he painted of the Grand



Fig. 18. Moran: Clouds in the Canyon 1915 
Oil.
Rockwell Foundation, Corning, N.Y.
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Fig. 19. Moran: Zoroaster Temple at Sunset 1916 
Oil, 25 x 20 inches.
Phoenix Art Museum

1
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Canyon. At least, he painted no more scenes of the Canyon after 1920 (see

Fig. 20). This painting appears to go back in time to his earlier pictures of

1892, when he painted to many pictures from Comanche Point of the inner gorge.

Vishnu’s Temple is  again featured, and the palette of earlier paintings is

prominent—orange, brown, ochre, yellow, and white. The m ists are there,

encircling the rocky forms, and although the tones are somber, the general

feeling is  one of peace. The distance in the painting is not clouded, but rather

clearly defined. The iconography of rocks and river channel leading back to the

central point of interest has not changed. The painting, more than any other,

gives one the feeling of deja vu. It has more the look of a sunrise painted in

earthy tones, but what is more remarkable is the clarify with which the rocks

and trees are rendered. Moran’s eyes had not dimmed, and his high standards

had not changed. Moran always maintained that he always painted every picture

to the best of his ability at the time, and he never turned out a painting until he

96felt that it was finished. Perhaps that is why he had such scorn for avant

garde painters like Whistler and others who "threw pots of paint at the 

97canvas." 96 97

96Simpson, p. 21.

97
Wilkins, p. 232.
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Fig. 20. Moran: Grand Canyon of Arizona 1920 
Oil. The last year Moran painted the 
Grand Canyon.
Gilcrease Institute, Tulsa.
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The Peak of His Style, 1910-1919

Moran reached the peak of his style in refinement and skills in hand

ling paint during the teens of the new century. So great was the demand for 

Moran's work that forgers sold fake paintings, passing them off as his. This

98prompted Moran to place his thumb print on his paintings above his signature. 

The great number of color reproductions of his work seemed only to increase 

the demand.

His themes' subjects were much the same and generally went from 

Grand Canyon scenes to scenes of Venice, and back to the Grand Canyon. A 

quality of reverie and dreams permeated the last five years of his work (from 

1915 to 1920). Moran painted little in 1921 and very little after 1922. He and 

Ruth had settled permanently in Santa Barbara in 1919 to avoid the rigorous 

winters of Long Island. He visited with old friends in the art colony that had 

begun to grow there—friends such as Howard Russell Butler (who painted a por

trait of Moran in the last year of his life, 1926), Fernand Lungren (subject of 

Chapter Four and friend from 1892), Oscar Borg, another painter of the Grand 

Canyon (commissioned by the Santa F e), and DeWitt Parshall (fellow artist and 

friend, mentioned on page 64 and in Appendix).

Moran's daughter, Ruth, wrote of his last days—of her father lying 

in his bed and watching the great cracks in the ceiling and imagining them to 98

98Moran's thumb print is  on file in the Thomas Moran Collection, 
MSS F iles, Gilcrease Institute.
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outline scenes of Venice. ^  The cracks were caused by the earthquake of 1923 

which destroyed much of Santa Barbara.

Honors

Honors came easily to Moran in his lifetime. He was accepted into 

the coveted National Academy of Design as a M l member in 1884. He had 

helped form and became a member of the Society of American Artists in 1877. 

He resigned from this body in 1879 after a heated argument with William 

Merritt Chase. Chase had just returned from Europe and an extended stay in 

Munich, and like to many young American artists, he opposed "worn out, 

old-fashioned methods"; he had refused to hang the second of Moran’s paint

ings entered in the show.99 100 Chase later became a close friend of Moran’s 

and painted his portrait now hanging in Gilcrease Institute. Chase’s portrait 

pictured Moran as an old, enfeebled man with faded eyes, his whole aspect is 

one of frailty and extreme age. In direct contrast is  the photograph of Moran 

taken in 1913 when he was 76 years of age (see Fig. 21). He is still in robust 

health; his eyes are clear and steady, and he sits in repose. Moran still 

seemed to be in command of his world, just as his painting reached its zenith 

in the teens of the twentieth century.

99Ruth B. Moran, "Further Notes," Yosemite Nature Notes, 
Vol. XV, No. 8 (August, 1936), p. 64.

100Wilkins, p. 117.
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Fig. 21. Thomas Moran (1837—1926) 
in 1913, age 76
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Moran found fulfillment and success during his lifetim e, and he

realized his dream—to paint the wonders of America for her people. On one

of his trips to the Grand Canyon in 1901, he wrote:

My chief desire is to call the attention of American landscape painters 
to the unlimited field for the exercise of their talents to be found in 
this enchanting southwestern country; a country flooded with color and 
picturesqueness, offering everything to inspire the artist and stimulate 
him to the production of works of lasting interest and value. This 
Grand Canyon of Arizona and all the country surrounding it offers a 
new . . . and untrodden field for pictorial interpretation and only 
awaits the men of original thoughts and ideas to prove to their country
men that we possess a land of beauty and grandeur with which no other 
can compare. The pastoral painter, the painter of picturesque genre, 
the imaginative and dramatic landscapist are here offered all that can 
delight the eye or stir the imagination and emotions. 101

Moran lived to see the two places he loved most, the Yellowstone 

Canyon and the Grand Canyon, become National Parks. Moran must have felt 

gratified in knowing he helped preserve in visual form some of the great 

wonders of the world. Thomas Moran died on August 25, 1926, in his 

ninetieth year. Fritiof Fryxell dedicated this to Moran:
1 no

We live only to discover beauty—all else is a form of waiting. * 102

Thomas Moran, "American Art and American Scenery," from 
The Grand Canyon of Arizona, by Charles A. Higgins and Eighteen Others 
(Chicago: Passenger Department of the Santa Fe Railroad, 1902), p. 87.

102Fritiof Fryxell, E d . , Thomas Moran: Explorer in Search of 
Beauty (East Hampton, N. Y . , Long Island: East Hampton Free Library, 
1958), dedication page, poem by Kahlil Gibran.



CHAPTER 3

WILLIAM ROBINSON LEIGH, 1866-1955 

The Beginnings of an Artist

William Robinson Leigh was the seventh child born into a growing 

family on September 23, 1866 in a small settlement called Falling Waters, 

Berkely County, West Virginia. Leigh descended from families of gentility and 

a former elegance on both sides, but reality for the Leighs was one of uncer

tainty and hardship. Leigh’s family lived in an impoverished South, devastated 

by the Civil War. Gone were the mansions of pre-war years with their huge 

lawns, planted acres, a life of educated ease. Leigh’s parents were ill-equipped 

for the hard labor of farming at the close of the war.

Leigh's father, William Leigh, Senior, came from a seafaring family, 

whose antecedents came originally from England. Leigh, Senior was born in 

Richmond, Virginia and entered the United States Navy when he was only four

teen. He lived the life of a roving seaman until he was thirty-four, when he 

married Leigh's mother, Mary Colston, of Honeywood plantation.

It was Mary Colston who claimed the more illustrious ancestors. Her 

family's estate, Honeywood, was built on some remaining acres from the

83
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original quarter of a million acres purchased in 1785 by Raleigh Colston and

103his partners, General Henry Lee and Chief Justice Marshall.

When Leigh's father married Mary Colston, the family home, 

Maidstone, was built on another small tract of plantation land belonging to 

Honeywood.

Leigh wrote in his autobiography: "As the Civil War approached, my 

people, lulled in a dream of false security, did not wake up when they saw 

signal fires at night on opposite sides of the Potomac Valley; they did not 

trouble much when several slaves ran away. As the war gained momentum, 

the Colston family home, Honeywood, was burned to the ground, and the Leigh 

home, Maidstone, was left in the hands of a caretaker. Leigh's father joined 

the Confederate Army, and Mary Leigh took her children and fled to South 

Carolina for safety. They buried the family's keepsakes.

Owing to a combination of poor judgment, lack of business acumen and 

experience, and abysmal ignorance of labor conditions in the aftermath of the 

war, Leigh's family faced poverty and a never-ending stack of biUs. It was 

impossible to give the younger children the private tutoring the older ones had 

before the war, and Leigh's family refused to send them to the public schools. * 104

1 QQ
W. R. Leigh, "My L ife," penciHed notes, MSS files, Gilcrease 

Institute; F. Vernon Aler, A ler's History of Martinsburg and Berkely County, 
West Virginia (Hagerstown. Md.: 1888), pp. 55-57.

104Leigh, "My Life," pencilled notes, MSS files, Gilcrease Institute.
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Left to a succession of parents, grandparents, and aunts who tried to tutor 

them, Leigh and his younger siblings had an incomplete education at best.

Young Leigh was also suffering from a common malady of the South, hookworm. 

These factors, coupled with Leigh's love of animals, birds, and the out-of-doors 

in general, made him an unwilling student. •1’05

Leigh showed his talent in art very early; his first drawings were made

on his slate in lieu of schoolwork. He wrote later: "In those days I was

tolerated—a fool with a faculty. When he was about seven years old, he

won first prize at the Martinsburg County Fair for a drawing of a man on
107

horseback being chased by elephants.

Two major forces influenced Leigh's early years: religion and 

moneyed relatives. There was no church in Leigh's neighborhood after the war, 

so Sunday services for the family were conducted in their library by Leigh's 

father. Attendance was forced on the children, and the services were long and 

tiring. To better endure the long hours of kneeling, Leigh let his mind wander 

to happier thoughts. "I was mentally out in the sunlit woods, listening to a 

cat-bird . . .  I thrilled to the glorious notes that the little songster poured 105 * 107

105Ibid. Leigh's spelling was poor. In direct quotes "sic" will not be 
used. In spite of this, Leigh proved to be a gifted writer in adulthood.

^^William R. Leigh, "My Life," typed and bound manuscript, 
autobiography, two volumes (Vol. I, no date), p. 48, MSS files, Gilcrease 
Institute. This is Leigh's most complete story of his life and will be referred 
to in text as autobiography.

107
Ibid., p. 48. Leigh won one dollar.
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forth . . .  I answered. Instantly there was a half in the prayer. I had

completely forgotten my surroundin g s !" ^ ^  He was punished then and often for

such indiscretions. Other events associated with Bible readings helped sow

109the seeds of resentment, which led to agnosticism.

The latter influence, wealthy relatives in Baltimore and Washington, 

exposed the poverty of Leigh’s family only the more painfully. However, it 

was mainly through the support of an uncle in Baltimore and another in 

Washington, that Leigh was able to obtain a solid art education in Europe.

From Baltimore to Munich

Leigh was fourteen, and the year was 1880, when he was invited by an 

uncle in Baltimore to live there and attend the Maryland Institute of Art. Leigh 

remained there for three years working under Hugh Newell, one of the best 

teachers there and a former student of the eminent Edward Landseer in London. 

The accepted method of teaching art then was by copying the drawings and 

paintings of famous artists and making more three-dimensional effects by 

drawing sculpture. After three years at the Institute Leigh was left feeling 

unsatisfied. He knew he needed more training than America could offer. He 

was considered proficient enough in his last year at the Institute to teach other 

students, and he did so three evenings a week. 108 109

108Ibid., p. 41.

109
Ibid., pp. 41-42.
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At the end of his first year there, Leigh had received a "No. 1 

110mark." This honor appeared in the newspapers in Baltimore, and the

111results proved a great satisfaction to Leigh—acceptance by his family.

The uncle-benefactor in Baltimore was happy, and another windfall came to

Leigh as a result of his publicity. Leigh's cousins in Washington showed the

clippings from Baltimore's newspapers to William Wilson Corcoran, the noted

art collector and philanthropist. Corcoran sent young Leigh two hundred

112dollars, which Leigh put in a bank for further studies.

Leigh made another appeal to his uncle in Baltimore for money to 

help send him to Munich. The uncle was apparently the only one with money 

who was willing to help him. Leigh had received fifteen dollars a month for 

his teaching art three evenings a week during his last year at the Institute, but 

his family was too poor to help him live overseas.

It turned out to be an uncle in New York City, Charles Fry, who 

promised young Leigh three hundred dollars a year for European study.

Munich and Europe, 1883-1896

Leigh arrived in Munich in 1883. He wrote excited and enthusiastic 

letters home to his mother. In one he wrote, "At last I am in the city of art; 110 * *

110Ibid.. p. 112.

n l Ibid., p. 112.

^ ^ Ibid., p. 112. The great man was William Wilson Corcoran, art 
patron and founder of Corcoran Gallery; Corcoran died in 1888.
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and well may it be so called, for there is  so much statuary, and fine carving,

on every public building that unless it is extraordinarily good, no one notices 

113it." Munich was chosen over Paris schooling strictly because of economics—

114study in Paris was more than twice the cost of study in Munich.

The Royal Academy of Fine Arts in Munich where Leigh studied for

almost twelve years had once been the home of a religious order. It contained

old passage ways paved with stone, paintings copied from the great Raphael,

and old tapestries. It had an old museum which Leigh described as "a truly

soiled and tattered leaf from the dusty book of time.

Leigh seemed most excited at first by the array of types of people

hired as models. They ranged from:

A throng of dirty ragged men and women . . . Italians in their native 
costume swaggered about . . . old decrepit Germans in tattered 
rags, with faces begrimed with dirt, and long gray hair, talked and 
grumbled together . . . while near the door were young women and 
girls, all with pretty good features and figures, and all very gay and 
talkative.1*6 113 114 115 *

113From Leigh’s letter to his mother, dated August 12, 1883, MSS 
files, Gilcrease Institute. This excerpt also was published in the Martins burg 
(West Virginia) Leader, "A Berkeley County Boy's Letter from Munich, 
Germany," MSS files, Gilcrease Institute.

114Munich Academy was chosen over Paris strictly because of 
economics; study in Paris would have cost over $400 more than study in 
Munich.

115Letter from Leigh to his father, dated November 7, 1883, MSS
files, Gilcrease Institute.

116Ibid.
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Entrance exams to the Royal Academy were based upon a drawing

sample of each aspirant, and Leigh apparently had no trouble entering. Leigh

was fortunate in studying under several master teachers, beginning with

Professors Raup, Gysis, and Von Loefftz throughout the 1800s. One of Leigh's

most memorable and influential teachers was Von Lindenschmit (from 1891-

1892) who advised Leigh that he had a flair for the dramatic and to pursue his

117talent in America, because there was nothing dramatic in Europe! This

was to prove prophetic.

School at the Academy lasted from early morning hours in studio work 

to long hours up until nine o'clock evenings, for six days a week. That left 

only Sundays for relaxation, during which Leigh wrote letters home, mostly 

to his mother. His letters were carefully saved and shared with relatives; 

others were corrected for spelling errors (Leigh was always a poor speller) 

and sent to the Martinsburg Statesman for publication. Publicity for Leigh was 

easily obtained in this newspaper since it was owned by Leigh's uncle, William 

Colston.

In the spring of 1884, Leigh went on a short vacation to the Tyrol. It 

was then that Leigh began to see the world of nature as landscape subject 

matter, where before he had concentrated on people, animals, and birds, to 

draw and paint. He wrote: 117

117Quote on Professor Lindenschmit found in same envelope as letter 
identified only as M. S .W ., "The Life of W. R. Leigh," MSS files, Gilcrease 
Institute.
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The mountains were a grand spectacle; the snow which had fallen 
the previous evening had mantled them in shining white from base 
to sumit, and the sun in the east smiled across the glittering peaks 
and steeped the eastward side of every mount in hues of dazzling 
splendor, while the westward sides were all in shades of silver 
gray. The dark pine trees were all drooping with the wate of the 
snow, which was melting beneath the influence of the sun. . . . 11

Leigh’s spelling is very individual, but the message is clear—he would see the

world around him with his heart and paint it.

In July of the same year, Leigh won a medal for his work. Out of

119five medals awarded, Leigh won second place. This notice was carried in

120
an issue of the Baltimore American. His long hours of hard work were

beginning to show results. Leigh wrote that he had no friendships, and acquaint-

121ances only among the students. Art was his real companion and his only

occupation.

When Leigh first began to study the art of the old masters around him

in Munich, he thought that they were "miserable things to talk so much about,

for I could see errors in the drawing often . . . and the trees were all brown

122and the sky so unnatural . . . "  He found, however, that when he went a

■^Leigh’s letter to his mother, dated April 14, 1884, MSS files, 
Gilcrease Institute.

Medals Won by Baltimoreans," Baltimore American, undated 
clipping, MSS files, Gilcrease Institute.

120Ibid.

Leigh’s letter to his mother from Munich, dated July 28, 1884, 
MSS files, Gilcrease Institute.

122Leigh's letter to his mother, dated June 29, 1884, MSS files, 
Gilcrease Institute.
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second time, things looked different to him. He wrote then: "When . . .  I

sat down before some of Rembrandt’s work, the brown trees, the unnatural

sky, and the small errors in drawing had vanished, I saw the picture in a new

123light, a work of marvelous poetry and color."

On another occasion he wrote to his brother:

When you see the picture, you do not look at it as you would at any 
other picture, but, as if at nature; no technique in work, no 
canvas attracts your eye, but a poetical feeling creeps over your 
mind, as if you were transported back to the scene of ages long 
passed away, and lost in the depths of time.

Money was always a problem and a source of worry to Leigh. His 

uncle Charles Fry had promised him support in the amount of three hundred 

dollars a year, which he sent in small amounts. This caused Leigh to live a 

hand-to-mouth existence and to go hungry much of the time. Leigh constantly 

wrote letters home asking for money, but little was forthcoming. His mother 

simply did not have the money to spare.

At the Academy of Munich, as in all European academies then,. 

a solid grounding in draughtsmanship was required first. Leigh tried to 

explain the need for long months, even years of training, to his mother through 

numerous letters. He tried to make her see that it took many months to learn 

correct modeling of a head, a building, and the features of landscape motifs 

before one could enter the painting school. Good drawing and understanding * 124

^Leigh’s letter to his mother, dated June 29, 1884.

124Ibid.
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of composition were essential before one could undertake the problems of

125painting—the mixing of colors and the handling and application of paint.

Leigh wrote also that he could begin to earn money of his own only

after at least a year in the painting school. He finally was accepted in the

painting school in 1886, working under Ludwig Loefftz. Although students had

to spend six to seven hours a day painting, they still had to devote afternoons

sketching. Drawing was never at any time dropped. Daily routine included

drawing in charcoat in the mornings, and drawing with paint and brush in the

afternoon, so paint as a medium was not entirely new to Leigh.

Leigh's hard work, diligence, and talent began to show dividends.

Early in 1886 he sold his study of a nude figure which he had made in nature
126

school to the New York Academy of Design.

The sale of his nude study to the New York Academy paid further 

dividends, for it must have been there that the great William Corcoran saw 

his work and gave the family another check for two hundred dollars to help 

with Leigh's support. Corcoran had earlier given Leigh the same amount for 

his work at the Baltimore Art Institute. 125 126

125Leigh's letter to his mother, dated September 6, 1885, MSS files, 
Gilcrease Institute.

126
Leigh's letter to his mother, dated June 20, 1886, from Munich,

MSS files, Gilcrease Institute.
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With this financial aid, Leigh could afford new clothing and better

housing. Leigh had written his mother that he had sold three drawings (of

127modeled heads) to an American in Munich.

To show the amount of time devoted to drawing just human and

animal heads, Leigh wrote to his mother that out of thirty good heads, he had

128sold or given away all but five. Munich stressed modeling of the human 

figure as one of their most important aspects of art, and this was to show in 

Leigh's work the rest of his life.

Leigh was enabled to join a gymnasium with his new support, which

kept him in better health. The long hours in the Academy did not allow him

much time for outdoor exercise.

The year 1887 saw more hardship and struggle for Leigh. He

received word that his uncle's support would cease when Leigh reached his

twenty-first birthday in March. His parents managed to send him enough

money to see him through the spring sem ester, but in the summer of that

129year Leigh found it necessary to book passage home. 127 128 129

127Leigh's letters to his mother, dated November 21, 1886, and 
November 25, 1886, MSS files, Gilcrease Institute.

128
Leigh's letter to his mother, dated November 25, 1886, MSS 

files, Gilcrease Institute.

129
Leigh's letter to his mother, dated March 27, 1887, MSS files,

Gilcrease Institute.
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Many students at Munich were leaving for France and the academies

in Paris which were becoming increasingly popular. Perhaps this factor and

his financial worries added to his restlessness and unhappiness, for he wrote:

I am impatient with this Munich, I don’t like the way they paint here, 
and don’t like to get into their way of painting any more than I can 
help. They paint too spiritless for me. In one way I am gladd that 
I am leaving this place this summer; that is , if I can make enough 
money in America to take me to Paris. ^

When Leigh arrived in New York City he sought out his Uncle

Charles Fry (who had been sending him money) to possibly arrange for further

support, but none was forthcoming. Mr. Fry had no further interest in

helping a twenty-one-year-old nephew, no matter how talented.

Leigh went home to find.his father ill and bankrupt, even with the 

131sale of the family farmlands. His father died during the year. Leigh

managed to find work teaching art in a girl’s school in Baltimore; he also

earned money on the side by selling crayon portraits. Leigh managed to save

132enough money to pay for his passage back to Munich in the spring of 1888.

Professor Loefftz accepted Leigh back in his painting class that 

autumn. After only two months back in c la ss , Leigh wrote that he was forced 

to get out and hunt for a job. He told a story familiar to many art students: * 131 *

120 Leigh’s letter to his mother, dated March 27, 1887.

131Leigh, "My L ife ,” MSS files, Gilcrease Institute, p. 187.

^^DavidC. Hunt, "Portfolio of an American Artist—W. R. Leigh," 
American Scene Magazine, Vol. VII, No. 1, Gilcrease Institute of American 
History and Art, Tulsa, Oklahoma (1966), p. 4.
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It was one of the hardest winters I ever saw in Munich; hunting 
for jobs was not easy . . . and finally I was compelled to begin 
borrowing. It was a nightmare time . . . That winter remains 
an indistinct blur of misery and anxiety, of endless trudgings 
through the snow in search of employment.133 134 * 136

Leigh visited another painter in Munich who sometimes employed

others to assist him. He looked at Leigh’s studies and remarked that they

were unusually life-like and that Leigh deserved to get work, but he had none

to offer. Leigh wrote to his mother of some of his hardships the following

summer: ”1 don't want to spend another winter like the last . . .  I went over

a month without a cent in my pocket . . . when I m issed writing to you it was

135generally because I had no money to buy stamps. "

In 1889, conditions improved for Leigh. He found work along with 

other students painting a series of huge murals which were called "cycloramas." 

Some of these huge canvases measured more than fifteen yards in height and 

over one hundred yards long. Special buildings were built to house and show 

them. Leigh worked on historical events and biblical scenes, mostly. He 

made special mention of only two of these works, The Battle of Waterloo and 

The Crucifixion of Christ. Leigh attributed his ability to paint huge

1 3 0
Leigh, "My Life," MSS files, Gilcrease Institute, p. 188.

134Ibid., pp. 188-189.

3̂3Leigh’s letter to his mother, dated June 16, 1889, MSS files, 
Gilcrease Institute.

136Leigh, "My Life," pp. 188-191; secondary source: David C. 
Hunt, "Portfolio of an American Artist—W. R. Leigh," American Scene 
Magazine, Vol. VH, No. 1 (1966), p. 6, quoting Leigh, and biographical



murals subsequently to these cycloramas done in these years; otherwise 

he makes no further mention of them.

The painting school in Munich stressed painting directly on the 

canvas, without preliminary drawing, using a brush loaded with pure pigment 

(au premier coup technique). This was studio exercising, the purpose of 

which was to enable students to become adept in handling paint and to acquire 

fast painting techniques. Since all students had to excel in drawing before 

being accepted into the painting school, it was not meant to replace standard 

methods at the Academy. This training in applying pure colors in broad 

strokes shows up in many of Leigh’s later works, especially in some of his 

paintings of Indians of Arizona and other parts of the Southwest. Since this 

marks a departure from Leigh’s more common methods of tight brushwork, 

some of his later works have an impressionistic mien. This aspect of some 

of Leigh’s works present a problem which Leigh himself never resolved.

His impressionistic vein did not borrow French methods. 137 138

96

notes, some publication. Other panoramas were The City of Naples, and an 
allegory, the History of the Imperial Family of Germany; the sixth panorama 
was not mentioned by name.

137Leigh’s letter to his mother, dated September 12, 1889, MSS 
files, Gilcrease Institute.

138The works of Leigh which appear impressionistic in brushwork 
and paint application (au premier coup) is discussed by David C. Hunt in his 
second Portfolio on Leigh, American Scene Magazine, Vol. DC, No. 4 (1968), 
last page of text; this same problem was discussed in White's th esis, "William 
Robinson Leigh: Painter of the American W est,” (a Biography), (University 
of Tulsa, 1970), throughout.
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The painting of the cycloramas took up most of Leigh’s time outside 

of school from 1889 to 1895; and, ga in in g  something of a reputation from his 

work on them, he was able to get other art commissions, which helped him 

live and complete his education.

He finished one of his major paintings in Munich in 1892, called 

Grandfather’s Story. It was a genre scene, and it brought him one of the most 

coveted Academy awards, the silver medal. The painting was given the place 

of honor in the Munich Salon in the Glass Palace, and it was later exhibited in 

Paris where it received honorable mention in the show. He finally sold the 

painting to an American in 1896 for the unheard of sum (to Leigh) of one 

thousand dollars! This paid for his passage home to America and enabled him 

to repay his debts to his friends.

Leigh was advised to stay in Europe where most of the salable art

was painted. Leigh found that the subject matter no longer interested him,

139but the painters’ treatment of the subject often did. He wrote that some

times the painting was so brilliant that only a stone could remain unmoved!

Moreover, Leigh felt that the historical and biblical scenes so common in

141Europe "had been done to death. ”

139Leigh, "My Am erica," text and paintings by the author, Arizona 
Highways, Vol. XXIV, No. 2 (February 1948), pp. 16-25.

140Ibid.

141Ibid.
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Leigh's true interest in subject matter emerged in 1892 while he was

still in Munich. He painted The Gamblers from his active imagination, and

possibly, homesickness. The painting showed a gambler and a cowboy shooting 

142it out in a saloon.

Home to the Heartland

Leigh arrived in New York City in 1896 with only forty dollars in his

pocket and a determination to paint America—"that vast field of untouched

material, pictorial opportunities unsurpassed and brand new—as wonderful as

143any the world had ever seen!"

Leigh found American painters painting European subjects in European

styles. He was advised to go see an art dealer who had made a great deal of

money from the sale of American paintings—chiefly, he found, from those of 

144George Inness. Leigh at last realized why—George Inness's work was an

American Barbizon painter, and his work sold!

The second dealer he went to told him he only handled one American

painting at a time, explaining to Leigh, "They (American artists) only paint

145Barbizon pictures—peasant girls with wooden shoes, driving sheep, e tc ."

142
There is a photograph of The Gamblers still on file at Gilcrease 

Institute, but the actual whereabouts of the painting is not known at this writing.

143Leigh quoted from "My Am erica," p. 25.

144ibid.

145Ibid.
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It was this same dealer, who, when Leigh told him he wanted to paint the West 

and Indians, said, "Who wants pictures of dirty Indians?” Leigh suggested
1/

landscapes, canyons, mountains, plains; the dealer called them stage scenery.

147His final retort was that there was nothing to paint in America! Leigh was 

puzzled and greatly disillusioned.

Leigh wrote: ”1 had from my first landing in New York thought that the 

painters of our eastern states were not painting America, but a sort of slightly 

disguised Europe; they had been too much influenced by the old world. It 

became imperative that he find work.

Leigh knew by this time that many artists in America supported them

selves by illustrating for the larger journals and magazines. He had hoped to 

avoid this practice at all costs, but he soon felt doomed to do it. Armed 

with his painting of The Gamblers and a few black and white compositions, he 

went to Scribner's and was immediately hired. He was to continue his 

association with Scribner's for tenyears to come.

His first assignment was to do a series of black and white illustrations 

of United States history; a broad subject which he would never have selected had 146 147 148 *

146
Leigh, "My Am erica,” p. 25.

147Ibid.

148Leigh, "My L ife,” p. 224; and Leigh's "Why Did I Go West?" 
undated writing, MSS files, Gilcrease Institute.

Leigh, "My Life," p. 227.
149
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he had a choice. He labeled this work ua tedious thing composed of portraits 

of tedious politicians and officials. Much against his inner desires, Leigh 

settled down to illustrating in a studio in New York City.

Not everything Leigh drew was made for publication in Scribner's. He 

worked privately for the Scribner family illustrating Princeton University.*^  

His media were gouache, pen and ink, pencil sketches, and crayon.

He began to work his way west, taking assignments from Scribner's 

with him. In Chicago, he painted a series of paintings that were intended to 

awaken the social conscience of Americans. He painted scenes of the people at
i rn

the turn of the century who suffered at the hands of large industry. John

Berger had written of the labor troubles involving the large railroads since 

1541891. Scribner's published William A. Wyckoff's story, "The Workers—the

West," which also showed the plight of workers in big cities. Leigh's 

awareness of conditions deepened. 150 * 152 * * *

150Leigh, "My Life," p. 227.
1

Ibid., p. 228.

152Most of the Scribner family members were alumni of Princeton
University.

1 CO

Robert Taft, Artists and Illustrators of the Old West, 1850-1900 
(New York: Charles Scribner's Sons, 1953), p. 242.

**^John A. Berger, Fernand H. Lungren (Santa Barbara, California: 
Schauer Press, 1936), p. 55.

Wyckoff's story was published in a series by Scribner's Magazine; 
see vols. XXIHj XXIV, from March to November, 1898, except August issue.
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Leigh’s next assignment was in North Dakota in 1897; he spent several 

months traveling around the country and sketching scenes for William Allen 

White's subsequent article on wheat farms. He met White, who told Leigh 

stories about the great American West, and further fired Leigh's determination 

to go west.

Leigh did not want to be typed as an illustrator. He had gained some

reputation from his work for Scribner's buthe felt that working in nothing but

157black and white was not good for a painter. Leigh worked on other commis

sions in black and white, some of which appeared in McClure's Magazine in 
158

1900.

As Leigh worked with other artists and his contacts broadened, he was

amazed and resentful of the attitudes expressed by American art students

returning from Paris. Students from Paris seemed particularly incensed

against the traditions of Munich. Leigh wrote in his journal:

In Munich, the French and the French Art was never disparaged, no 
sneering was heard . . . but the men who returned from Paris were 
filled with vindictive bias against those who come back from Munich.
I was dumbfounded at the false conception and malice with which 
these people had been indoctrinated in P a r is .156 * * 159

156WiUiam Allen White, "The Business of a Wheat Farm ," Scribner's 
Magazine, Vol. XXII (November 1897), pp. 531-548.

1 57
° Leigh, "My Life," p. 242.

"A Story of Domestic Life Among the Railroad People," McClure's 
Magazine, Vol. XV (May 1900 to October 1900).

159Leigh, "My Life," p. 245.
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Such attitudes on the art of Americans who could not claim associa

tion with Paris caused Leigh to avoid other artists and retreat into himself.

He wrote: "We in Munich got better training and came back more efficient than 

did those trained in Paris."*®® As if to justify his feelings further, he wrote:

"I was never a club-man; the smoking done in club-rooms made my eyes sore;

16Xthe drinking, card-playing and aim less conversation did not attract me.

Leigh’s adherence to his principle of showing accurate detail in his

162illustrations had earned him the unfair title of "Buttons and Shoestrings."

His views were that his Munich training was superior to any offered in French

Schools. The lack of fairness on the part of his critics disheartened him and

accelerated his decision to give up illustration, except for occasional 

162commissions.

Another surprise awaited Leigh—that subjects painted of our great 

west were jealously guarded from one artist to another! He wrote of an 

artist-friend:

This friend of mine—he always greeted me with a sm ile—was 
well-fixed financially, and went on various trips to our Southwest.
When, in all innocence, I asked him what the West was like—he 
was engaged on an illustration of a western scene—he answered 
that it was stage scenery, dime-novel stuff—not fit to paint, and * 162

16QLeigh, "My Life," pp. 245-46.

*®*Ibid., pp. 242-43.

162Ibid., p. 245.
1 fiQ

Ibid., pp. 245-46.
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dangerous besides being very costly. He overdid it. I knew he 
was painting nothing e ls e , himself, but our Southwest.

Leigh decided to try portrait painting as a new field, and to help sup

plement his income from the magazines. He was given a commission to paint 

a portrait of Mrs. Reed, the wife of the president of Rock Island Railroad. 

Leigh got this commission through Edwin Lefevre, an art dealer and erstwhile 

agent for artists. Leigh spent almost two years on this portrait, working from 

only a few sittings and the help of a model and some photographs. Mrs. Reed 

died before the painting was finished. • Leigh began to lose weight and suffered 

from great weakness, which he attributed to long hours of work and lack of 

food. He was told later that he must have had tuberculosis. Leigh called this 

portrait a nspeaking likeness, ” and later described it by saying "I had never 

done a better piece of work.

Leigh had been told by Mr. Reed that he would also paint his 

daughter. In the meantime an unscrupulous art dealer had questioned Reed as 

to why he had hired a "nobody like Leigh" to paint his family portraits. In any 

case, Leigh was never paid for his long labors. He attempted to retrieve the 

portrait, only to find it ruined from being rolled wet and stored in a damp 

closet. Leigh had lavished the best that was in him on that portrait, and his 164 165

164Leigh, "My Life," p. 246.

165Ibid. , pp. 269-70.
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bitterness was understandable. He vowed then that he would never

accept another commission for portraits.

In 1898 Leigh married, and one son, William Colston Leigh, was

bom from the union. Unfortunately, the marriage did not last, and Leigh

returned to his home in West Virginia for fresh inspiration.

While in Martinsburg, he painted several genre scenes. One,

called Loitering, earned him a silver medal, but no money. He shifted his

field to the mountains and painted a few landscapes. He did paint a portrait

(uncommissioned) of a cousin, which won him a place of honor in the local

167Academy show (unnamed). Leigh knew he had to find more stirring motifs 

to paint. He knew that he could no longer put off going to the west.

The Fabulous West and the Grand Canyon 

In the summer of 1906, when Leigh was forty years old, he was 

invited to Laguna, New Mexico, by Albert Groll, a friend and fellow artist 

from his Munich days. Leigh was broke, so he decided to write to the Santa 

Fe advertising manager and ask for a pass in exchange for a picture of a 

western scene of his selection. Leigh received his pass and embarked for 

Laguna and the beginning of a dream of going west. 166

166Leigh, "My Life," pp. 271-74.

^^Leigh painted a portrait of his cousin, Sophie Colston; Leigh,
"My Life," pp. 252-53.
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He arrived in Laguna in September 1906. He alighted from the

Santa Fe train at a late hour, finding himself alone in a moon-drenched night.

A porter told him to knock on a certain house where he would find Groll.

Leigh wrote:

I stood still; there was the sage brush at my feet; a flat-topped 
mesa rising im m e d ia te ly  before me. Death-like silence reigned, but 
away off I heard a faint sound—a coyote! I knew it at once.

Beyond the house just mentioned, I could see in the moonlight, 
buildings such as I had never seen before; but from pictures, I 
knew it was a Pueblo Indian town I was looking at. Against a star- 
fretted sky, on a MU, they loomed silvery-white; in one a light 
burned red; a single dog barked twice; then silence.

At last I was in the wonderland, the land I had dreamed about so 
many years; the land where I was to prove whether I was fit-worthy 
of the opportunity—able to do it justice—* ^

Leigh awakened one other moonlit night to find a coyote peering in

at him through the screened door. Leigh was profoundly moved at the sight,

and by the animal's courage. In 1914 he painted this subject in a lovely

169painting of two coyotes.

Leigh saw that he needed studies of everything—the vegetation, the

rocks, the plains, the m esas, the sky, the Indians, and the dwellings—scores

170
of studies. He intended to soak up detaU like a sponge, even to learning

(

the customs and manners of the people and their pursuits.168 169 * 171 Leigh began to

168Leigh, "Why Did I Go West?"; Leigh, "My Life, "pp. 275-76.

169Leigh, "My Life," p. 278.

17QIbid. , pp. 279-80.

171Ibid. , pp. 279-81.
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paint everything around him, but found it difficult to get any of the Indians

around the Pueblo to pose for him. They had been told by their Medicine Men

172that by doing so they would lose part of their souls.

Leigh wrote of the scowling and muttering by the old men of the 

tribe, while the younger braves just didn’t see him! Indian mothers brought 

their babies to stare at him, the sight was so unusual. Leigh was fascinated 

by the contrasts of colorful blankets (some were Government issue) with their 

black hair. He found it ’’impossible to add, or take away, anything to heighten 

the fabulous picturesqueness—color, line, massing, distribution—everything 

was perfect!”*1̂

While in Laguna, Leigh took side trips to Acoma and Zuni Pueblos.

Thomas Moran had been drawn to Acoma and painted it; Leigh felt most

attracted to Zuni Pueblo. Leigh described it: "It is marvelously picturesque;

the highest building is five stories! Laguna had been pale buff—Zuni was 

174old-rose pink. ’’

Leigh sent Lefevre a request for a small loan for necessities so 

that he may go on to the Grand Canyon.

Leigh went on to spend two weeks at the south rim of Grand Canyon; 

it was there that he learned of the great earthquake in San Francisco (this is 172 173

172Leigh, "My Life," p. 278.

173Ibid. , pp. 286-88.

174Ibid. , p. 288.
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one way of following Leigh’s trail, since he did not always date his notes).

Leigh wrote about the huge board signs along the last lap of the Santa Fe

175tracks to the Canyon; he found them crude and absurdly false. When he 

arrived at the village at Bright Angel Point, he wrote that he saw a few pic

tures and some reproductions of paintings hanging in the hotel and station

176buildings, none of which were any good! It remains a mystery as to why

he did not see Thomas Moran's painting of 1892, which had been hanging,

reportedly in El Tovar Hotel until 1919, when it was purchased by Lorimer.

Leigh painted several studies from the head of Bright Angel Trail,

and from Grand View Point (about six  m iles to the east, and a few m iles west

177of Hance's Trail; see Fig. 8). These studies were in o il, and all approxi

mately the same size (about 32 x 50 inches). Leigh used them for subsequent 

paintings commissioned by the Santa Fe Railroad, and from existing records, 

all seemed to be painted at twilight or sunset. Correspondence dated 1908 

indicated that Leigh painted two paintings he hoped to se ll to the Santa Fe— 

one called The Point of Rocks at Bright Angel Camp, and the other called 

Sunset. Leigh described them as a "triumph in color—brilliant . . . "  and 175 * 177

175Leigh, "My Life," p. 297.

177Letter from Leigh to Fred Harvey, Kansas City, M issouri, dated 
May 14, 1908. Correspondence files, Santa Fe Railroad, Chicago.
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178painted from studies he had made on the spot. These particular paintings 

were both painted from the same view—the head of Bright Angel Trail.

Leigh seemed very attracted to the great landmark called the 

’’Battleship,” the great rocky platform that is so prominent from Bright Angel 

Point. It is so named for its resemblance to the turret of a great ship. Leigh 

wrote vividly in his journal (1907) of following Bright Angel Trail down to 

where he was on an eye level with the great rocky m ass of the ’’turret. ” From 

there he attempted to find the old trail leading to the copper mine which had 

long ago been forced to close its business. After several hours of rugged 

climbing and rough terrain, he was caught m iles from any trail with darkness 

coming on. Leigh knew that somewhere up the main canyon wall he would find 

a trail; the only way he could see of getting out of his predicament was to 

climb a fracture in the cliff wall. He proved his excellent physical condition 

(for a man of forty) by inching his way up the fracture and using only his arms 

to pull himself up and out of the narrow rock chimney at the top.

The advertising agent of the Santa Fe seemed pleased with Leigh's 

studies made from both Bright Angel and Grand View Points. As a result, 

the agent gave Leigh an order for two paintings approximately 40 x 60 

inches; afterwards Leigh painted three more for the Santa Fe, all the same * 179 180

l^ L etter  from Leigh to Fred Harvey, dated May 14, 1908.

179Leigh, ”My L ife ,” pp. 294-96.

180Leigh did not identify the agent, but it was W. H. Simpson.
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subject. Leigh imagined immense possibilities in painting the Grand

Canyon for the Santa Fe Railroad—visiting the Canyon in the summers and

finishing the paintings in his studio during the winters. However, he reckoned

without the machinations of Agent Simpson. Through the efforts of Simpson,

Thomas Moran received thousands of dollars for one of his Grand Canyon

scenes; Simpson never offered Leigh more than $250 for any of his paintings,

182some of which Leigh valued in excess of two thousand dollars. Correspon

dence between Leigh and Simpson shows the latter offering as low as $200 for 

Leigh’s larger paintings up until 1917—long after Leigh had made a name for 

himself and no longer needed the commissions of the Santa Fe. 183

Leigh clearly intended making a "specialty of that territory, the 

Grand Canyon."1®^

Leigh returned to New York in the late autumn of 1906, refreshed

in spirit and at peace with himself; he was more sure than ever that his true

calling was to paint the west. He wrote:

My entire horizon had now been revamped; I knew now that my old 
original conception was correct—my field was in the frontier West.
From now on I knew I must return as often to that field as possible. 181 * * *

181Leigh, "My Life," pp. 292-93.
io n

Letter from W. H. Simpson, Chicago, July 31, 1908, to J. F. 
Huckel, c /o  Fred Harvey, Kansas City, M o., correspondence flies, Santa Fe 
Railroad, Chicago.

' ^ ‘V o lu m in o u s  c o r r e sp o n d e n c e  in  Leigh co r re sp o n d en ce  f i l e s ,
Santa Fe Railroad, Chicago, from 1908 to 1917.

Leigh, "My Life," p. 292.184
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I must widen it—must know it from Mexico to Canada; know it as 
thoroughly as it was possible for me to know it. Above all, I must 
study horses and Indians. There were great historical events 
which had not been painted at all—or not adequately—great 
opportunities.

Leigh kept his promise to himself. Thereafter, he was in the west 

as often as he could earn enough money to get there. He traveled throughout 

Arizona, New Mexico, Wyoming, and the Dakotas for sixteen years. He made 

a total of thirty trips west to paint.

The year 1906 was the beginning of Leigh’s eleven-year association

with W. H. Simpson of the Santa Fe Railroad. Leigh was past his youth and

still struggling for his place in the art world, long past the age that many

artists do before turning to other means of support. Leigh’s dealings with

Simpson were fiUed with frustration and disappointment on Leigh’s part—

Simpson’s was filled with half-truths, pretexts, and subterfuge. Besides

offering Leigh paltry sums for his paintings as mentioned, Simpson deducted

the cost of a telegram he sent to Leigh on one occasion, fully aware of Leigh’s

186impoverished state. Leigh never knew that Simpson was responsible also 

for losing him a badly needed art patron—a businessman who wished to have 

Leigh paint him a scene of the Grand Canyon for advertising purposes. 185 186

185Leigh, ’’My L ife ,’’ p. 292.

186Letters from Santa Fe Railroad files on Leigh, dated June 5, 1909, 
July 20, 1909, and August 9, 1909.
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Simpson was promoting another painter to the patron for this commission, a

187painter whose name is long forgotten.

As Leigh's reputation grew, Simpson let it be known in his own

188circles that he knew the true value of Leigh’s work. When he wished to 

lose Leigh a sale to a prospective buyer, Simpson would refer to Leigh as a 

talented "illustrator." He continued to offer Leigh sums ranging from $200

1 RQ
to $275 for paintings until 1917.

Leigh's painting, South Rim Grand Canyon of Arizona, was painted 

between 1906 and 1908 (Fig. 22a). Although the forms resemble those from 

Bright Angel Point, this view and the following view (Fig. 22b) were painted 

from Grand View Trail (Pete Berry's hotel). The red frame of rocks out

lining the view has been partially cropped in the print from which this photo

graph was made, but the red bluffs on either side frame the river below.

Deep blue shadows shroud the river, while the temples above recede in a long 

diagonal back into the distance. These rock buttes are painted in many shades 

of pink and mauve; the blue shadows on the right face of the buttes indicate the 

time as sunset. Storm clouds over the distant north rim silhouette the buttes. 

Leigh's colors, shading and technique save the painting from almost * 0

187
i 0 ‘L etter from  W. H. Sim pson, dated June 23, 1909, correspon

dence f i le s , Santa F e R ailroad, Chicago.

"^Letter from Simpson to J. J. Byrne, dated January 26, 1910, 
correspondence f ile s , Santa Fe Railroad.

^Numerous letters, correspondence files, Santa Fe Railroad.



Fig. 22a. Leigh: South Rim, Grand Canyon of Arizona 1906—1908 
Oil, 37 x 61 inches. From Grand View Point, compare 
with Fig. 23c.
Anschutz Collection, Denver.
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Fig. 22b. Leigh: The Canyon From Grand View Point ca. 1909 
Oil, 37 x 61 inches.
Anschutz Collection, Denver.
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photographic clarity. Compare the photograph reproduced in Fig. 22c with 

Leigh’s painting. His application is  close to impressionism when examined 

closely. The composition is  strong—his basic solidity is  very clear. Leigh 

simplified the appearance of the rocks—he did not attempt to show every ridge 

and gully as did other Canyon painters of the time (see Appendix).

While Leigh did not use m ists and clouds as Moran did to veil the 

atmosphere, the total effect of this painting is one of beauty.

Another painting of the same view and almost identical to the pre

ceding one is in black and white. It, too, shows the solid structure of Leigh’s 

work. The rocky red bluffs and rock formations are more prominently shown 

than in the preceding painting (see Fig. 22b). Both of these paintings are now 

in another collection. The other painting of the same view which the Santa Fe 

has retained is in softer technique, with shades of blue predominating and is  

a generally weaker painting than the others (not shown).

The following painting (Fig. 23) is also painted from Grand View 

Trail, approximately six m iles to the east (and the site of "Pete” Berry's 

ranch-hotel). This vertical painting is unusual for Leigh—he usually adhered 

to the horizontal shape to reveal his v istas, a practice from his cyclorama 

training. Buff-colored bluffs in the foreground show Leigh’s impressionistic 190

190William Leigh, "Impressions of an Artist While Camping in the 
Grand Canyon of the Colorado, Arizona," Out West Magazine, Vol. n  (June 
1911), p. 19. The photograph is contained in the short version of Leigh’s 
essay which appears in this issue.



Fig. 23. Leigh: From the T rail at Grand View 1910 
Oil, 28 x 34 inches.
Santa Fe Railroad Collection.
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paint application: the rose-colored shadows reveal the depths of the canyon.

A white-capped Vishnu r ises and dominates the distance. The rose and 

purple hues of the canyon depths cannot, regrettably, be seen in the 

reproduction.

Leigh’s painting entitled Titan of Chasms from 1909 appeared on 

the covers of the Santa Fe Railroad’s menus and advertising pamphlets of 

1910. It was painted in warm yellows and fiery reds, an unusual combination 

of colors for Leigh at this time. Leigh considered it one of his best Grand 

Canyon paintings (photograph not available). It revealed swirls of clouds 

around the more prominent rocky features, and its general feeling of energy 

was in contrast to the more static qualities of the preceding paintings.

In Leigh’s first trip to the Canyon in 1906, he had discovered, 

besides the ’’Battleship” platform, another long rocky platform that jutted out 

into the main canyon from below Yuma Point, called Columbus Point (see 

Figs. 8 and 9 , and refer to text pp. 57-58). He wanted to paint from 

Columbus Point.

Leigh returned to Grand Canyon in August 1907. He chose this time 

knowing that the summer rains would leave water in rock basins, called water 

pockets, which would have to serve as his fresh water supply for the weeks he 

planned to camp out in the Canyon. Moran had to do the same thing on his 

first trip to the Canyon rim in 1873 (see text pp. 30-31).

Leigh knew that outside of the ranch hotels at Bright Angel and east 

of there at Grand View and Hance's Trail, there was only one other camp-hotel
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available to him for supplies—Havasu Hotel about twelve miles west of Yuma

Point, owned by William Wallace Bass (see text p. 56). Bass was another

colorful pioneer who became a settler, miner (of copper and asbestos), and

191general tourist-promoter around 1890. He established his own station for

pack mules about four m iles from Bright Angel Camp after the Santa Fe

Railroad came. Bass made his own trail from Havasu Point (about eighteen

miles west of Bright Angel Point) down to Mystic Springs, which had been

pointed out to him by a friendly Havasu Indian. Later, Bass continued his

trail across the Colorado River, where he (like Louis Boucher at Hermit

Canyon) planted a garden of typical Indian crops and an orchard of fruit trees.

In 1908 Bass established the first cable car crossing spanning the river. This

first canyon cableway allowed Bass better access to his mines and his gardens;

192it also opened up trans-canyon trails.

Leigh hired this very enterprising character to furnish him with 

two mules for his provisions and to guide him down Dripping Springs Trail to 

Columbus Point. Leigh set up his camp, which was about four m iles below 

Dripping Springs, which Louis Boucher improved by carving out a rock basin 191 192

191William Wallace B ass, Adventures in the Canyons of the 
Colorado, pub. at Grand Canyon, Arizona (by the author), 1920; and J. Donald 
Hughes, The Story of Man at the Grand Canyon (Grand Canyon Natural 
Association Bulletin #14, K. C. Publication, 1967), pp. 70-73.

192Hughes, p. 72.
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to catch rain water during months when the spring would be diminished.

The Dripping Springs Trail (which Louis Boucher named Silver Bell Trail) 

was a narrow, precarious thread, where single file was usually demanded. 

Leigh wrote:

It was late in the afternoon when we reached Columbus Point—my 
peninsula—and Bass wanted to be up out of the canyon before dark 
. . .  as soon as the mules were unloaded, he was off . . .  I was 
eighteen m iles from the nearest human being, because Boucher 
had fled this place that spring . . .  I sat awhile to take in my sur
roundings. Overhead the bats in their eccentric evolutions in 
pursuit of insects chattered vociferiously. Down below, the river 
quarreled with the rocks in one of its worst rapids . . . and sent 
up a faint but expressive roar . . .  the stars came out one by one 
at first, but soon in hundreds and thousands . . .  I am alone here 
. . . eighteen m iles from help; nothing must happen to m e .193 194 195

Leigh's camp was pitched at the tip of the rocky cape; he saw below 

him other rocky terraces extending out until the last one broke off at the 

granite channel enclosing the river. His precarious position and his aloneness 

weighed upon him, for he wrote more:

The air was balmy and still; amid these fearsome cliffs and 
chasms there dwelt a benign serenity. Yet it was a peace in which 
it would not be healthy to forget where one was, even for a moment.

There floated up to me the distant bray of a wild burro min
gling with the river's voice . . . an insect and tree-frog concert 
was getting underway . . .  a zone of silence immediately sur
rounding me became evident when I strolled about in my 
circumscribed domain.

193Hughes, pp. 74-75; Harvey Butchart, Grand Canyon Treks: A 
Guide to the Inner Canyon Routes (Glendale, California: La Siesta P ress, 
1970), pp. 41-43.

194
Leigh, "My Life," pp. 298-99.

195Ibid ., p. 300.
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Leigh found his thoughts turning to the ancient ruins he had seen in the

"rock inferno" called Grand Canyon; people had lived in every part of it, and

196some Indians still survived in a branch of Cataract Canyon (the Havasupai).

He described the sheer rock wall behind him that went up to the rim, from 

where a coyote’s bark floated down. Leigh was falling under the spell of 

Grand Canyon.

Canyon Impressions

The Grand Canyon had a profound effect upon Leigh; he painted it 

in several smaller paintings, showing it in all kinds of weather and seasons.

He wrote an essay on it entitled, "Thoughts on the Grand Canyon," and a 

longer article called "Impressions of an Artist While Camping in the Grand 

Canyon of the Colorado, Arizona"; a short version of the latter was published
1  Q*7

in Out West, a journal edited by Charles Lummis, in June 1911. Lummis 

was an author and historian living in California. He was a student of western 

lore and a Grand Canyon buff. He made it a habit to make the acquaintance of 

m an y artists (including Moran and Leigh), w riters, and colorful characters 

that frequented each locale. Lummis recognized Leigh’s talents for writing 

and urged him to express his thoughts on paper as often as possible; he also 

encouraged Leigh to do so by publishing his articles in Out West. 196 197

196
Leigh, "My Life," p. 300.

197
Charles Lummis was to publish several essays and short articles 

by W. R. Leigh in Out West Magazine.
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In a letter to Fred Harvey in January 1911, Leigh mentions a very 

large canvas of the Grand Canyon that would be suitable for reproducing in
1 Q Q

post card size for Harvey to use as advertising. Leigh describes this 

m ural-size painting as the best he has ever done.198 199 The size he mentioned 

indicated it was the largest painting Leigh had done of the Grand Canyon up to 

this time. The canvas was approximately 6 x 8  feet and painted circa 1910.

It was the beautiful painting called Grand Canyon From Columbus Point, which 

hangs in Newark Museum (Fig. 24).

This panorama from Columbus Point reveals a mood and an emo

tional feeling; it  reveals Leigh’s new enchantment with the Grand Canyon. It 

is in rose and pink tones with only a few accents of green in the stunted bushes. 

The highlighted rocks at the edge of the abyss shows the time of day is  early 

afternoon. The tiny figure of the bighorn sheep is one of arrested motion, 

perhaps of contemplation of the depths. There is  an overall stillness in the 

scene, and a feeling of heat, perhaps from the rosy tints. When one gazes at 

this huge panorama the feeling of depth is  overpowering. The entire mood is 

one of a moment suspended in time. Leigh's ability to show this is very 

characteristic of his later works.

This painting, when compared to his paintings of 1906-1908 

(Figs. 22-23) shows how Leigh matured—from a truthful, yet forceful

198
Correspondence file on Leigh, Santa Fe Railroad, Chicago, 

letter dated January 15, 1911.



Fig. 24. Leigh: The Grand Canyon From Columbus Point ca. 1910 
Oil, 66 x 99 inches.
Newark Museum.
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rendering of the Grand Canyon to this more powerfully emotional one. This 

can only be attributed to his emotional involvement with the Canyon as 

expressed in his writings. A beautiful passage from his "Thoughts on the 

Grand Canyon," written in 1907, shows the depth of his feelings:

When the light on the cliffs had changed sufficiently to stop 
working on the larger studies, I grabbed a paint-box and panel, 
and started another. Presently the great shadows began to swal
low up the depths, while the light on the upper pinnacles gathered 
color; delicate orange and pearl-lilac; a crazy quilt of magical 
form and witching color—a fabulous mosaic—a grand Kaleidoscopic 
array of tints of infinite charm. Now the orange light was changing 
into rose, to vermilion; the shadows to lavendar, to purple.

The shadows of peaks were growing to enormous lengths in 
the east; in the west a giant conflagration was developing; tre
mendous shafts of lurid luminosity shot sheer to the zenith.
Meanwhile pearl-cerulean m ists gathered in the depths and 
climbed—creeping, gliding up, up—stealthily lengthening. No 
language, no pigment could be more than a clumsy make-shift; 
beyond all human power to describe—the sublime drama of light 
and shade—of color and form—in stately magnificence drew to a
c lo se .200

Leigh portrayed much of this feeling in his panorama of Columbus 

Point. He wrote that this August sun (1907) was blistering h o t . . .  as he sat 

on this naked tongue of red rock in a most exposed position, not a breath of 

air was stirring . . . some of his colors melted. On either side of his ten- 

foot-wide perch, the eye gazes into chasms perhaps four thousand feet deep.200 201 

He wrote yet more of his view:

200Leigh, "My Life," p. 305.

201
Leigh, "Impressions," p. 3. The excerpted or shorter version 

of this manuscript was published in Out West Magazine, Vol. II (June 1911), 
but is used only once in reference. The original manuscript in Gilcrease is  
quoted in following footnotes.
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Before me the stupendous chasm yawns, winding into hazy indistinct
ness to right and left, entrancing, frightful. The light borrowed 
from the sun makes everything appear unreal and ghostly—yet all is  
visible. The countless recesses and gulfs, the amphitheatres and 
alcoves, the pits and tortuous alleys—where one might wonder for 
days . . . until thirst and starvation sealed his doom . . . and be
tween them the countless spikes and pinnacles lift their jagged and 
cruel forms . . . seem to lure and beckon . . . reach reach out 
for prey. 202

Leigh marveled at the vastness and complexity of the labyrinth of

amphitheatres and stone temples carved by the Colorado River. He wrote:

The canyon is a vast complex of black shadows and magic silver  
light, broken only by wisps of wraith-like mists that seem to reach 
up with ghostly hands seeking to climb the great walls. Only a 
glint here and there betrays the presence of the river—the water 
architect of this deepest, most complex natural scar—this vastest 
labyrinth of gashes—this mightiest open page of geological lore. 203

Leigh painted one more panoramic scene of the Grand Canyon after 

1910 that is documented. He continued to paint smaller canyon scenes; some 

canyon views were painted in the late 1920s, and he painted another canyon 

sunset in 1952 (whereabouts unknown). The enchantment Leigh experienced in 

Grand Canyon in 1907 continued to haunt him; the spell cast by this "fabulous 

mosaic . . .  of magical form and witching color" remained with him always.

The six oil studies that Leigh made in this trip of 1907 were painted 

rapidly, without any charcoal sketching, to catch fleeting effects of color, 

cloud, and mood. They reveal the freshness of his vision and the expertness 

of his touch. His quick charcoal studies that he often made as a preliminary * 203

^^Leigh, "Impressions," p. 18.

203Leigh, "My Life," p. 308.
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to a painting also reveal these qualities. Back in the studio to complete the 

finished painting, Leigh's methods were typically Munich's. He would start 

with a detailed charcoal sketch—then would begin to paint. He usually painted 

the most distant things first. If there were no clouds, the sky may take only 

a day. He figured that distant forms and figures might take a week; he found 

the most economical way was to finish as you go.

Leigh, like Moran, preferred the wild and unspoiled wilderness of

America to vast areas of populous cities, suburbs and tamed hills and valleys.

Painters like Leigh and Moran painted the scenic treasures of the west when

the presence of man was still largely unseen. Leigh spoke rather sadly of the

giant temples of stone in the Grand Canyon, standing erect:

Like sepulchres in a monster cemetery, where the immortals are 
resting, each with a fit and worthy monument to his memory, 
inaccessible to the vandal; solemn, serene, they stand, and at their 
feet the untameable Colorado picks its sinuous path with far-heard 
menacing roar.

Leigh constantly compared the formations as well as the colors and 

cloud effects in the Grand Canyon to living things. His imagination was bound

less. He called the sudden and destructive storms "the black giant—that rolled, 

twisted, and writhed with threats and imprecations. "204 205 206 He called the chilly 

blasts of air that herald the storm "the giant's breath"; just as suddenly

204Leighquoted in "Painter On Horseback," Time, May 3, 1948, p. 55.

205Leigh, "Impressions," p. 3.

206Ibid., p. 6.
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the storm giant would cease, the sun would appear "as beautiful as a smiling

bride . . . everything sparkled with diamond drops.

For the five weeks that Leigh spent perched on Columbus Point

the wildlife that abounded both delighted and exasperated him. His humor is

uppermost when he described his battle of wills with a rock squirrel who stole

208his only Bermuda onion. He never ceased to wonder at the skill with 

which the eagles and sm aller hawks rode the appallingly swift gusts of wind
O A Q

that caught them down in the chasm.

One lovely morning before sunrise he told of an amusing encounter 

with a bighorn buck with his ewe and lamb. Leigh caught sight of them cross

ing the trail just above him; he decided to follow them as quietly and cautiously 

as possible. He knew they were going to Hermit Basin, the large amphi

theatre surrounded by mighty w alls, where there was plenty of grass and 

water (also nearby were the remnants of the garden and orchard planted by 

Louis Boucher). There was also to be found the smoke-blackened caves and 

stone-lined pits of the former inhabitants, the Indians. After about a mile of 

hasty climbing, Leigh wrote:

I sight the buck as I round a point. He has probably been watching 
me long since; he stands on a bluff above me, calmly but curiously 
taking me in. Presently, as I approach, he turns his superb head 
to look in the opposite direction for a moment, then with one parting 207 208 209

207Leigh, "Impressions," p. 9.

208Leigh, "My Life," pp. 302-303.
209

Ibid. , pp. 311-312.
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glance . . . w heels, and with marvelous grace and dignity, tra
verses the rough talus to the next jutting point, where he pauses 
again. Never having been disturbed by hunters, he has little fear 
of me; the ewe and lamb are nowhere to be seen; he probably 
lingered behind to satisfy his curiosity, while they, more timid, 
pressed on. ^10

Leigh found much amusement in being studied by the wild ram. He described 

his bouts with racing lizards, trespassing skunks, rock-squirrel robbers, and 

attendant bluejays. Leigh painted many beautiful oil studies of domestic and 

wild animals. He had loved and drawn them since childhood.

Mountains and Mesas—Canyons and Deserts 

Leigh attempted to make his living from sales of his work in 1909; 

he tried not taking any more assignments from publications for illustrations, 

but it was hard going. Leigh had poor representation by his agents, Babcock 

and Snediger (who would represent him for ten years), who he hired about 

then. He accused them of not taking enough interest in his work and of not 

getting him enough money to live on, even for larger paintings. Leigh had to 

continue to make trips back to New York for assignments to pay his way west.

Leigh began the first of his trips to Wyoming in the summer of 1910. 

He learned of the opportunities to see and paint the scenic wonders there from 

Albert Groll, his friend of Munich days, and the one who lured him west in 

1906. Groll put Leigh in touch with Will Richards in Body; Richard was an *

210Leigh, ’•Impressions,” p. 21.
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amateur artist and a taxidermist, who wanted to travel in the mountains with

211a professional painter.

Leigh wrote a lengthy diary of his first trip to Wyoming in 1910.

He told of traveling with many pack horses and extra mounts up rugged tra ils,

and of catching trout from icy mountain streams. He traveled up past the

timberline into snow, where he saw a rare type of tailless hare called pika

212hare that is found only in the high Rockies. Leigh was always alert to 

wildlife.

Leigh’s beautiful animal studies, probably inspired by his trip 

through Wyoming and down into Colorado later, were painted between 1910 and 

1912. His oil studies of the grizzly and the pronghorn antelope are enough 

testimonial to his superb artistry in painting animals (see Figs. 25 and 26).

The texture of the grizzly's fur shines with a silken gloss; the expression of 

the bear shows a wariness, possibly of impending danger. The antelope's rich 

colors and proud posture express Leigh's admiration for the animal's beauty.

The grizzly bear study was probably a preliminary one made for his 

masterpiece of the Wyoming mountains, A Close Call, painted in 1914 from 

his earlier trek there. 211

211William R. Leigh, "Diary of the first Wyoming trip, 1910," MSS 
files, Gilcrease Institute. This diary is referred to subsequently as Wyoming 
Diary.

^ ^ Wyoming Diary, letter dated July 24, 1910.



Fig. 25. Leigh: Grizzly Bear ca. 1912 
Oil study, 13 x 17 inches. 
G ilcrease Institute, Tulsa.

Fig. 26. Leigh: Pronghorn Antelope ca. 1912 
Oil study, 17 x 13 inches.
Gilcrease Institute, Tulsa.
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This painting shows Leigh's interest in painting drama. It is based 

upon a true incident that happened in 1912.

Leigh went along on a camping trip out of Cody with his friend, Will 

Richards; Fred Richards, Will's brother, acted as the main guide, but took 

one or two others to help him, along with five hunting dogs. At this time,

Leigh met another guest in the party, J; D. Figgins, the director of the 

Colorado Museum of Natural History. Figgins appreciated Leigh's keen inter

est in the wildlife that abounded, and no doubt identified the unfamiliar animals 

for Leigh. They made permanent camp near the north fork of the Shoshone 

River; it was wild, rugged, and inhabited by grizzly bears. They had to hunt 

by following stream beds when the mountainsides were impenetrable.

They were hunting in a particularly rugged region one day when the 

dogs surprised a young grizzly bruin. Two of the dogs were only untrained 

puppies, so it fell to the three seasoned veterans to-try to confuse and tire out 

the bear. In the following fracas, one of the guides was wounded by the bear 

and fell to the ground. Leigh calmly sketched this episode, which later was 

finished as the painting A Close Call in 1914 (see Fig. 27).

At this time, Leigh was still not used to the rigors of wilderness 

life, and he found his strength and determination constantly challenged. One

213\villiam R. Leigh, The Western Pony (New York: Harper B ro s., 
1933), pp. 54-55; more notes on back of painting (see Thurman Wilkins, 
"Yellowstone Country," American Scene Magazine. Vol. V, No. 1 [1963] ), 
p. 48.
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Fig. 27. Leigh: A Close Call 1914 
Oil, 40 x 60 inches. 
Gilcrease Institute, Tulsa.
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of his friends wrote that at times he would be so exhausted he could not stay

on his horse and would fall to the ground; he would walk back to camp alone.

To stay on his mount and sketch the fight with the grizzly took cool nerve—it 

showed Leigh’s zest for high adventure. It was at this time that Leigh began 

to give more dramatic names to his scenes.

Leigh Finds His Forte

About 1910, Leigh began to search out more dramatic subject 

matter (such as A Close Call, Fig. 27). Leigh used dramatic scenery, such 

as the Grand Canyon, and attractive Indian ruins for dramatic genre. He 

pictured exciting events concerning drama in the lives of animals and people.

He captured events usually from firsthand observation in his drawings and oil 

studies, to be finished later back in his studio.

Leigh called himself a realist, but he painted some of the most

romantic figures and scenes in the entire west, and some of our country's

most dramatic historical events. In his use of color, Leigh did not always fit

the realist's mold. Erwin Barrie, manager of Grand Central Art Gallery in

New York (and Leigh's agent) wrote:

I recall, when one client was interested in buying five or six 
important Leigh paintings, a situation arose that threatened the 
loss, of the sale for our galleries. The proxpective buyer objected 
. . . that one of the cowboy ponies was painted in a somewhat 214 *

214"Guides Corner Brute with Dogs so New Yorker Can Picture 
Actions Until Ambitious Pup Spoils It by Rushing in ," Rocky Mountain News 
(Denver, April 7, 1919), from Leigh's scrapbook of clippings, Gilcrease 
Institute.

214
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purplish color . . . caused by the reflection of blue sky on the 
sweaty body of a dark brown horse. . . .  I used all my influence 
with the artist to get him to make a slight change. This was a 
hard pill for Bill Leigh to take, but he finally dry-brushed the 
painting with no paint on the palette. . . . ^15

Leigh would have much preferred to lose the sale rather than alter his

painting.

Another historian wrote that Leigh, in a great many of his finished

paintings was too selective in choice of subject and too vividly dramatic and

individual in style to be labeled or otherwise placed in the category of

r e a l i s m . T h e  same historian also said:

The imaginative romanticism characteristic of his large, action- 
packed canvases indicates a man rather more of an emotional than 
a logical, disinterested nature—a dramatist rather than a historian 
—many of his private views expressed in his personal correspon
dence strengthen and support this observation. 217

In this aspect, Leigh did not always fit the realist's mold.

It was also around 1910 that Leigh began to paint fewer pure land

scapes; he no longer concentrated on grand vistas, but painted them behind 

figures of people and animals in dramatic episodes. He also began to make 

small stories about the scenes on the backs of his canvases. His sometimes 

humorous anecdotes about his subjects appealed to many patrons, and often 

helped him make the sale. * 217

^^M r. Barrie, quoted by David C. Hunt in his "Portfolio on W. R. 
Leigh," American Scene Magazine, Vol. VII, No. 1 (1966), p. 16.

BlGgunt, "Portfolio of An American A rtist," p. 14.

217Ibid., p. 14.
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Leigh roamed the deserts and ruins of the Southwest in search of 

colorful natural beauty, and painted the wonders that he found there, along 

with scenes involving the Indians. He lived for extended periods with the 

Navahos in both Arizona and New Mexico. He stayed for almost one entire 

summer with the Hopi tribe at Walpi, the First Mesa, in northern Arizona.

He lived with the Blackfoot Indians for a few weeks in Wyoming; he spent 

some time also with the Great Plains Indians, mostly the Sioux.

Leigh claimed to have seen the cliff overlooking a deep ravine, 

somewhere in Montana, from which the Sioux drove the buffalo over, while 

Indian women waited at the bottom of the cliff to skin them for meat and hides. 

He also claimed to have actually seen the bones of buffalo still resting at the 

bottom of this cliff.

This practice was also adopted by the white settlers and cattlemen

who drove herds of sheep over the nearest cliff to thwart sheep-ranching;

219this cruel practice was called ”rim -rocking." From this practice, Leigh

painted his favorite painting called Buffalo Drive in 1948. Dr. Edward Weyer 

called this painting one of the very remarkable animal paintings of all tim e.220 * 22

Ol Q
James S. Barstow, J r ., MLeigh, 86, Slows Paintings of 

•Fabulous West' Today," New York Herald Tribune, April 14, 1953, p. 25.
O l  Q

Jay Monaghan, Ed., The Book of the American West (New York: 
Julian Messner, Inc., 1963), p. 290.

22®Dr. Edward Weyer was in 1953 the editor of the magazine pub
lished by the American Museum of Natural History; was quoted by Barstow 
in same article (see note #218) in New York Herald Tribune, April 14, 1953, 
p. 25.
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Whether Leigh painted legends or fact, his paintings began to show

energetic action and mood; others might show thoughtful repose. One of the

latter (repose) can be seen in his painting called New Moon, in which the Hopi

Indian gazes across a vast expanse from his mesa at the tiny sliver of light.

Leigh could express a lonely feeling, such as in his landscape called the

Badlands at Night—a scene of stark spires revealed in a shaft of moonlight,

221while a band of wolves hunt at their bases.

Since his first trip west to Laguna in 1906, Leigh had a continuing

interest in the old Indian ruins. He was fascinated by those long-abandoned,

but he also painted the homes and shelters the Indians lived in—the more

picturesque, the better. While visiting the Zuni Indians in 1906, Leigh wrote

of some deserted mesa country to the northwest, which we now know was

Navaho country. He wrote a lovely essay of a side trip to a deserted ruin

and of a small band of Navahos he passed, which is excerpted:

" . . .  It was mesa country, great red rock walls rose above me 
. . .  I explored one of those platforms and found a look-out sta
tion, and the remains of an ancient pueblo . . .  I saw my first 
hogan, with its crude corral, and the Indian’s method of milking 
goats . . . theirs was such a very primitive way of life, that it 
carried me back a thousand years. . . . "22^

It is quite possible that his oil sketch, undated, was painted (from

this side-trip in 1906) around 1910-1911, since it related to other sketches 22

22*This painting can be seen in Hunt, "Portfolio of An American 
Artist, ” p. 11.

222Leigh, "My L ife," pp. 290-291.
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done at this time (see Fig. 28). The oil sketch is of a look-out station and is  

a deserted ruin. It also bears some resemblance to his later works painted 

from Canyon de Chelly, at Ganado, Arizona. The sketch has a very definite 

design formed by the prominent shadows, yet Leigh’s application of paint is 

very impressionistic. Many of Leigh’s oil studies, charcoal sketches, and 

finished paintings show his involvement with strong shadows and contrasts 

created by light, whether it be sunlight, moonlight, or firelight. Leigh, also 

from this time, begins to prominently display his preference for beige and 

pink tones, which is referred to by some as his ’’blond palette. ’’̂ 24

Leigh’s love of bright color contrasts is evident in his painting of 

the Garden of the Gods, finished in 1913 (see Fig. 29). This scene is brilliant 

in its tones of red and rose, with its contrasts of blue sky and green vegeta

tion; and it pictures a scene of naked rock spires and monoliths that strangely 

resemble Monument Valley in Arizona. Leigh visited this strange place,

'^ L eig h 's  application of paint in thick impasto and in broad patches 
of color lend a subtle mood and shimmering effect to Fig. 27 and to many of 
his other studies done in Laguna in 1906 and in later paintings of Arizona 
Indians which are discussed in later pages. Leigh's small landscapes done in 
1925, painted in West Virginia, show his technique of direct painting on the 
canvas with brushes loaded with pure colors. Another painting of impres
sionistic aspect was Leigh's painting of The Peak of Mt. Mikeno at Sunset, 
painted in Africa, and reproduced in The Natural History Journal, Vol. 27,
No. 6 (December 1927), p. 517. His colors in these and other impressionistic 
paintings are not realistic, nor photographic. Leigh’s green and purple 
shadows on horses can be seen in many of his paintings. Leigh learned his 
au premier coup technique in Munich, but never explained why he so often 
reverted to it. His is not the French style.

^^Georgina C. White, "William Robinson Leigh," p. 86.
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Fig. 28. Leigh: A Deserted Ruin ca. 1910—1911 
Oil study, resem bles Canyon De Chelly. 
Gilcrease Institute, Tulsa.
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Fig. 29. Leigh: Garden of the Gods 1913 
Oil, 13 x 17 inches.
Gilcrease Institute, Tulsa.
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225which is located near Colorado Springs and couldn't resist painting it.

Leigh fell under the spell of Arizona's Painted Desert, and painted it on more 

than one occasion, sometimes as a vivid background for his more dramatic 

portrayals. Some scenes of this subject, along with his poems on the Painted 

Desert appear in publications in 1922.

Leigh lived among the Navahos of northern Arizona on more than 

one occasion. He had discovered the friend to Navaho and wandering artist 

alike—Don Lorenzo Hubbell. Hubbell was a colorful character who had started 

a trading post near Ganado, Arizona in 1876. Hubbell remained a friend to 

Indians and struggling artists until his death in 1930. Hubbell had led an 

exciting life, which included serving as a guide and teacher to the Navahos.

He had served two terms as sheriff of Apache County, beginning in 1882. His 

adventures inspired novels as well as Leigh's painting. Argument With the 

Sheriff, painted in 1912 (now in Gilcrease Museum). It is a shocking scene of 

horse thieves trying to escape from the sheriff, who is  pursuing them on a 

steep hillside; one thief lie s dead beside his dead horse, both of which seem 225 * 227

225Thomas Moran had also visited this strange place and sketched 
it, but none of his work could be located for comparisons.

^®A small and lovely painting, Arizona Painted D esert, was 
reproduced in the New York Evening World, September 14, 1917. His poem, 
"The Painted D esert," was privately printed by the New Salmagundi Club 
(New York, 1922).

227John Lorenzo Hubbell, Portfolio of Letters, Hubbell’s Trading 
Post, National Historic Site, Dedication Ceremonies, September 1967, p. 1. 
Portfolio filed in Special Collections, University of Arizona, Tucson.
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on the brink of teetering down the incline, while the other thief shoots over 

his shoulder (Fig. 30). Leigh captured the tense drama on canvas. This 

painting, alone with the one of the grizzly, are harbingers of Leigh’s future 

maturity.

Hubbell maintained a perpetual open house for weary travelers, 

artists, and Indians alike; this unique hospitality made it possible for artists 

and scientists of the many government surveying parties to study, paint, and 

gather valuable data. When his guests lacked money to pay for their board, 

they often paid him in art works and with ethnological collections. As a 

result, Hubbell had a valuable collection of art works and other artifacts. 

Several of Leigh's paintings can be seen there today, along with artists of the 

time.

Famous Taos artists passed this way; one was Joseph Henry Sharp, 

the famous painter of Indian portraits. Theodore Roosevelt was among the 

famous guests, also. Leigh was fascinated with Roosevelt and his exploits, 

which resulted in one of Leigh’s best historical paintings called Theodore 

Roosevelt and the Rough Riders, circa 1919. It is an arrestingly realistic 

portrait of Roosevelt and his two favorite officers, Major Brodie and Captain 

"Bucky” O'Neill, leading their troops during the Cuban campaign, gaUoping on 228

228Robert Marshall Utley, "Special Report on Hubbell's Trading 
Post, Ganado, Arizona," (published thesis), Santa Fe, New Mexico: U. S. 
Department of the Interior National Park Service Region #3, January 1959), 
pp. 91-92.
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Fig. 30. Leigh: Argument With the Sheriff 1912
Oil. Based on true incident when Lorenzo Hubbell 
was sheriff of Apache County.
Gilcrease Institute, Tulsa.
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fast horses. The realism  and action are typical of Leigh. It received

excellent reviews, and one critic wrote:

Admirable portraiture, lifelike action, and a meticulous care of 
detail in matters of uniform, accoutrements and the like—not only 
commendable but highly essential in a picture of this record 
character—combine to make it a "document" of value, as well as 
soundly meritorious piece of artistry. 229

This painting is important also in that it was the milestone which marked

Leigh's renewed interest in painting historical American subjects, and

sparked a period which dominated almost ten years of his life in following

years.

On one of his visits to Hubbell's Trading Post around 1915, Leigh 

became acquainted with an eight-year-old Navaho shepherd, who he immortal

ized in several oil studies and in one finished painting called Land of His 

Fathers in 1916.230 One study of this little boy was kept by Leigh for his own 

collection until his death (see Fig. 31). Leigh wrote of him:

My picture is  nearly a portrait of the little chap almost nine years 
old. I hired him from his mother to pose for me . . . His appre
ciation of a picture was as keen as that of any white boy and his 
reliability left nothing to be desired. 231

229christian Science Monitor, August 16, 1920, clipping, scrapbook, 
MSS files, Gilcrease Institute,

230-phis painting was the frontispiece in color on Arizona Highways 
Magazine, Vol. XXIV, No. 2 (February 1948).

23lLeigh quoted in Lorinda Munson Bryant, American Pictures and 
Their Painters (New York: Dodd, Mead & C o . , 1928), p. 251.



Fig. 31. Leigh: Navajo Boy ca. 1916
From an oil painting, and painted 
from life at Kearns Canyon, Arizona. 
Gilcrease Institute, Tulsa.
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Leigh’s affection for the little boy is  movingly evidenced in the oil study. The 

little boy is shown in thoughtful reverie in Leigh's own brilliant color.

Of Leigh's portrayals of this same little boy, Lorinda Munson 

Bryant wrote:

A note of pathos like a dirge vibrates through these Indian scenes. 
Sometimes it is a crashing blare of battle where the Redskin fights 
for freedom, and again it is  a whisper to the boy in "The Land of 
His Fathers." This child of nature, a little Navaho goat-herder, 
is as fine a type of the Indian boy of old as was Hiawatha . . . w ell- 
formed, alert, quick of comprehension; he, with his dogs starts 
at dawn to care for a flock of two hundred or more sheep and 
goats.232 233

And:

It is  impossible to appreciate in half-tone pictures the brilliancy 
of Mr. Leigh's paintings. His portrayal of the marvelous coloring 
under the sun's evening and morning rays, the clarity of the atmo
sphere intensifying the sheen of the sage brush and the glitter of

233

The latter quote describes the finished painting of 1916, The Land 

of His Fathers.

Another painting showing Leigh’s own style of impressionism is  his 

Up Where the Big Winds Blow, of 1918 (see Fig. 32). It is a briUiant array of 

gray and buff half-tones, relieved by the dramatic black of the horse, and the 

dark tones of the young warrior astride him. The forward-straining motion 

of horse and rider, augmented by the streaming of the man's hair, and the 

horse's mane, add a palpable tension to the scene; the psychological pull felt

232Bryant, pp. 250-251.

233'Ibid., p. 251.
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Fig. 32. Leigh: Up Where the Big Winds B l o w  1918  
Oil, 50 x 38 inches. Navaho w arrior, 
northern Arizona.
Gilcrease Institute, Tulsa.I E ::: i
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by the picture is  very different from the energy of his livelier scenes. The 

thick impasto of his brush adds another dimension of intensity. The title,

Up Where the Big Winds Blow, suggests that the scene might have been 

painted from the high cliffs and m esas of the Hopi Indians, since the Navaho 

lands have no prominent cliffs as land features with the exception of the 

ancient ruins. However, the silver squash-blossom necklace, and the conch- 

shell motif of the silver belt, as well as general appearance, stamp the young 

warrior as a Navaho.

Leigh reverted to the Navaho as a subject into the last decade of his 

life. In Summer Hogan of 1950, Leigh still found inspiration in the simple out

door life of the Navaho (see Fig. 33). The Navaho mother cooks outside, 

watched by her young son in front of the open summer hogan, which Navahos 

live in when they follow their herds of sheep and goats to summer pasture.

The hogan was the same one pictured in Leigh's oil sketch around 1910. The 

harshness of the land is evident.

In Protector of the Herd, also from 1950, Leigh again pictures the 

admirable little Navaho boy guarding his small band of sheep and goats. The 

naked bluff of rock seem s to melt into the pink sands, dotted with clumps of 

sage brush and rabbit brush. Leigh paints the barrenness and emptiness of 

their lands eloquently. It is a scene relieved by a touch of typical Leigh

2^Again, Leigh's bright colors, applied with thick impasto and his 
evident brushstrokes reflect his impressionistic style mentioned earlier. The 
time of day as afternoon establishes another link to impressionism.



humor—the goat in front seem s to be pondering the next move of the little 

shepherd. Leigh’s love of both child and animals are there for all to see  

(Fig. 34).

Leigh’s love for the patient burros that seem to be a more and more

common element in his paintings of all Southwestern Indians, is  seen in his

Navaho Ponies of 1950 (see Fig. 35). Leigh usually gave his studies of the

Indian ponies such descriptive names as Patience, or The Reckoning, in which

the burro was in charge. In the Fuel Merchant, Leigh showed a small burro

canying a very large load of firewood to be sold. The incongruity of the size

of the load was a chiding note, meant perhaps, for the Indian owners to

consider their beasts a little more. The shaggy coats of the little burros in

Fig. 35 are revealed with thick impasto again; the light tones of the animals,

the pavement, and the walls of the trading post are relieved by the bright

accents of color in the saddle blankets. The roll of the eye in the first burro

seems to be the only indication that all subjects in this scene are not asleep.

Leigh’s droll sense of humor is  again manifested. He wrote:

I have always drawn horses—from life when I could, from memory 
when I must. I first began doing them from life when I was fifteen 
years old . . . but I had been attempting to draw them . . . long 
before that. Indeed, when I was about six I won a dollar prize at 
the county fair in Martinsburg . . . with a man on a horse being 
chased by an elephant. 235

Leigh studied horses in Munich. He painted the fat horses of the 

courts, the draft horses which pulled heavy wagons, and the riding horses of

146

235%,eigh, The Western Pony, p. 18.
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Fig. 33. Leigh: Summer Hogan 1950 
Oil. Navajo family
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Fig. 34. Leigh: Protector of the Herd 1950
Oil. Leigh describes it: "The resourcefulness, self-reliance 
and endurance of the young Navaho sheepherder are amazing . 
he knows the water holes, the trails and always brings back the 
herd safely each evening."
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Fig. 35. Leigh: Navajo Ponies 1950 
Oil. At the trading post, not 
everyone is asleep.
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the elegant trade. He painted the shaggy ponies of the American Southwest 

with equal ease. His love for all equines was culminated in his book, The 

Western Pony, which was published in 1933 and is now a collector’s item.

By 1920, Leigh was exhibiting in shows right along with Remington 

and Russell. 236 jje exhibited at shows featuring such Taos artists as Ernest 

Blumenschein, Irving S. Couse, Frank Tenney Johnson, and old friend Albert 

Groll. Yet Leigh did not achieve the national recognition that he needed 

and deserved. He blamed much of his troubles on his agent, Babcock, the 

surviving member of the company that had represented Leigh since 1909.

Leigh accused Babcock of poor advertising of his works; Babcock seemed only 

interested in pushing copies of "Old Masters. "238 perhapS the advent of 

World War I caused sales ,to drop for most painters of the west; in any case, 

Leigh was reduced to working in a scenic studio. He could paint swiftly and 

expertly when occasion demanded; the union workers could not paint with any 

degree of artistry even close to Leigh’s and they resented him. They caused 

him to lose his job. 236 * * 239

236Hunt, Portfolio #2, not paginated, approximation p. 10. 

237Ibid.

3^L eigh , "My A m erica,’’ p. 26. Original source: Leigh, "My 
Life," pp. 373-374.

239Leigh, "My A m erica."
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Even though Babcock was showing twelve of Leigh's best works 

around 1917, few were sold and m ost of them that sold, did so far below their 

real value. Leigh wrote: ’’Twenty years after I had been collecting studies in 

various parts of the west and producing more and better pictures than ever 

before, Babcock was selling less than ever. ’’̂ 40

Leigh, along with other artists, also suffered when the large maga

zines and journals began to use photographs in the place of drawings and 

paintings of artists. This was a blow to those who had always depended on 

this market for their livelihoods. Leigh, at this time, was doing le ss  and 

le ss  illustrating for the big magazines, but he still regretted the lowered 

standards of all the old, high-level ones. He accused them of helping to fill 

the newsstands with ’’trash. ”241 y e prophesied that the camera would super

cede the artist—work that would be popular with the majority would take the

242place of constructive literature.

Leigh was beginning to achieve some country-wide exposure through 

his paintings for the Santa Fe Railroad. His Titan of Chasms had been pub

lished on their menus in 1910, and prints of this and other paintings had been 

printed by them for distribution in their offices, stations, and patrons’ hotels. 

One of his paintings of the Grand Canyon was shown at the Smithsonian 240 * 242

240Leigh, ”My America. ”

94 1
^ L e ig h ,  "My L ife ,’’ p. 373.

242Ibid.
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2 4 ^Institution in 1917. Yet his fellow artists chose to bar him from member

ship in the National Academy. To become a member would have assured him 

of more prestige and art sales.

Leigh knew that his friend and colleague, H. R. Poore, had spon

sored him more than once for membership in the Academy, but Leigh failed 

to get the majority vote, hi one of its shows, the Academy had hung one of 

Leigh’s favorite paintings, In a Bad Fix, over the doorway (this was called 

"skii-ing" a painting), which outraged Leigh.

Leigh was one of the founders of Allied Artists of America, which 

was organized in January 1914. The original group included Frederick E. 

Church, Jonas Lie, Edwin Potthast, and Frank Tenney Johnson. Potthast was 

a member of the Chadds Ford group pf painters, and also was a friend of 

Moran's.244 Potthast also painted for the Santa Fe Railroad and is included 

in the Appendix. Jonas Lie eventually became president of the National 

Academy of Design. None of these artists could be classified as "rebels," 

and Leigh and his viewpoint seemed acceptable to them. His life-long friend, 

Albert Groll, was a member of Allied Artists, and also a member of the 

National Academy of Design, and he undoubtedly backed Leigh's proposed 249

2 4 9
"Paintings Depicting Scenery In the National Parks Exhibit at 

the National Gallery,» The Star, Washington, D. C ., January 14, 1917. The 
clipping mentioned that it was one of Leigh's Grand Canyon scenes, but not 
which one; however, the description fits his beautiful painting of 1911 (see 
Fig. 24).

^^R efer to Chapter 2 herein on Moran, p. 65.
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membership in the latter. Groll was also a member of the Society of the Men 

Who Paint the West, organized around 1911-12 by National Academicians 

Ernest Blximenschein and E. Irving Couse, and others, with Thomas Moran 

being named an honorary member. Why Leigh was excluded from this 

group remains a mystery.

Thomas Moran had seen some of Leigh* s Grand Canyon paintings 

and other works, and he commented: "He's no parlor-car artist."^®  A 

journalist and art critic wrote that Leigh "has preferred the sleeping bag, the 

frying pan and the stars to the contrivances of the railroad people. "2^  Leigh 

was acquainted with other well-known artists with some influential friends, 

yet he asked them for no help in getting some recognition of his work. He 

mentions only Albert GroU in his writings, and Moran was never mentioned.

Leigh received recognition and good reviews by large newspaper 

corporations in New York and Washington, D. C. He also received an award 

from the New York Federation of Women's Clubs for "the outstanding 

American painter who has contributed most to art in 1950."245 * 247 248 One critic

245Most of the members of this Society were also members of the 
Taos Colony in New Mexico and painters for the Santa Fe Railroad. Neither 
Moran nor Leigh were associated with Taos.

246"painters Get Outside," Christian Science Monitor (June 21, 
1913). Moran quoted in this article.

247Ibid.

248"Scroll Award to W. R. Leigh, by the Fine Arts Dept, of the 
New York City Federation of Women's Clubs, Inc.," undated, mimeographed 
letter, MSS files, Gilcrease Institute.
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wrote: ”There are not many American painters who can so glorify in paint 

the radiance of color, or maintain the always high, but never discordant, key

O A Q
on which he sets his brave palette.”

Leigh’s distaste for "modern methods” and "slipshod,” even shoddy 

painting were partly responsible for his lack of acceptance by colleagues.

Some of Leigh* s thoughts on modern methods included his observation that 

American artists were primarily concerned with technique, and how they exe

cuted a painting, instead of what they painted . . . they negated the ideas behind 

the paintings. 2®° He contended that "American artists concentrated on brush 

strokes . . . and a cultivated slinging of paint at the expense of both fine form 

and fine color and fine tone. Leigh further accused American artists of 

being "preoccupied with technique and optical reaction."249 * 251 252 Leigh considered 

abstraction in art and any form of non-representational art an abomination.

Although Leigh's methods of painting were typical of Munich's 

Royal Academy, his finished paintings were not. His brilliant tones were the

249New York Morning Telegram, January 25, 1918. Clipping from 
Leigh's Scrapbook, MSS files, Gilcrease Institute.

259Leigh, "The How and What Men," unpublished writing, MSS 
files, Gilcrease Institute.

251Leigh, "My Life," p. 243.

252Eliot Clark, History of the National Academy of Design. 1825- 
1953 (New York: Columbia University P ress, 1954), p. 106. For additional 
information on Leigh* s opinions of modern art, one may read a chapter on 
that subject in Clarence Canning Allen, Modern Art (Tulsa, Okla.: Rainbow 
P ress, 1952); Leigh's chapter was entitled, "The Evil Called Modern Art."
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opposite to Munich’s low-key, bituminous palette, and the liberties he took

with colors in his shadows especially when rendering animals, were neither

realistic nor photographic. Leigh's technique in many of his paintings of

Indians and their flocks, in painting directly on the canvas in broad patches of

pure colors has caused a frequent conclusion that he should be considered an

253American impressionist. However, his basic solidarity of construction 

and knowledge of anatomy, and his culptural rendering of all figures belie any 

hint of sloppy methods.

Leigh's years at the Royal Academy in Munich cultivated his intense 

capacity for work and productivity. The standards there demanded industrious

ness and the highest competence in one's chosen medium; nothing less  than the 

best was demanded of each student. Such artistic ethics left a permanent 

stamp upon Leigh—he gave his best even to his drawings and preliminary oil 

studies. He could tolerate nothing less in other artists. This should help 

explain Leigh's aversion to the modern school; his attitudes did not endear 

him to artists with opposite viewpoints.

The Royal Academy also preferred students to paint subjects of 

romantic-historic events. In the latter 1920s and throughout the decade of the 

1930s, Leigh's subject matter turned back to this vein, when he painted events 

in American history which he considered dramatic and of historic interest. 253

253Refer to my text pp. 124, 135, and footnote #223.

^^Georgiana White, "Painter of the American West," p. 87;
Hunt, Portfolio No. 2, last page; Clark, p. 106.
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Leigh1 s life and his work took a different turn after World War I 

and can be traced to two influences. The first was his meeting with Ethel 

Traphagen in 1921. M iss Traphagen was a fashion writer and artist with 

ideas of her own in artistic design. She and Leigh developed mutual interests 

stemming from her commission that year to go west to study and obtain 

Indian costume motifs for adaptation to women’s fashions. Leigh gave her 

much knowledge and advice for her trip. After a one week engagement, they 

were married.

The Leighs went west for their honeymoon as well as for business. 

They camped out in Navaho country in northern Arizona. It was an isolated, 

remote area then with nothing but a small hospital and church run by the 

Catholic Church. The Indian Agency was too small to accommodate visitors. 

The Leighs visited some of Leigh's favorite sites, Walpi, the F irst Mesa of 

the Hopi tribe, and Canyon de Chelly in Navaho country. Leigh used both of 

these sites in many subsequent paintings.

Ethel Traphagen was a non-conformist both in her lifestyle and in 

her views on art. Theirs was an unconventional marriage and was reported by 

one press release as follows:

To the neighbors in Brooklyn, Ethel Traphagen is known as the 
bride who lives next door to her husband. Since they returned 
recently from their wedding trip . . . Miss Traphagen and 
William R. Leigh have been living in separate apartments in the 
Poplar Street Studio Building . . .  and whenever Mr. Leigh 
comes calling on his wife, he must ring the bell like any other
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stranger. . . . That, they think, is an ideal arrangement for 
two artists who expect to be happy though married.

Leigh and Miss Traphagen (she was always known thus profession

ally) pooled their resources and started The Traphagen School of Fashion and 

Design; it was to be devoted to furthering Miss Traphagen* s ideas in fashion 

and art, and to teach students art and design on a high level. Leigh wrote:

"My wife and I have traveled around the world to assemble information, 

costumes, and their accessories, for the benefit of the students.*'256 Together, 

they assembled objects of art from almost every land for the instruction and 

inspiration that their pupils would derive from living among fine things.

Miss Traphagen had influence upon American fashions, but most of 

all, she took over the management and direction of her husband* s career.

Leigh finally decided to drop Babcock as his agent around 1924; soon after he 

reported selling one of his larger paintings to an important collector for the
o c o

largest sum he had thus far received. Miss Traphagen devoted much of 

her energy in directing the publicity department of their school in sending out 

advance mats and releases of her husband* s work. She continually asked for 

and received fees more commensurate with the value of Leigh's works, and * 256 257 258

^ 5The World Magazine (New York, November 27, 1921); clipping 
from Leigh* s Scrapbook, MSS files, Gilcrease Institute.

256Leigh, "My America," p. 26.

257Ibid.

258Ibid.
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she was instrumental in getting Leigh to sign with the Grand Central Art 

Gallery in New York. This last step was to prove profitable not only for 

Leigh, but for the art gallery.

African Interludes

Leigh's career was profoundly influenced by his two trips to Africa 

for the Carl Akeley Foundation, which was associated with the American 

Museum of Natural History in New York. The first of Leigh's two trips took 

place in 1926. One of Leigh's students at the Traphagen School was a relative 

of Carl Akeley, who was in charge of collecting specimens for the African 

Hall at the Museum. This student knew that Akeley was looking for a highly 

qualified artist to paint more lifelike backgrounds for the as-yet, not collected 

African wildlife specimens. Akeley had a new concept in museum displays— 

that the backgrounds should be as much like the real habitats as possible.

Leigh carried it one step further in showing that the background would be more 

successful if presented in three-dimensional dioramas. Leigh interviewed 

Akeley and got the commission.

It is not the purpose of this study to write of Leigh's experiences in 

Africa at any length, since this study is  concerned with Leigh's American art 

works; and second, Leigh has written admirably of his experiences in Africa 

in Frontiers of Enchantment, published in 1938.

The first expedition included such personalities as Martin and Osa 

Johnson, and the philanthropist, George Eastman. Leigh's studies were made 

on the locations where the game specimens were taken; he undertook the
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arduous treks, some on foot, and some which entailed climbing rugged moun

tains, when he was sixty years old—an age of retirement for many people.

The studies he made required almost ten years of additional labor to finish for

the museum, where they may be seen today in the African Hall. Carl Akeley's
1

health began to fail swiftly on this expedition, and he died and was buried on
/

the rugged mountaintop where they were tracking gorillas, high in central 

Africa near the border of Zaire. Leigh was saddened, and he determined to 

do his best to carry out the concepts envisioned by this far-seeing man.

Leigh accompanied the second expedition to Africa, the C arlisle- 

d a rk  trip of 1928, to finish what Akeley began. Leigh's wife accompanied 

him on the second trip, and she helped him in organizing his notes and studies. 

Leigh's early mastery in Munich of painting huge cycloramas show in his dio

ramas for the African Hall, which number among the best of his works. Their 

scientific accuracy, as well as their beauty, gave a new dimension to museum 

displays.259

Back in America, Leigh continued to work on the African backgrounds 

until 1935, and to produce his own works in between trips to the west. Leigh 

was always restless and sought new horizons. He collected samples of native 

Indian arts—fine rugs, pottery, and jewelry, as well as ancient artifacts.

ocq
These three groupings may be seen in color in "Akeley Groups, 

African Hall," Life Magazine (May 24, 1937), p. 56.
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Leigh had always collected artifacts from the ruins he visited, up until the 

sites became national park sites or historic monuments. Leigh used 

authentic artifacts and craft examples in his paintings because he wanted to 

portray true surroundings; he used real war clubs in his scenes of Indian life 

and battles. Mrs. Leigh helped Leigh catalogue and store his huge collection 

of artifacts and studies, which she called "props.”

Cycloramas and Melodrama

In his search for truth, and the faithful portrayal of truth in his art, 

and in his writings, Leigh was assisted by his wife in the accumulation of 

more "props" or models of every conceivable type. These items were placed 

in the library or museum of their School of Fashion and Design. Their col

lections included costumes, jewelry, dolls, buttons, weapons, and many books 

on all art subjects, which included the ancient textile arts. Much of their col

lections and research were incorporated into courses for their students, as 

well as in Leigh* s art and writings. Leigh had already collected old saddles, 

branding irons, and Indian implements and artifacts, as well as an extensive 

collection of photographs of cowboys and ranch life, as lived from the 

beginning of the twentieth century.

Leigh* s art files bulged with his studies painted all over America, 

from a lifetime of work. He could refresh his memory at a moment* s notice 

of a blue sky, or brooding Indian ruin, painted in bygone days. His extensive 260

260Leigh, "My Am erica," p. 26.
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notes and writings on his paintings, and his thoughts on a particular subject 

also served to help him relive an adventure. However, Leigh was not content 

to simply draw and paint from memory or from his files.

After his return from the last African jaunt, Leigh’s thoughts 

turned more and more to American historical events. He had won his first 

silver medal for his work on a cyclorama in his student days in Munich. 

Murals were large as they encompassed subjects that were large in scope and 

conception. Leigh was quoted as saying: ” big motives . . . cannot be painted 

on small canvases . . . they must have a large canvas to carry a sense of 

scope."261

The first of his cyclorama-sized paintings to be produced since his 

huge Grand Canyon From Columbus Point in 1911 (see Fig. 24) was The 

Lookout, finished in 1939 (see Fig. 36). Leigh had visited the deserted ruins 

of Canyon de Chelly in Arizona more than twenty years before he finished the 

painting, and on more than one occasion. These ancient ruins are all that 

remain of a vanished Pueblo people, and they stand in the heart of a still 

nomadic people, the Navahos, who claimed these lands many years later.

These ruins, and others like the, are haunted, and Leigh was 

haunted by them. He had searched in his first days in the west for colorful 

subjects to paint—to glorify them and himself in his art for posterity. He 261

261Leigh quoted in The Dallas Morning News, January 20, 1946, 
p. l;  clipping from Leigh's Scrapbook, MSS files, Gilcrease Institute.
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Fig. 36. Leigh: The Lookout 1939 
Oil, 5 x 7  feet.
Cyclorama of "The White House," 
at Canyon De Chelly, Arizona. 
Woolaroc Museum, Bartlesville.
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found himself gripped in the power of their spells, forever influenced by 

(hem, as he had been by the Grand Canyon in 1907. He wrote:

Sitting in one of these ruins it was not difficult to reconstruct 
much of what conditions were formerly. Here, . . .  I could pic
ture, near the ladder (which could be pulled up in case of emer
gency) the granary where the precious maize was stored; some of 
the cobs were still in it. The door was big enough for one person 
to enter on hands and knees. Here the women sat to shape their 
pottery; the oldest coil-pottery shards were smooth; others were 
decorated with thumbnail marks. . . .

Here a young woman with perfect eyesight and hearing sat, 
drumstick in hand and a drum beside her. Her job was to keep a 
keen lookout—at the first sign of enemy movement on the tops of 
the cliffs, or suspicious sound . . . she beat the drum, and all of 
the people on the floor of the canyon cultivating crops would make 
for the ladders, and after hauling them up, retire to their cliff 
fortress.

This is an accurate account of ancient family life among the cliff 

dwellers. Leigh's painting shows the famous "White House" at Canyon de 

Chelly (also spelled Deschelles in old guide books). In it he shows the young 

lookout watching the farmers tending their corn crops along the meandering 

river on the valley floor. On her parapet high above, an emaciated old woman 

forms pottery, assisted by younger women. Corn and pumpkins are hung up 

to dry. Leigh's palette is alive with shades of pinks, blues, reds, greens, 

and brown. The shadows in the foreground do not hide, they reveal the 

figures; colors are discernible even in the darkest areas. Outside the cave 

the cliffs and sky shimmer in a colorful haze.

262Leigh, "My Life," pp. 364-365.
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Whatever happened to the Anasazi who were the first inhabitants ? 

Their water ollas, nets for catching small game, and baskets still containing 

corn cobs remain there. Their reasons for leaving and where they went 

remain a mystery. Leigh's painting recreates for the viewer one of the most 

dramatic aspects of their daily living. Leigh was irresistably drawn to the 

mystery of all ruins.

The second of his large cycloramas to be completed in 1939 was 

Custer's Last Fight. It was painted from the Indians' point of view (see 

Fig. 37). Few painters then, or now, portray this famous battle showing the 

courage and suffering of the Indians. Another artist, besides Leigh, did por- 

tray this fight as Leigh did. One has only to compare Leigh's stirring 

scene with the stringy pyramid of United States Cavalrymen as painted by 

Remington in 1890 to see and feel the polarity of approach. There isn't an 

Indian in sight in Remington's version; the white soldiers are seen only in the 

dusty haze behind the rush of Indians on horseback, brandishing war lances and 

rifles. The pencil sketch (see Fig. 38) shows the sculptural technique and 

careful preparation that Leigh carried out before he began the painting. The 

beautifully modeled figure of the Indian typifies Leigh's knowledge of anatomy 

and rendering of detail. such preparation did not dim the excitement of 263

263The other artist was W. Herbert Dunton of the Taos School, New 
Mexico. His painting was published in sepia tone in Hoeber, p. 10.

'^ L e ig h 's  concessions to impressionism are evident in his many 
Southwestern scenes of landscape and Indian subjects, in his treatment of 
rocky cliffs, clothing worn, shaggy coats of horses, burros, and goats, and 
ground cover. His figures are always carefully modeled, even if a broader
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Fig. 37. Leigh: Custer’s Last Fight 1939—1940 
Oil, 6& x 10j feet.
Cyclorama of the fight of 1876 from the 
Indians’ point of view.
Woolaroc Museum.

fa .

Fig. 38. Leigh: Pencil study ca. 1939
One of the preliminary sketches for 
C uster’s Last Fight.
Gilcrease Institute, Tulsa.
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Custer's Last Fight, nor lessen its realism. This painting (as as his subse

quent historical paintings) was of monumental size, 6^ feet by 10g feet!

Perhaps the words of Leigh can best describe his lifelong obsession 

with great moments in American history:

I recall clearly—I was just ten years old—my father's reading aloud 
the report of the Custer m assacre, and this too made an indelible 
impression on my memory . . . this was 1876.265

And:

When I was a small child in Virginia, we had a buffalo (bison) 
pelt in our house . . .  I wallowed and rolled on that soft robe, but 
not without my imagination being stirred, hi our C assell's Popular 
Natural History, there was a woodcut of bison . . . but they were 
rather small and inexact.

Leigh goes on to explain that he used to listen breathlessly to his 

mother read the tales of Sir Samuel Baker, Livingston and Stanley. Leigh 

claimed to know the names of all the animals in Cassell's book before he could 

read. More importantly, Leigh's imagination and taste for American 

drama were permanently forged in his childhood.

brush and spots of pure color are employed. In events of historical drama 
and events, however, Leigh's first concern was for realism; he used con
ventional Munich methods to sculpt the figures and not call attention to tech
niques used in color and application of paint.

265Leigh, The Western Pony, pp. 18-19.

B^Ibid. t p. is .

267Ibid., p. 18.

268Ibid.. p. 18.
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In the same year (1939) Leigh and his wife visited the Navaho 

Reservation in northern Arizona to watch the "Fire Dance," a ritual to cure 

undiagnosed sicknesses. It was a freezing November night; but the dancers 

seemed oblivious to their surroundings and the weather. Wood is  gathered for 

days ahead to keep a huge fire going for the ring of dancers, who dance 

around the fire carrying torches. They are dressed only in loin cloths, and 

they proceed to dance all night to the incessant beat of the drums. The 

onlookers smoke cornhusk cigarettes in silence; after a time dancers and 

viewers alike enter a hypnotic state; some drowse, the air grows dusty with 

the constant thump of dancing feet, and the smoke from fire and torch. Leigh 

captured the hypnotic state of the dancers and the fetid atmosphere in his 

painting called Navaho Fire Dance (see Fig. 39). The tiny sliver of the new 

moon bears a face, the only irreverent note in the painting. It is an enthral

ling picture; one can sm ell the choking smoke and feel the heat of the consuming 

fire that highlights the twisting bodies.

Leigh finished painting the moment of high drama in the life of 

Pocahontas when she pleaded for the life of Captain Smith (around 1940). He 

entitled it simply Pocahontas; he claimed to be her descendant, although he 

never makes it clear from whose side he inherited her blood, his mother’s or 

his father's.269

269Leigh, "My Life," pp. 3-4. Numerous references to his 
descendancy to Pocahontas are published in much of his press notices, i. e . , 
Leigh’s catalogues of his exhibitions of his works, and in "New York Sees 

^Injuns and the Old West," Arts Digest. Vol. XV (March 15, 1941), p. 18, 
for example.



Fig. 39. Leigh: Navaho Fire Dance 1940 
Oil, cyclorama, 6 x 9  feet.
Peculiar to the Navaho Reservation, 
and confined to winter, ’’ghost” dancers 
smeared with white clay prepare to dance 
all night to drive out evil spirits. 
Woolaroc Museum, Bartlesville.
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Leigh's subdued bituminous palette adds to the somberness of the 

moment; the gesturing of Powhatan and his two judges indicates the heat of 

argument, while the protective arm of Pocahontas extends over the head of 

the Captain. The raised arms and tensed muscles of the axeman shows

270clearly the thin thread of time by which Smith's life hangs (see Fig. 41).

The beautifully sculpted figures are almost classical in their pale beauty; they 

show Leigh's mastery of human anatomy as well. The dark curtain of color 

behind Powhatan barely illumines the figures of the rest of the tribal elders. 

Pocahontas herself is a study in balance and grace as she cradles the head of 

Smith in one arm and stretches out the other arm in pleading to her father.

In a sharp contrast of mood, in Leigh's Westward Ho! (circa 1942), 

the figures literally explode onto the canvas. A furious fight between 

members of a wagon train and a band of Indians is in progress. The two 

stumbling oxen are painted in light brown tones, which are echoed in the 

figures of the kneeling fighter and the apparently riderless horse. All else  

fades into the dusty nothingness (see Fig. 41). Leigh's blond palette serves 

as a ploy by which the figures are melted into the dust of battle—Leigh used 

this same technique in his Custer's Last Fight (cf. Fig. 37). A poignant note 

is  seen in the figure of the family dog who is howling in fright. The flaring 

nostrils of the "riderless" horse (whose rider is hanging on the side of his 270

270As mentioned in preceding footnote #264, Leigh's impressionistic 
techniques are not usually evident in his scenes of historical drama. There 
are none in Pocahontas.



Fig. 40. Leigh: Pocahontas ca. 1940—1941 
Oil, 5 x 9  feet.
Woolaroc Museum, Bartlesville.

Fig. 41. Leigh: Westward Ho! 1942 
Oil, eye lor am a, 5 x 9  feet. 
Woolaroc Museum, Bartlesville.
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neck) and his rolling eye indicate the strain and fear of the animal. Arrows 

and bullets seem to fly in every direction. Leigh's imagination and his 

recreation of such scenes of intense fear and emotion is masterly.

Fast Action! Leigh's Last Years

Leigh* s energies for huge cycloramas began to decline, and his 

interests in smaller paintings depicting explosive action began to dominate his 

works in the mid-forties. His storytelling does not abate; his scenes burst 

with energy and much humor.

Leigh is known to have made only one bronze in his long art career— 

that of Buffalo Bill, circa 1940 (see Fig. 42). He made the bronze as a 

companion to his huge panoramic Buffalo Hunt, completed in 1946. Leigh's 

title for his bronze is  a humorous pun, but the figure of the buffalo shows 

consummate skill in the modeling. Individual hairs show in the modeling.

The decade of the 1940s marks the change in Leigh's bulk of works 

to smaller size and smaller in scope. The exceptions were his mural-sized 

Buffalo Hunt and Buffalo Drive. The latter was finished in 1948.

One of his most notable smaller paintings was his painting, The 

Treasure Trail, painted in 1944 (see Fig. 43). He pictured a pack train 

carrying copper ore out of the Grand Canyon. His purple shadows in the front 

of the cliff and on the horses fade to delicate pinks in the rocky cliffs above 

as the mules follow the strong S-curve upward. It is a strong composition 

based on Leigh's personal knowledge of the long-abandoned mines and the
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Fig. 42. Leigh: Buffalo Bull ca. 1940 
Bronze.
Gilcrease Institute, Tulsa.
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Fig. 43. Leigh: The Treasure Trail 1944 
Oil, 22 x 28 inches.
Copper mine, Grand Canyon
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difficult paths that miners and mules had to endure. It recalled his acquaint

ance with the colorful miners—William W. Bass and Pete Berry, and the 

repeated tales about Louis Boucher. In this painting Leigh’s palette takes 

much artistic license away from realism .

Historically, Leigh has been classed as a romantic-realist by the

man who is probably the most familiar with a great range of Leigh’s work,

David C. Hunt, former historian at Gilcrease Institute of American History

and Art in Tulsa. Leigh professed to be a realist, but this study has shown

that he chose the most romantic subjects in America to paint, the west and all

the elements that made it so—cowboys, Indians, ruins, horses, scenic

wonders and anecdotes that are seen no more. Yet it has been pointed out by

Hunt and White, as well as in this study, that Leigh developed his own form of

impressionistic techniques in rendering color and texture. White has

contended that Leigh should be recognized as an impressionist, while it is

this aspect of his work that is referred to in this study as a technique rather 

273than a mode. 271 272 273

271David C. Hunt wrote two complete portfolios on W. R. Leigh, 
published as the American Scene quarterly issues: Vol. VII, No. 1 (1966), 
and Vol. DC, No. 4 (1968). In the latter issue Mr. Hunt states that Leigh 
could never resolve the ambiguities in both his philosophy and his work (last 
page).

272Hunt, Portfolio No. 2, last page; Georgiana White, ’’Painter of 
the American W est," pp. 64, 86-87, and 108.

273 Georgiana White, ’’Painter of the American W est.”
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Leigh’s impressionistic application of paint can be seen in his 

Combing the Ridges (see Fig. 44). His brushwork is loose, but the riot of 

color that meets the eye underscores his romantic vein. The design is  

strong, as always, and his horses are carefully modeled. Leigh’s wild and 

vibrant colors never mask—they enhance his conceptions.

Leigh could paint both humor and pathos in the same work, as in 

his The Female of the Species of 1946. The mare is fighting off the attack of 

the wolf to save her colt, but Leigh also managed to show some compassion 

for the loser—the wolf, whose rolling eyes and lolling tongue tell his side 

(see Fig. 45). The background landscape appears to be Monument Valley in 

Arizona.

In A Lowdown Trick, painted in 1948, Leigh’s own description is 

the best: "Like a bolt of lightning the wily equine flies into the air with 

volcanic suddenness—with a tantastic violence and rabid spleen that defy 

description" (See Fig. 46). Leigh always had great admiration for the 

"cayuse" of the west and the patient little Indian burros; he usually pictured 

his sympathy for them. '

Leigh painted numerous scenes of "instantaneous action," 

involving Indians, cowboys, bucking broncos, and the roping and subduing of 

wild mustangs, as well as domestic herds. He had been painting the high 

point of his dramas since his Munich days, but these scenes of his late career 

portrayed some anecdotes of courage, pathos, and humor quite apart from 

the heroic drama of his m ural-size paintings. Leigh painted the everyday
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Fig. 44. Leigh: Combing the Ridges 1944 
Oil.

Fig. 45. Leigh: The Female of the Species 1946 
Oil. Background, Monument Valley, 
Arizona.

176
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Fig. 46. Leigh: A Low down Trick 1948
Oil. Background, Monument Valley, 
Arizona.
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frustrations of cowboys with their horses, or their stubborn cattle; he 

showed the hardships of the young Indian boy-shepherds herding his sheep and 

goats over the bleak terrain and the generally hard life of all Indians. His 

technique in these small paintings seem more direct, less studied; his brush- 

work is usually looser, and the impasto of paint is plainer, although his work 

was never sloppy nor poorly conceived. His colors are vivid and varied, and 

his storytelling is never dull.

Whatever the drama in these action scenes, Leigh’s cowboys 

usually end up getting the worst of the action.

Leigh turned to etching in the last five years of his life—a medium 

he seldom bothered with in his earlier works. His etchings were usually 

small, and like his ink sketches, they were carefully drawn. Leigh was satis

fied with nothing less than perfection. In their subject matter Leigh portrayed 

the west he knew.

In 1950 Leigh began to paint watercolors, a medium he had never 

explored. He produced twenty-four, painting all of the subjects he knew best: 

Indians, cowboys, mustangs, and desert scenery. ^75 They were first shown 

in January 1951. 274 *

274A series of Leigh’s etching illustrated articles in ’’Oasis of 
Books,” Arizona Highways (August 1960), pp. 6-13; and in Hunt, "Portfolio 
of An American Artist. ”

^ ^Water Colors by William R. Leigh, catalog from the Grand 
Central Art Gallery, New York City, for Leigh's exhibition from January 30 
to February 10, 1951.
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Collier1 s magazine published an article in 1950 which hailed Leigh

as the u Sagebrush R em b ran d t.L eigh  was very pleased at the title bestowed

276upon him in this highly complimentary article. The paintings shown in the

article are typical of the last fifteen years of his work—fast action scenes of

cowboys being thrown by horses in all stages of action, along with two pastoral

scenes of Navaho life in Arizona. The most exciting painting shown is The

Killer, painted in 1948 (see Fig. 47), showing a mountain lion curled around

the neck and head of a hapless mustang. Behind the unfortunate one other wild

horses scatter. The terrain resembles the rocky cliffs of a high plateau,

such as the Grand Canyon ore trails seen in The Treasure Trail (Fig. 43).

The Killer was widely published in color sections of more than sixty 

277newspapers.

The Spokesman

' Throughout his long life, Leigh devoted many hours to writing; it 

became second in importance to his art. Besides his two books already men

tioned, Leigh published a play based on the probable authorship of some of the 

works of Shakespeare, called Clipt Wings. There are the manuscripts for 276

276"Sagebrush Rembrandt," Collier*s, November 11, 1950,
pp. 34-35.

077
From Publicity List of W. R. Leigh's works published from 

1910 to 1948 and privately printed by Grand Central Art Galleries, Inc., 
New York City, 1948, p. 6.
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four still unpublished novels in Gilcrease Institute, along with unpublished 

plays and poems. Leigh's files there bulge with his writings on many subjects; 

Leigh’s was an inquiring and scientific mind.

Leigh wrote many pages giving advice to young artists, and these 

apparently were first introduced to his students at the Leigh’s Traphagen 

School of Fashion. One such vehicle was his treatise on The Value of Painting. 

In this he states his feelings why the visual art of painting is so important to 

man’s life:

The most powerful sense we have is s ig h t. . . the most 
gripping and convincing art we have is the acted drama . . . The 
next most gripping and convincing art is painting. It appeals first 
and foremost to the eye, and it includes all the other senses. -

The value of pictures is in proportion to the intellect that 
stands behind them . . .  the person who did it had something to 
say . . . You find that there is no such thing possible as a picture 
that does not tell a story .2^8

From another of his writings, along the same vein:

No picture can escape telling a story; the only difference is some 
tell little stories, and some tell big ones.

Leigh was concerned throughout his life with portraying "truth,

280taste, sanity, logic, and sincerity." Leigh considered these qualities the 278 279 280

278 Leigh’s unpublished writing. The Value of Painting, MSS files, 
Gilcrease Institute, p. 1.

279 Leigh’s pencilled notes on "Advice to Young Artists, ’’ MSS files, 
Gilcrease Institute. These notes seem to be intended for lecture notes.
Leigh did teach in the Traphagen School of Fashion in various art classes.

280Ibid., Leigh also wrote of these same qualities in his MS, "The 
How and What men," MSS files, Gilcrease Institute, p. 1.
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enduring ones in all art. In his search for expression of these a ll- 

important qualities, Leigh used all forms of human expression (sketches, oil 

studies, paintings, essays, poetry, and written manuscripts of all types). 

Leigh could speak forthrightly, bluntly, and subtly, depending upon his 

emotional state and the occasion.

Leigh's lifelong concerns in his art and in his writing were for 

truth, and for realism in his expression of it; yet, his passion for scientific 

accuracy in depicting nature and human drama did not override his imaginative 

individualism nor romanticism. David Hunt wrote of Leigh: "His large, 

action-packed canvases indicate a man with rather more of an emotional than 

a logical, disinterested nature—a dramatist rather than a historian. "282 ^  

his highly selective choice of subject matter, his frequently impressionistic 

style, and colorful palette, as well as in his vivid interpretation of drama, 

Leigh as an artist, does not fit the usual molds of the "scientific" or 

"documentarian" which characterize absolute realism .

Leigh divided painters (or artists generally) into two categories:
z

the "how" men, and the "what" men. Leigh wrote:

The "how" men concentrate their energies on how they 
execute . . . they strive for technical execution as an end 
. . . they sacrifice all other qualities to it. * *

Leigh, "Advice to Young Artists." Leigh also wrote of these 
same qualities in his MS, "The How and What Men," MSS files, Gilcrease, p. 1

^®^Hunt, Portfolio of Leigh, p. 14 (Paginated by the writer—Hunt did 
not number the pages of any of his writings).
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The "what” men make the idea predominate . . . they must 
have all the technical skill that the "how" men have, but they 
subordinate it to the thing they want to say. %83

Leigh distinguished between just painters and artists by saying: "painters are

preoccupied with technique—artists with ideas. "284 wrote at great

length about truth in art, and he endeavored to interpret the truth as he

believed it to be, yet he could never seem to resolve the dichotomies found in

his art and in his philosophy. While he was pleased at being labeled a docu-

mentarian, Leigh sketched and painted romanticism—a romanticism that was

for him as real as life itself. Leigh wrote:

I have endeavored, above all else to paint with fidelity to nature 
. . . art is  nature seen through temperament; it is imitation of 
nature with the personality of the artist added . . . The artist 
puts into his work just what is in him; intelligence, much or little. 
Intelligence implies imagination, common sense, taste, sincerity, 
healthiness. Various natural endowments are necessary additions 
to enable the artistic temperament to bear fruit. There are five 
main constituants in painting: in the order of their importance, 
they are: conception, color, arrangements, form, and treatment.

Leigh’s inherent honesty in his viewpoint and in his art can be sum

marized by the last statement he made about his work in his autobiography: 283 * * 286

283Leigh, "The How and What Men," p. 1.

285Leigh never explained his professed "fidelity to nature," and his 
riotous color in most of his paintings from 1906 to his death. With the excep
tion of historical drama like his Pocahontas, which had a very low-key palette, 
Leigh's fast-action acenes and Grand Canyon scenes (to name a few) exploded 
with color. His Combing the Ridges is another example.

286 Leigh, "Principles: For the Protection of the Buying Public," 
undated, Gilcrease Institute.
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Every method of human expression has definite limitations; each 
medium is governed by inescapable laws, so that the best that 
each man can do is to be master of the tools with which he essays 
to echo nature. . . . The foundation postulate of art must be 
honesty! . . . A lie on canvas is more malignant than a spoken 
lie because it is harder to forget. 287

On beauty in art, Leigh wrote a lovely passage:

This picture I paint—which seem s important to me, into which 
we will all of us put our sincerest efforts—the best materials 
extant, with the hope that it will impart some hint of reality, and 
endure, perhaps, two or three hundred years—this picture is  an 
ephemeral thing. This soft lump which is I, wielding a clumsy 
brush—hungering for the impossible—striving to tell of the marvels 
that are before me—this shadow which has to dodge lest the thorns 
and the stones bruise it—will fade—fade faster than the poor thing 
it puts on canvas.

All but beauty will pass—beauty will never die. No—not even 
when the earth and the sun have died will beauty perish. It will 
live on in the stars. 288

Leigh's opinion of "modern" art, or any non-representational art bordered on

disgust. Words never failed him when voicing his feelings about "modern

abominations." On the abstract art, and some impressionistic works at an

exhibition of French painters, Leigh said:

I had read what the critics had to say about the exhibition first, 
and then I walked in here, and I shuddered and sat down aghast 
. . . This handsome gallery had been turned into a lunatics' 
hang-out. . . . Paris has murdered art!289 287 288 *

287Leigh, "My Life," last page.

288Leigh, Frontiers of Enchantment (New York: Simon and 
Schuster, 1938), pp. 296-297.

OQQ
Leigh, "An Exhibition of Paintings," 1931; handwritten manu

script, Leigh MSS files, Gilcrease Institute.
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Leigh explained his reasoning:

Such a negation of reason, such stultification and degradation of 
taste, such prostration before the banal, the ludicrous . . . has 
never been seen before. 290

Leigh blamed the low ebb of French art on the drinking of too much 

absinthe during the Algerian War.

On critics:

Who is he? He is a person who early in life thought to become 
an artist, and after some little study in some art school he gives 
up, either through lack of funds, lack of ability, lack of 
character, or all three. 292

Leigh placed the "modem art" of American avant garde artists in 

the same category as the French—"some modern artists have sunk to imbe

cility, not pitable imbecility, but vicious i m b e c i l i t y . L e i g h ' s  pet 

abomination was WPA art. ^ 4  other writings voice feelings better left 

unpublished.

Recognition

Several writers who are knowledgeable in the field of American 

art have voiced their opinions of Leigh as an important artist. " Leigh slowly 290 * 292 * *

290Leigh, "An Exhibition of Paintings."
OQ1

"Nature Painter," Time, March 10, 1941, p. 66.

292Leigh, "The Critic of Painting," MSS files, Gilcrease Institute.
These are handwritten notes, as are many of Leigh's manuscripts.

2 Mature Painter," p. 66.
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developed a wide-spread reputation in the field of American genre painting, 

especially in the area of Western subjects."^® "Today, Leigh is generally 

regarded as having been the last of the painters of the Old West."^® As such, 

Leigh is:

Acknowledged as having made an extensive contribution to the 
record of our nation’s recent past through his pictorial renditions 
of events pertaining to the history of the western United States. ^ 7

This last statement is recognition enough, but Leigh's professional excellence

is still not recognized in many of the textbooks and treatises on American art.

Large corporations, such as the Santa Fe Railroad, and their 

advertising outlets helped spread Leigh's reputation to the buying public and 

the critics. His illustrations for the large magazines and journals gave him 

a wide audience. Through learned men like Carl Akeley, Leigh's work 

became more rapidly acclaimed.

Leigh had received medals since his days in Munich, but largely 

through the untiring efforts of his wife, Ethel Traphagen, Leigh received 

more coverage in national reporting magazines such as Time and Collier's; 

prominent writers wrote short articles for the Art Digest and other magazines 

of the art field. Large newspapers in New York and Baltimore gave Leigh 295 296 297

295Hunt, Portfolio of Leigh, p. 14.

296Ibid., p. 17.

297Ibid., p. 17.
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prominent and periodic coverage. Leigh gained further attention through radio

298broadcasts, such as the Adelaide Hawley program onWABC on June 4, 1941.

Leigh’s painting of The Midnight Ride of Paul Revere was used in 

1954 for fund-raising to restore Old North Church in Boston. Eminent 

Europeans, the Duke of Windsor and King Leopold of Belgium both owned 

Leigh paintings. Leigh’s works have appeared in more than 100 prominent 

publications such as daily newspapers, quarterly magazines, and scholarly 

publications, such as the Journal of the American Museum of Natural 

History. 298 299

The award which recognized a lifetime of Leigh's principles came 

from the National Life Conservation Society in 1954; a scroll was presented to 

Leigh» "the distinguished wildlife ar t i s t . . .  as a tribute to his fidelity to 

truth and beauty in interpreting nature and recording the arts of primitive 

man. "300

Leigh was posthumously (May 1955) awarded the gold medal of 

honor by the Hudson Valley Art Association in New York, one honor Leigh 

might much have appreciated in life.

298Adelaide Hawley, "Women's Page of the Air," WABC, New 
York, Radio typewritten script dated June 4, 1941; MSS files, Gilcrease 
Institute.

299Who's Who Monthly Supplement (Art Index), "Life Facts About 
Names in the News," (December, 1955), pp. 1783-1784, obituary and credits 
on Leigh.

300New York Tim es, December 10, 1954; clipping from Leigh's 
scrapbook, MSS files, Gilcrease Institute.
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Leigh was accepted into the National Academy of Design on March 2,

1955, just ten days before his death. Leigh scarcely took note of this event 

in his autobiography, coming as it did after his long and successful career.

Leigh's enormous productivity continued until the day of his death.

He worked six to nine hours a day at an age when most people have long since 

retired. He finished the last painting on his easel just 30 minutes before he 

died, on March 11, 1955. One of his later photographs, taken in 1948 shows 

that he remained in robust health at 82. His eyes are twinkling with humor 

(see Fig. 48). His resemblance to "Buffalo Bill" Cody did not go unnoticed; 

Leigh fostered the resemblance, which he admitted to, when he adopted a 

beard.

Leigh had two memorable retrospective showings of his works; the 

first was entitled "Our Fabulous West," and began April 14, 1953 at Grand 

Central Art Gallery in New York. There were more than 70 canvases 

covering every facet of his years in the great Southwest. The second and last 

great retrospective exhibition of Leigh's work was held beginning in September,

1956, his ninetieth anniversary "roundup," when 161 of his works were shown. 

Three average-sized (less than three feet long) canvases of the Grand Canyon 

were among the major paintings, and one mural-sized canvas of the Canyon 

called King of Canyons, were featured. King of Canyons was described as 

spectacular in its extravaganzas of purples, oranges, and pinks, as well as
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Fig. 48. William Robinson Leigh (1866-1955) 
in 1948, age 82
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expanses of space and light. ^01 Newer landscapes of Arizona's wonders were 

shown and included the Painted Desert, the Petrified Forest, Canyon de 

Chelley, and Dripping Springs, the spring of Louis Boucher at Columbus 

Point (the scene of his painting of 1911, Fig. 24).

Among Leigh's handwritten notes was found this passage, which

makes a fitting standard by which he lived:

It is up to you, after you have learned how to handle your tools, 
and have left the academy, to prove that you are artists . . .  If 
you continue, after leaving the school to do nothing beyond what 
you did there—if, in other words, you have nothing of your.own 
to say to the world, then you are simply not an artist.302

Leigh said much to the world in his infinite variety of art and in 

his writings. 301 302

301 Robert Rosenblum, "The Wild, Wild W est," Arts Digest, 
Vol. XXDC (January 1, 1959), p. 19; article on Leigh's exhibition.

302 Leigh, "My Life," pencilled notes.



CHAPTER 4

FERNAND HARVEY LUNGREN, 1857-1932 

Southern Beginnings

Fernand Lungren was the middle child of five born to Dr. Samuel 

Lungren and his wife in Hagerstown, Maryland. Dr. Lungren was a leading 

physician of his town, and both he and his wife were of Swedish background 

and stern Lutherans. Fernand was the third child, and second son, born 

November 13, 1857. He was a vigorous, lively child, who liked people. 

From his mother he inherited a stubby, stocky build; also from her he 

inherited a tendency to moodiness. Later in life he referred to his mother as 

"troublesome. "303

Even as a young child, Fernand was known to have two distinct 

sides to his nature. He was, at tim es, friendly and outgoing like his father 

and played his share of pranks on family and friends. At other times, he was 

subject to thoughtful silences and periods of morose reveries.

His earliest memories harbored the knowledge of marital discord 

between his parents. This unhappy state at home coincided with a general 

financial depression in Maryland, as was common in these pre-war years in

3 John a . Berger, Fernand H. Lungren (Santa Barbara, C alif.: 
Schauer P ress, 1936), p. 8.
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the South. Maryland was in the midst of bitter turmoil over slavery, and 

conditions reached the point where Dr. Lungren decided he could no longer 

live there. He was generally unsympathetic to Southern causes, anyway, so 

he moved his family westward. They got as far as Toledo, Ohio, a bustling 

town, which seemed remote from scenes of strife and rebellion. Here the 

Lungrens settled.

Fernand and his father had a close and warm relationship in his 

childhood years. Fernand had an adventurous, mischievous spirit which his 

father apparently appreciated then. Fernand was an alert youngster who had a 

remarkable memory; he found he had almost total recall of scenes and details 

that interested him. Perhaps this faculty also caused Fernand’s boredom 

with conventional school curriculum, which was then devoid of science and art 

training. Geography, another of Fernand's favorite subjects, consisted of a 

few colored maps to augment instruction.

Very early in his life, Fernand showed a strong preference for 

drawing—he made numerous pencil sketches on books if paper was la c k in g , 

which highly displeased his teachers and his parents. This indifference to 

school, coupled with his independent spirit, bordering on stubbornness, 

caused his father to hire private tutors for his children.

Fernand completed high school at sixteen, and that summer following 

his graduation, he worked as a bank clerk. He hated his work and the

304Berger, p. 17.



confinement. He spent much time sketching on the backs of customers' 

checks, delighting the customers, but displeasing his bosses. He deliberately 

feigned ignorance and sabotaged his bank records; the ensuing chaos cost him 

his job and brought on the first real rift between his father and himself.

In 1874, Fernand was sent off to Ann Arbor and the University of 

Michigan to enroll in mining engineering. Fernand loved the study of geology 

and natural history and spent much time at the museum on campus. He drew 

iUustrations for the college newspaper during the two years he was there. He 

left in 1876 without completing his studies.

When Fernand returned home, his father divorced his mother and 

remarried. Fernand never mentioned his mother to anyone again. ^05 Fernand 

had developed his natural talent for drawing by this time to a degree of profi

ciency that drew the attention of people in the art world. He had not as yet had 

formal training in art, but he was determined to remedy his shortcomings.

He was a great disappointment to his father, who thought that art was a 

frivolous occupation at best.

Fernand met Kenyon Cox, a young artist who had had an excellent 

education and formal training in art. Young Cox was the son of Jacob D. Cox, 

the former governor of Ohio. Kenyon introduced Fernand to other painters

^^Berger, p. 19. This statement was further mentioned by Mrs. 
Beulah Moore, wife of Brett Moore, in an interview in Santa Barbara, August, 
1974. Mr. and Mrs. Moore lived with lungren and were treated as his 
children. Mrs. Moore's reminiscences and scrapbook were invaluable in this 
study. Mrs. Moore is  the only living person in Santa Barbara who knew 
Lungren well.

193
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and to poets in his own circle. Young Cox only made Fernand more 

acutely aware of his lack of knowledge in art, yet Fernand became more 

determined to defy his father and pursue art on his own.

Kenyon Cox and his family were planning a trip to Paris; Kenyon 

intended to enroll in a studio there to study French methods. He encouraged 

Fernand to go along, but Fernand had no money and his father refused to 

advance him the fare and expense money. His father even went so far as to 

ask his wealthier friends to refuse help to Fernand too. This created a 

smoldering resentment in Fernand against his father, a bitterness which never 

really was forgotten.

Fernand worked at many jobs to support himself and save toward 

art training. He worked for a time as billing clerk for the Dayton and Michigan 

Railroad. He again caused records to become fouled up to such a degree that 

railroad management spent years locating some of the freight routings and 

waybills.* 308 Deliberate or not, this helped convince Fernand’s father that 

Fernand was not destined to be a businessman, and he very grudgingly agreed 

to give Fernand some financial help for art school.

Kenyon Cox introduced Fernand Lungren to Puvis de Chavannes 
(whose work Fernand admired), most likely later in Paris. Fernand Lungren 
left notes of his friendship with the Frenchman, some of which are in Mrs. 
Moore's scrapbook.

^^Berger, p. 22. The year was 1876.

308Ibid., p. 23.
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Fernand enrolled in the nearest art school in Cincinnati. There he 

met a young artist who was to remain his friend and mentor all his life,

Robert Blum. It was Blum who persuaded Fernand to go with him and other art 

students to Pennsylvania Academy in Philadelphia. There they studied figure 

drawing and composition under the great artist and teacher, Thomas Eakins.
O Q Q

Eakins recognized and encouraged Lungren’s natural talent for drawing.

While in Philadelphia Fernand met another young artist, Joseph Pennell, who 

was to remain his friend and prove to be one of his most influential friends in 

his career. It was Pennell who introduced Lungren to pastels and water color; 

Pennell also introduced him to James Whistler later in London.

While in Philadelphia Fernand and his friends studied for a short 

time under Stephen Ferris, teacher and advocate of the Spanish school of 

painting. Fernand, Blum, and their circle succumbed temporarily to Ferris* 

influence, even to the point of copying the work of Spaniards such as the works 

of Fortuny (modern then). Lungren admitted to a short period of Spanish 

influence in his first illustrations, but it was the only outside influence that 

Lungren ever emulated—he searched for his own style from that period on 

throughout his life.

Robert Blum was already illustrating for Scriber* s and St. Nicholas, 

the children’s magazine. On Blum’s advice, Fernand submitted some drawings 

to Scribner’s ; he received some encouragement by its art editor, so he decided 

to move to New York in 1877. 309

309Berger, p. 24.
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Lungren Is Launched Into Illustration, 1877

Fernand made the rounds of the larger magazines in New York and 

their art editors before he made his decision to go to work at Scribner* s . He 

had immediately sensed in the art editor there a helpful advisor. The editor 

was Alexander W. Drake, and he was destined to be a companion and friend 

as well as a professional associate to Lungren for several decades.

Lungren was embarked upon his real beginnings as an artist during 

America* s "golden age" of illustration.

Drake was appointed art editor of Scribner* s in 1870, and he was an 

innovator as well. Drake, along with some help by Charles Parsons of 

Harper* s . was directly responsible for the elevation of the artist-engravers, 

who translated or transcribed other artists' works for publication, to the 

highest standards in the world. 3*0 The work of artists was dependent upon 

the skill of these lithographers and engravers, who could make or break their 

success.

By 1878, the work of American wood engravers and lithographers 

was admitted to the American Division of Fine Arts at the Paris Exposition; 

American standards of reproduction surpassed most of the Europeans'.3*1 

The process of photoengraving was introduced in the reproduction of art work

3*°Berger, p. 26.
O i l

Berger, pp. 26-27. Alexander Drake had a showing of his and 
other artist-engravers' proofs of more than twenty of their wood block 
reproductions at Grand Central Art Gallery in New York.
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by the magazines; this method also advanced the printing of wash and gouache 

drawings, as well as pen and ink works. Fine nuances of tone could be repro

duced. Fernand Lungren is  credited with being the first artist to have wash-

312drawings printed by this process.

Scribner1 s became The Century Magazine in November, 1881, and 

under Alexander Drake became one of the first to use zinc-etching and the 

"ruled screen" process, both of which enabled the magazines to reproduce 

lavish illustrations. Half-tones could be reproduced and magazine 

illustration reached new heights.

These were important years to Lungren. He entered the "charmed 

circle" of established artists at Scribner's (The Century, later). He worked 

with the eminent Frederick S. Church, and Thomas Moran in 1879. Other co

workers who were then prominent in the field of illustration are now 

314forgotten. 312 313 314

312Berger, p. 28.

313Ibid., p. 28.

314In August, 1879, Lungren worked on drawings for a narrow- 
gauge railway alongside Thomas Moran and John Twachtman; see W. H.
Bishop, "Over the Narrowest Narrow Gauge," Scribner's Magazine, Vol.
XVm (August 1879), pp. 593-605. Earlier that same year, Scribner's 
published Lungren's first illustration for a Civil War tale. They were imagina
tive and showed Lungren's talent for figure drawing; see Allen C. Redwood, 
"Fortunes and Misfortunes of Company C," Scribner's. Vol. XVII (February 
1879), pp. 528-536. St. Nicholas, the children's magazine, began to publish 
Lungren's illustrations and his articles beginning in 1879 and continued to do 
so until 1900.
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Lungren could compete in drawings and composition on a level with 

the other artists, but he realized he knew little about color and color chemis

try. He taught himself to paint, using experimentation and trial-and-error

methods; but he never quite mastered the handling of some paints, particu- 

315larly zinc-white. Lungren*s years in illustration were his training ground, 

and they established him as an independent artist. He enjoyed his experience 

with the big magazines—quite the opposite to the feelings of Moran and Leigh.

Lungren attended art lectures by prominent artists, and went out of 

his way to meet and seek the help of other more schooled painters. He met 

Harry W. Watrous, who was to become one of the presidents later of the 

National Academy of Art and Design. Lungren experimented with many media, 

but painting became his obsession.

Lungren and his close friend, Robert Blum, rented a studio 

together in New York in 1880. Lungren can be seen working on an illustration 

in their studio (see Fig. 49). The subject is  a western scene. Lungren 

and Blum had become bored with copying figures from paintings by Fortuny 

and others from the Spanish School. They had become bored with copying the 

works of any other artist.

Together Blum and Lungren sought new inspiration in the city 

scenes of New York and Long Island. They also took a short trip to Virginia

'^Interview  with Mrs. Beulah Moore, August 18, 1974.

•^Photograph (Fig. 49) of Lungren is  from Mrs. Moore’s scrap
book; comments of it are also hers.



Fig. 49. Fernand Lungren in his studio 1880 
Files of Beulah Moore.
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that year. Lungren wrote an historical article on old Alexandria and illus

trated his article, which were published by The Century in February, 1881.

His drawings were judged excellent. Lungren’s reputation was now estab

lished as an illustrator of first rank—he no longer had to appeal to his father 

for help.

In his daily walks around New York City, Lungren became fascinated 

by scenes of everyday life as seen by night under the newly invented electric  

lights. He was equally taken by the effects of rainy-night scenes and the 

reflections caused by water and lights combined. He began to study the inter

play of light and shadow under light, as well as by sunlight. The effects 

became an obsession; he began to use pastels to capture them. Pastels were 

quick, easy, and more convenient to use since they needed no fixative. These 

studies had far-reaching effects in his art. He later used pastels almost 

exclusively in his trip to Egypt many years later and in his last years as a 

desert painter. lungren also at this time studied weather effects, the smoky 

haze under feeble lamps, and murky shadows of fog and m ist. He claimed to 

be a pioneer in painting the night scenes of city life. He wrote:

When I did the pioneer interpretations of the city streets at night, 
using the effects produced by the then newly invented arc and 
incandescent electric lights on the wet surfaces . . . with the 
much-used gas lights for variety, I found that to paint these effects 
at night was an impossibility, and I had to depend upon my 
'impressions* or memories for general effects, values, and color. 317 *

317Unknown critic quoted in Berger, p. 33.
0 1 Q

lungren, "Confessions of an Impressionist-(M emorist)," 
handwritten letter, no date; clipping scrapbook Mrs. Moore's files, p. 1.
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Lungren, in the same reference, was explaining his methods of 

working, that of memorizing his "impressions" of nature and returning to Ms 

studio to paint from his memory. He then would check his impressions and 

how he painted them by returning to the subject later and comparing the 

painting with his second observation. He found that he remembered the essen

tials of form and color which gave the essence or soul of the scene. He 

was to take a long time to arrive at this point, and he found that he suppressed 

all but the most essential details of a scene quite naturally and without much 

effort.

He began to depend upon his memory more and more as he painted 

the busy life of New York, because interested people began to crowd around 

him when he was working—this Lungren found, distracted and annoyed him. 

Lungren was unusually sensitive to the reactions of people where his work was 

involved; he never particularly welcomed praise or criticism .

Many of Lungren*s first street scenes of New York were published
o o a

in Century Magazine in February, 1897. Some of these scenes were also 

shown at exhibitions of the Society of American Artists. Such recognition 

gave Lungren the much-needed confidence that he lacked. 319 * *

319Lungren, "Confessions," p. 1.

339Mrs. S. Van Rensslaer, "Places in New York," The Century
Magazine, Vol. XXI (February, 1897), pp. 501-516.

33^Shows of 1896-97, Berger, p. 36.
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He and a small group of illustrators formed a club in 1878 named 

the "Tile Club." It was a club for illustrators only and included artists of 

some fame such as William Meritt Chase and J. Carroll Beckwith. Few 

references were made by Lungren to this club, and it is not known if his 

association with it or its members was satisfying or informative.

1882-1883, A Wasted Year, A Changed Man

Lungren sailed for Europe in June 1882 with a circle of young 

artists and writers. During the voyage, Lungren went below decks into the 

hold to observe the stokers at work. What he saw horrified him—gaunt, ♦

sweating men, naked to the waist, ghostly pale in the eerie light of the fur

naces and lamplight. He painted that scene in every detail, and a drawing of 

his painting, along with his article was published two years later in The 

Century. The scene had been burned into his memory, and his social 

conscience was awakened.

On arrival in Paris, Lungren found his old friend, Kenyon Cox. He 

was delighted at seeing his friend again, but dismayed when he visited Cox's 

studio and saw his work. He found Cox painting and drawing only nudes and 

showing only the conventional academic traditions of French academies— 

glorifying the past, and scenes of the Old World. Lungren was disturbed and 

disappointed, remembering Cox's earlier originality and promise. 322

322Lungren's painting from this experience was In the Furnace Hold; 
see article by Clarence C. Duel, "Log of an Ocean Liner," The Century 
Magazine, Vol. V (January, 1884), pp. 356-371.
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On the brighter side, Lungren loved the busy life around the river 

embankments, the cathedrals, and the outdoor cafes under huge trees. He 

was enchanted by the work of the French "im pressionists, *’ particularly the 

work of Eduoard Manet, and the "plein-air" methods of these artists, 

generally. He admired the grace and style of the French painters, but he 

could not understand why the French art world aUowed the Salon to control it. 

Who were these juries who could control an artist’s success or failure by 

judging what could or could not be shown? The independence of the impres

sionists excited him, and blind acceptance of the Salon’s power by more tradi

tional artists irritated and shocked him. The tyranny of the French Salon left 

a lasting and negative impression upon Lungren—from this time forward he 

would harbor an illogical resentment against all art critics and juried shows.

Lungren went to Fontainebleau with Cox and his circle of artists 

from his atelier, and it was there that Lungren realized that nature and 

painting outside like the "plein-air" painters would be his forte. He loved the 

French countryside; he had never really lived in a rural region before, and 

he felt at home.

Lungren also realized that he had much to learn about painting, so 

he decided to enroll in the Academie Julian for cursory study. He had no 

intention of becoming involved in academy traditions, but hungered for knowl

edge of the modern French painters. His first day in the studio was shattering 

—the jeers and noise of the students and their undisguised derision he felt 

directed at him, the lack of discipline, and the seeming absence of the teachers
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were all unsettling. He found that the professors usually berated rather than 

praised, and since Lungren cared little for the opinions of others, he shut out 

any advantages he might have acquired. He was later to wonder if  he might 

have saved himself years of lonely frustration if he had tried to learn and 

absorb what he could in the atelier. At the time, he wanted to avoid stereo

types at all costs and decided he would paint nature with whatever technical 

ability he possessed. ^^3

Lungren traveled to Antwerp and immediately fell under the spell of 

Rubens. He gazed raptly at the splendor of the landscapes Rubens painted 

behind his figures. Lungren admired the work of Jan Van Eyck in the great 

cathedrals. The richness of color and the pageantry he beheld in the art work 

everywhere gave him a new respect for past m asters, a feeling new to Lungren.

Lungren walked out of Paris and its restrictive environment in the 

spring of 1883 and returned to New York. While in France he had painted 

little, and much of the confidence he had felt when he arrived there had 

seemingly left him. He had left New York a cheerful and friendly man; when 

he returned to The Century and Alexander Drake in 1883, Drake could hardly 

recognize him—he had become a thin, gray, dejected man. Questions from 

his friends were met with silence. His illustrations seemed to lack the 

sparkle and imagination of those of his first five years. His work did not stand 

out, nor draw the attention as before.

323Lungren quoted in Berger, p. 46.
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Lungren felt a restlessness and began to roam around New York and 

Boston. On one of his trips to Boston he met Childe Hassam, who was to 

exert some influence on Lungren much later. He returned to Cincinnati around 

1891 and decided to set up a studio to do commercial designing for lithographic 

shops. He joined the Art Club of Cincinnati and there met painters who had 

traveled and painted in the west. Two who impressed him greatly were Henry 

Farny, who specialized in painting Indians, and Joseph Henry Sharp, who 

joined the Taos colony. Sharp’s special interests also were Indians of the 

Southwest. Lungren began to put a name to his restlessness and its cause—he 

felt an intense desire to go west and paint—the works of Farny and Sharp 

sharpened his need.

The Irresistible Lure—The Southwest, 1892 

America in the early 1890s was divided by conflicts between 

employers and labor unions. While other railroads were in the midst of labor 

troubles, the Santa Fe Railroad utilized their very scenic route near the Grand 

Canyon to launch an advertising campaign. At the same time the railroad 

appealed to settlers who wanted to homestead in the west, by featuring alluring 

descriptions of homestead lands that were available, along its scenic routes, 

of course. The Santa Fe seemed to have no labor troubles. ^24

Lungren happened to be in Chicago in the spring of 1892. His father 

had just died and left him a very small legacy. It is not known how Lungren

324Berger, p. 55.
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was introduced to William H. Simpson, the advertising executive of the Santa 

F e, but as a result of this first meeting, Lungren received a commission for 

pen and wash drawings to be made in the Southwest. In return he was to be 

paid traveling costs and a small fee for,his drawings. Lungren's drawings 

appeared in the Santa Fe Railroad's Guidebooks of 1893, along with wash 

drawings by Thomas Moran and Henry Farny. One of Lungren's most charming 

scenes shows the Santa Fe's Stage Line leaving Flagstaff, Arizona, en route to 

the Grand Canyon. The Santa Fe operated the stage until 1901. Lungren's 

drawing is  truthful in showing the drivers and outriders for the rough men they 

were. This drawing might have been a Remington, in its unadorned, lifelike 

spirit of straining horseflesh and stringy figures of the men (see Fig. 50).

Lungren had already read many articles and most of the books by 

Charles Lummis, the editor of Out West Magazine, and devotee of western 

lore. On the way west out of Chicago, Lungren met a rancher who knew 

Lummis and other wealthy ranchers in New Mexico. This man gave Lungren 

letters of introduction to Lummis and to Don Amado Chavez, a prominent 

rancher and holder of public office (Superintendant of Public Instruction). 

Lungren capitalized on his meeting with Chavez, who gave him room and board 

in 1892, and in ensuing visits to New Mexico, to paint the west. Lungren 

remained with Don Chavez's family for six months in 1892, making many side- 

trips to Acoma Pueblo, to San Juan for the annual festivals, and to Laguna 

and other pueblos. He renewed his friendship with Joseph Henry Sharp in
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Fig. 50. Lungren: The Grand Canyon Stage From Flagstaff 1892 
Pen and wash drawing. Operated by the Santa Fe Railway 
until 1901. Location: unknown.

K>O-3
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New Mexico. *^5 using the Chavez ranch as his home base, Lungren visited 

the Grand Canyon, where he made his first pen and wash drawings for the 

Santa Fe. He spent eight months in Arizona and New Mexico that year.

When he returned to Chicago in 1893, he entered one of his paintings 

from the Southwest in the Art Exhibit. There he met Will C. Barnes,

Arizona’s Commissioner to the Fair and author of the book, Arizona Place 

Names. Barnes liked Lungren’s work and invited him to stay at his ranch in 

Arizona.

The Santa Fe Railroad was pleased with Lungren’s drawings and

gave him references which requested that their agents and employees extend

all courtesies to him. This is hard to explain in the light of the complete

absence of such niceties in their dealings with William R. Leigh. Lungren

never traveled to unfamiliar territory without letters of introduction, or

references, or both, to guide his way. How he extracted them from an official

of W. H. Simpson’s nature is mysterious. The mystery deepens when it is

known that Lungren managed to meet the railroad’s president, E. P. Ripley,

326and get letters of reference from him.

325joseph Henry Sharp became one of the founding members of the 
Taos Colony and is still noted as being one of the foremost painters of Indians. 
Gilcrease Institute in Tulsa and the Santa Fe Railroad own many of his 
paintings. Lungren met Sharp earlier in Cincinnati.

Berger, pp. 58-59. The main offices of the Santa Fe Railroad 
in Chicago have absolutely no files on Lungren.
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Hopi Priest and Canhon Painter, 1890s

In the summer of 1893, Lungren returned to New Mexico and worked

his way west into Arizona, where he sought out the high mesas of the Hopi

tribe. At that time the Hopi people still called themselves the "Tusayan"

tribe. Lungren was primarily interested in painting their ceremonies to their

Rain Gods, and their most famous Snake Dance. These ceremonies take place

every August. Lungren learned about them from Captain John Burke, an army

officer he had met on his first trip west.

Lungren wanted very much to witness this colorful ceremony, but

the mesas lay across eighty m iles of rough desert terrain north of Holbrook,

Arizona. Lungren took the weekly stage to Walpi, the F irst Mesa, by this

stage, which was only a plank wagon drawn by four horses. Lungren forgot

the jolting discomfort in gazing upon the rock formations and brilliant red

sandstone cliffs he passed. Upon arriving at the trading post in Kearns

Canyon, in the vicinity of Canyon de Chelly, Lungren met Thomas Keam, the

Englishman who owned the post. He also had the good luck to meet two
/

members of the anthropological survey party sponsored by the Hemenway 

Foundation. Leading the party was Dr. J. Walter Fewkes, noted anthropolo

gist and writer. Assisting him was Alexander MacGregor Stephen, another 

expatriate of England who became a noted authority on Hopi religion, their 

ceremonials, and mysteries (mythology).

Stephen was a deserter from the British Navy who came to America

and enlisted in the Union Army in the Civil War. Stephen was and is the
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foremost authority on Hop! folklore and worship. He had no patience with 

those who came to visit and wrote of only the most superficial and spectacular 

aspects of their rituals. Stephen made his lifework an exhaustive study of the 

Hopis, filling two volumes, which are now collector's items.

It was through Stephen that Lungren became involved with painting 

the Hop! Snake Dance and in studying the Hopi people. Lungren had great 

respect for the religion of others; his sincerity and interest in these friendly 

people led to his being invited to become an honorary member of the Badger 

Clan and eventually a priest in the Snake-Antelope Fraternity. Alexander 

Stephen had been accepted as a full tribal member in 1891!

Lungren recognized their high artistry in their arts of weaving, pot

tery, and basketry. Lungren painted the colorful Snake Dance, which was also 

called the Rain Dance. An illustration of it appeared in Harper's Weekly in 

1896 entitled Among the Moki Indians—The Snake Dance (1895). It was a huge, 

mural-sized painting, painted in the dark browns and red shades of the dancers 

(but it was never finished). It was exhibited many times. Lungren painted 

what outsiders see; he never divulged any details of the secret ceremonies and 

rituals which filled nine days prior to the dance. 327

327See Alexander MacGregpr Stephen, Hopi Journal, 2 v o ls ., ed. 
Elsie Clews Parsons (New York: Columbia University P ress, 1936). Available 
in Special Collections, University of Arizona, Tucson.

Lungren himself showed this painting in his Catalog of his Exhibit 
in 1899 at the American Art Galleries and listed it as unfinished. To the 
public it did not seem discernible. This huge mural-sized painting has dis
appeared but it may be seen in black and white in Harper's Weekly, Vol. XXXX,
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Lungren spent the summers of 1894 through 1897 exploring the 

deserts and mountains of the states of Arizona and New Mexico; he spent some 

weeks in Utah and Colorado, but usually returned to the Grand Canyon, the 

Painted Desert, and the pueblos of the Indians of Arizona and New Mexico. He 

would go back to his studio in Cincinnati to spend the winters in finishing his 

paintings and studies. His confidence gradually returned and with it his great 

capacity for work. He exhibited in art shows each winter in Cincinnati.

Lungren found some opposition to his bright pastels and paintings; 

people just did not believe such wild and vivid colors existed, mostly those 

easterners who had never had any contact with the west. Lungren wrote: "the 

high altitude and great aridity produce atmospheric conditions unlike anywhere 

else—emphasizing far-off details. "329

Lungren*s intense colors stirred some scepticism  even from those 

who had seen some of the Southwest. To them Lungren answered: "intense 

blue shadows lurk everywhere—causing sharp outlines and contrasts . . . such 

chasms in the earth were unknown, such sandy sweeps—such desert wastes of 

alkali !,,33° * 329 330

(August 15, 1896), pp. 804-805; Lungren*s article on the significance of the 
painting and the rituals begins on pp. 801-807.

329Lungren’s Preface, "Catalogue of Pictures and Studies of the 
Southwest," of his exhibition held at the American Art Galleries, New York, 
1899. Also quoted in Berger, p. 71.

330Lungren, "Catalogue of Pictures'*; Berger, p. 71.
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On his return each winter to Cincinnati, Lungren taught classes in 

drawing, always trying to give to his students some of the lessons he had 

learned from his years as a magazine illustrator. Lungren, like many artists, 

considered these years as an illustrator his proving grounds. Lungren learned 

composition from his trial-and-error days in New York and other travels for 

the large magazines. Lungren had started as an untrained artist; illustrating 

the stories of others had taught him to depict only the essentials of a subject, 

what was being written about in the article or story. He learned to cast out 

the unessential details.

From his teaching, Lungren developed an interest in young people 

which remained one of the uppermost thoughts throughout his life. One of his 

goals became the establishment of a cultural and teaching center for the 

training of young artists in aU the arts, a center dedicated to beauty. Part of 

this dream became fact with the establishment in Santa Barbara of the School 

o f Fine Arts.

In 1895 Lungren stayed with Will C. Barnes on his ranch in Holbrook, 

Arizona. On one of his side trips out of Williams, Lungren had a terrifying 

experience while crossing the dry plateau north of the town. His pack train 

ran out of water, and Lungren's mount dropped dead under him from thirst 

and exhaustion. The little pack mule leading the train managed to lead 

Lungren and what was left of his animals to the edge of the Colorado giver.

Some passing Navaho Indians gave him food. Lungren was known to other
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Indians in Arizona from his association with the Hopis, and he was usually 

welcomed to Indian camps. From this experience, Lungren painted Thirst 

with acute rea lism .331

Lungren decided to follow the route that John W. Powell followed 

down the Colorado River, beginning with the Green River Junction with the 

Colorado in Utah. Instead of using the Colorado River for transportation, 

Lungren decided to follow the route by land! This meant traveling over desert 

wastes and mountain fastnesses on horseback and mule pack. Wooden wagons 

could traverse certain parts, but would have to detour many m iles to meet the 

riders at more accessible points.

Lungren experienced hardships of hunger, rough terrain, and 

exposure, far worse than anything he could have anticipated. Lungren learned 

the importance of the western pony. These animals had to be hardy and self- 

reliant and able to find forage for themselves in all kinds of weather. Forage 

meant surviving on scanty vegetation, at best. Lungren always cared for his 

animals first and his own needs second. He learned the location of hidden 

water holes and scanty springs. He and his caravan companions were silent 

for long periods, usually to conserve energy. This suited Lungren's nature; 

he became more solitary and taciturn year by year.

33•'•Thirst was given some recognition in being published in national 
magazines; it was shown in exhibitions in New York, Chicago, Cincinnati, 
and Philadelphia; Berger, pp. 78-79.
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Lungren found the air of the Southwest dry but invigorating, even at 

temperatures of more than 115 degrees! He was ever fascinated by the desert 

mirages that drifted in their paths in startling clarity. He wrote of trying to 

capture their fleeting images in his sketches, usually unsuccessfully. He 

never adjusted, however, to the violent and sudden thunderstorms which could 

sweep over the deserts and mesas with little or no warning, and just as 

suddenly depart.

During this decade of wandering, Lungren continued to illustrate

stories of other writers with drawings from his western travels; he also

illustrated for his own stories. One such was his "The Magic Turquoise,"

in 1896, which he illustrated and which showed his intimate knowledge of the

Hopi Tribe. 332 g e painted a series of small paintings and studies of his Hopi

friends and Indian life as he knew it on their m esas. He was hailed as a

333pioneer in the field of painting Indian life. In these paintings Lungren 

demonstrated his ability for storytelling and painting authentic details of 

Indian dress, weapons and pottery. 332 333

332Lungren, "The Magic Turquoise," appeared in St. Nicholas 
Magazine, Vol. XXIH (January, 1896), p. 216. His "Notes on Old Mesa 
Life," appeared in The Century, Vol. XXXIV (May, 1898), pp. 26-31, with his 
illustrations. His most important article and the Hopis with his Snake Dance 
appeared in Harper's Weekly, Vol. XXXX (see Footnote #328). Lungren wrote 
and painted the Hopis as he found them, an unspoiled native culture. He was 
equally fascinated by their antiquity.

333Berger, pp. 82-86. Berger states that this is the second honor 
bestowed on Lungren as a pioneer. The first was as a painter of city life  
painted under electric lights (see footnote #318).
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Lun.gren also in this decade painted more than twenty paintings of 

the Grand Canyon, mostly from the south rim. He dated only a few of them 

and did not sign others. Some art critics objected to these paintings, in 

particular criticizing the lack of atmosphere. Others said that these pictures
0 0 4

were not great art. Lungren countered that his intention was to record the 

clear, vibrant atmosphere that concealed nothing through which every touch of 

color in light and shadow alike gleamed as though seen through polished 

cry sta l!* ^  When viewed in this light, one notices that although the cliffs and 

rocky formations are "bald,” some of his nuances of color and half-tones are 

really quite lovely.

In Fig. 51 and 52, the rock cliffs are painted in many gradations of 

pink to many varied shades of brown; the clear blue skies are echoed in fore

ground patches, especially in Into the Depths (Fig. 51). In Fig. 53 bright 

rosy rock cliffs frame the distant vista. In In the Granite (Fig. 54) the varied 

colors in many tones show the bareness and starkness of the granite gorge; 

the gloomier aspects are balanced by the bright pink and rose buttes above the 

gorge, reflecting the sunlight.

The brightest of this series of paintings and the most pleasing in its 

many tones of pink and coral is  In the Abyss, painted in 1895 and Lungren’s 

favorite (Fig. 55). The Indian peering down into the chasm gives scale to the * 335

^^Unidentified critics quoted in Berger, pp. 92-93.

335
Lungren's handwritten notes, MSS files, Santa Barbara 

Historical Society. Also quoted in Berger, p. 82.



Fig. 51. Lungren: Into the Depths, Grand Canyon 
ca. 1892-1897
Oil, 16 x 24 inches. P a r t of Collection 
in tru s t  of University of California,
Santa B arbara.

Fig. 52. Lungren: Beyond the Gorge, Grand 
Canyon ca. 1892-1897 
Oil, 16 x 24 inches.
University of California,
Santa Barbara.
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Fig. 53. Lungren: An Arm of Grand Canyon ca. 1895—1897 
Oil, uncompleted, 25 x 45 inches.
University of California, Santa Barbara.

Fig. 54. Lungren: In The Granite, Grand Canyon ca. 1895—1897 
Oil, uncompleted, 30 x 36 inches.
University of California, Santa Barbara.
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Fig. 55. Lungren: In the Abyss: Grand Canyon ca. 1895 
Oil, 44 x 60 inches.
University of California, Santa Barbara.
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painting. One critic remarked: "the very absence of atmosphere was one of 

the refinements of individual observation."^® These paintings are not 

Lungren's best works; he reached his final peak of maturity and style in his 

desert paintings which occupied him in the last three decades of his life. His 

most painterly effects are revealed in these scenes.

In 1895 Lungren returned to Cincinnati as was his habit, to paint 

from his studies of the Grand Canyon and the deserts of the Southwest. It was 

at this time that he met Henrietta Caflin Whipple. He courted her for three 

years until she finally agreed to marry him in June, 1898. Henrietta had been 

orphaned very young and had been reared by her aunt and uncle, who gave her 

their name, Whipple. She was fifteen years younger than Lungren, and she 

was as beautiful and outgoing as he was withdrawn. She was friendly and 

brought order and many social contacts to his lonely life. She kept careful 

records of his paintings and drawings, which have been lost to the public.

She was Lungren*s best emissary to his public. She also shared a great 

interest with Lungren in the great American west, which she admitted began 

with her first meeting with Mrs. George Custer in her aunt* s home. Henrietta 

was the greatest single influence in Lungren* s life. * 337

Unidentified critic quoted in Berger, p. 93.

337Henrietta’s diaries and records of Lungren*s work cannot be 
located. Berger used them for his biography of Lungren, but their where
abouts are not now known.
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First Exhibition, 1899

In March, 1899 Lungren had his first important exhibition of 55 of 

his Southwest paintings, in New York City. Included were many paintings 

of the Grand Canyon of Arizona, the high cliffs and m esas of the Hopis, scenes 

of the Painted Desert and starkly naked rocks of the Mojave Desert in 

California. He also showed a night scene of the desert (Mojave site) painted 

by moonlight, harking back to his early days in New York. Under each 

painting, Lungren wrote the story and description of the terrain with interesting 

anecdotes and the effects of the air, the colors, and the Indians that so 

intrigued him. His paintings presented a documentary of the fantastic forms 

and lavish variety of nature's colors of the vast deserts and plateau regions of 

Arizona and California. The public began to be less skeptical of the veracity
qqq

of painters like Lungren (and Thomas Moran). His paintings, such as 

On the Edge of the Painted Desert, raised some eyebrows at the vivid slashes 

of color and the parched aridity of the s a n d s . A n o t h e r  painting called 

Through the Hocio—Afterglow showed wide expanses of sagebrush and the

qqq
Refer to footnote #329. Lungren's first important exhibition was 

at the American Galleries in New York City; the title of his show was 
"Pictures and Studies of the Southwest."

339Berger, pp. 92-94. Lungren's attitude toward art critics 
became even more jaundiced after this showing in 1899. Whether the reviews 
were favorable or unfavorable, Lungren felt that most of them knew as little 
as the general public about the Southwest and the Indians that he painted.

340Berger, p. 94.
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"rocio," a flowering bush belonging to the goldenrod family. This scene was 

painted at midday, and showed Lungren's never-ending obsession with the 

effects of light during, all hours of day and night as well.

The exhibition drew the attention of art patrons, and as a result, 

Lungren was well-supplied with credentials which he used to open many doors 

when he arrived in England.

London Interlude

Lungren and his bride arrived in London in April, 1899, just after 

the close of the exhibition. Lungren never went anywhere without letters of 

introduction, and he arrived in London quite prepared to use them to best 

advantage. Much to his surprise, he was warmly welcomed by Londoners.

He found the quiet demeanor of London’s people suited his own termperament.

He met a number of American artists working in London. He met old friend 

and artist Joseph Pennell then residing in London. Through Pennell, Lungren 

met Walter Crane and James M. Whistler, the American expatriate. Pennell 

was a watercolorist and painter who specialized in pastels. He had long ago 

introduced Lungren to pastels; in London, he was active in the Pastel Society.

In December, 1899 Lungren was made a member of the Pastel Society, which 

included Whistler and Frank Duveneck; the latter had been a friend of Lungren’s 

for twenty years.

Few visitors to Lungren* s London studio believed in the existence

of colors of his strange American landscapes.
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Lungren exhibited pastels and oil paintings in two separate exhibits 

in London; the first in February, 1900, and the second was held in the autumn 

of the same year. Lungren exhibited his Southwestern subjects as well as 

some of his scenes of London life.

Lungren and his wife accompanied Henry Wellcome, an American 

scientist and medical philanthropist to Egypt in November 1900 and remained 

there until June, 1901. They traveled the length of the Nile by native boats 

and visited Khartoum at the time Lord Kitchener was trying to rebuild it after 

recapturing the city from the Califa. Lungren loved the busy bustling life on 

the Nile, but his favorite spot was the great Sphinx by day and by moonlight. 

Lungren, according to his notes, did most of his paintings in Egypt in pastels, 

many of which were exhibited at the third exhibition of the Pastel Society in
0 4 I

London in 1901. His sojourn in Egypt sharpened his skills in painting the 

many nuances of color reflected from the endless expanses of sand and desert 

wastes. He became adept in sketching colors with pastels, and his desire to 

pursue the deserts of the American west was strengthened in Egypt.

Lungren and his wife returned to London in the summer of 1901, 

when he renewed his friendship with Whistler. Whistler was then president of

^Lungren, handwritten letter, Beulah Moore's scrapbook; 
Lungren’s baggage was ransacked in Egypt and most of his drawings and 
pastels were stolen. All that survived were in the boxes Lungren had shipped 
home earlier. John Berger describes his showing in the Pastel Society in 
1901, pp. 109-110.
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the Art Congress in Britain. Lungren and Whistler became good friends 

and close associates during the three years that Lungren was in England. No 

two men could have been more opposite in nature than Lungren and Whistler. 

Whistler was caustic and loud toward his critics; Lungren made comments to 

his critics in terse notes, or ignored them. Whistler loved a public fight, 

Lungren avoided all confrontations. Whistler loved luxury and city life , while 

Lungren loved the solitude and empty spaces of the deserts. Yet both men 

shared common interests in spiritualism and both shared psychic experiences. 

Both came from Southern backgrounds, held women in similar high regard, 

and both were devoted to art. Both men were petulant at tim es, but gave vent 

to their feelings very differently—Whistler would explode in mocking insolence, 

where Lungren would avoid others in silent brooding.

The London Times referred to Lungren as "the Whistler of the 

W est," and Whistler did not resent the comparison. ^43 whistler was shat

tered by the death of his wife and died less than three years later. Lungren 

lost his wife fifteen years before he died, and he was equally devastated by 

her death. Whistler found inspiration in painting human visage, Lungren loved 

the lonely expanses of desert and mesa. 342 343

342Britain's Art Congress became the International Society of 
Sculptors, Painters and Gravers in 1898 and included Lungren's friend,
Joseph Pennell. Berger, pp. 110-112.

343The London Tim es, 1901, calling Lungren the "Whistler of the 
West," quoted in Berger, p. 115. No other identification of the clipping was 
found.
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Lungren had several showings in England with the Pastel Society 

and gained a local reputation. He was forced to paint city scenes again, and 

one example is his The Arm of the Law, painted in 1901 (see Fig. 56). The 

painting has a feeling of energy in the sharp diagonal composition and in the 

movement of the carriage wheels. The reflections of water in the pavement 

add to the appearance of movement. This scene was reprinted in 1937 in the 

Santa Barbara local newspaper.

The Turning Point, 1903

Homesick for the deserts and America, Lungren and his wife 

returned to the United States in November, 1901. Lungren moved his studio 

to New Jersey and resumed illustrating for The Century (formerly Scribner’s) 

and other journals. He held an exhibition in Springfield, Massachusetts in 

February, 1902, showing some of his pastels done in Egypt. He met Thomas 

Moran again whom he had not seen since 1892 at the Grand Canyon. Moran 

and Lungren became good friends and close associates in their last years in 

Santa Barbara, California.

Lungren held an exhibition of 25 pastels and watercolors of London’s 

street life in the 14th Annual Exhibition of Watercolors and Pastels by American 

Artists on April 22, 1902 at the Art Institute in Chicago. Lungren, always the

*^L itti Paulding, "Exhibition of Late Artist’s Paintings Held 
Downtown," The Morning P re ss , Santa Barbara, California, February, 1937. 
Clipping from Mrs. Moore’s scrapbook. No page and no day of publication 
available.



Fig. 56. Lungren: The Arm of the Law 1901 
Oil, 24 x 36 inches.
London Scene.
University of California, Santa Barbara.
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iconoclast, rebelled at the fact that the show was selected and judged by a 

jury. He never lost his resentment against juries, and he exploded when a 

painting of his was rejected by them for a show.

William Macbeth, art dealer and friend of many artists wrote of 

Lungren's paintings of London:

The first artist to discover New York streets was Fernand Lungren. 
Years ago in the old Scribner's Magazine readers were shown 
unexpected picturesqueness and beauty in . . . humdrum New York 
. . .  it remained for this American artist . . . with a keen well- 
trained vision, to discover a wonderful artistic wealth in London’s 
highways. In this little group of pictures of London are catalogued 
the misty, noisy, busy, overpoweringly great London . . . under 
artificial light. . . . The London pastels are very descriptive of 
the place . . . they reflect the pitiless blackness and melancholy of 
this fog-ridden city. ^45

The Arm of the Law does show some of the misty and busy life at Hyde Park 

Corner in London. This painting, too, was part of the permanent collection 

under the University of California but has been lost or stored in an unnoted 

corner.

Lungren and his wife lived briefly in Los Angeles, during which time 

Lungren was conscious of his ever-growing desire to paint more of the western 

desert and wilderness. Largely through his continued illustrations for the 

large magazines and through the publicity given him by Charles Lummis on the 

west coast, Lungren was surprised to find that he was well known in art 

circles in California. He was further surprised to learn that his admirers

^^William Macbeth, "The London Pastels of Fernand Lungren," 
New York Tim es, March 18, 1902. Clipping from Mrs. Moore’s scrapbook, 
no page.
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were more interested in his street scenes of London and the bustling river life 

in Egypt than in the deserts and American Indians that were closer to his 

heart.

Lungren and Henrietta visited the Grand Canyon together in 

November, 1903, where they joined William H. Simpson of the Santa Fe
0 4 c

Railroad, and William Allen White. Fred Harvey furnished the supplies

and equipment. Lungren and his party visited his Hop! Clan at Walpi, where

they were welcomed. Whether Charles Lummis was present at Walpi is not

documented, but Lummis wrote a story of a Hopi youth for which Lungren

made the illustrations later in that year.

The party went on to Grand Canyon, where Lungren suggested a

descent down Bright Angel Trail. Lungren once again was lost in the myriad

of colors of white, red, gray, green, and flaming colored sandstone far down

into the chasm. He showed Henrietta the two huge buttes he had painted 

348earlier in 1897. Lungren*s large painting, On Bright Angel Trail, was * 348

^®Also along was Dr. George A. Dorsey, noted anthropologist, 
then Field Director of the Museum at Flagstaff. Dorsey published books and 
articles appealing to the public to leave valuable Indian artifacts alone.
William Allen White was the editor of the Emporia Gazette (Kansas) and 
became a life-long friend of Lungren's who helped get him newspaper coverage. 
William A. White's letters to John Berger, dated May 17, 1935; and to 
Mr. Hoffmann, dated January 25, 1933, on 1903 trip. MSS files, University 
of California, Santa Barbara, Special Collections.

•^C harles F. Lummis, "Poh-hlaik, The Cave B oy," with illustra
tions by Lungren, St. Nicholas Magazine, Vol. XXI (October, 1903), p. 1072.

348Lungren named this painting Buttes, Magi, and Nichi—Grand 
Canon of Arizona. Lungren referred to himself as "Magi" and to Henrietta 
as "Nichi." This painting was in his show in New York in 1899.
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published in illustration in McClure's Magazine in 1905. Earlier in the 

year 1903, Lungren met the publisher Joseph B. Lippincott, a meeting which 

was to change his whole life. Lippincott was vitally concerned with bringing 

water from the lake at Owen's Valley Dam down to Los Angeles. Early in 

1904 Lungren accompanied Lippincott to this lovely alpine valley near Bishop, 

California; Owen's Valley overlooks Death Valley. This trip changed his 

viewpoint in art. Before, Lungren had painted many wilderness landscapes 

as backgrounds for Indian life and genre scenes. Here he gazed on a section of 

the High Sierras as yet unspoiled, with snow-capped peaks, clear swift 

streams feeding the lake, and canyons leading down to the lava flows, which 

lead further down to the desert broken only by scant vegetation consisting of 

rabbit-brush and rocio, the yellow-tipped desert version of the goldenrod. The 

landscape itself became his obsession and filled his mind completely. He 

knew his scenes of Indians and human elements had given him his widest 

public, but he made up his mind to portray only nature herself, in all seasons 

and conditions. He wanted to capture the essence of the deserts and the inner 

spirit of these and other wild places. For Lungren, there was no turning back.

The Desert Dominates

Lungren had never given up illustrating for the large magazines; 

he simply changed from The Century and Harper's Weekly to magazines 349

349Lungren's painting which was one of the products of this 1903 
trip, On Bright Angel Trail, was reproduced in McClure's Magazine, Vol.
XXV (September, 1905), pp. 502-515.
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published on the west coast, mainly Out West. He did, however, continue to 

publish in the eastern magazines, but not as frequently. He continued to pub

lish intermittently in McClure's Magazine. He began to publish in Stewart 

Edward White's Outlook Magazine beginning in 1904. Stewart White was a 

relative of William Allen White and a staunch friend and supporter of Lungren's 

until his death. Lungren first visited the Stewart White family in Santa 

Barbara, where they decided to settle. Lungren adopted this city and worked 

to add to its cultural centers. He was interested in its history and personally 

appealed to the citizenry to restore and perpetuate the old festivals.

Lungren built his home on seven acres behind the historic Old 

Mission in Pedregosa Tract. From there he began to make regular trips to 

Owen's Valley, Death Valley sites, to the east, and other spots in the Mojave 

Desert. Lungren labored to paint the desert in all its moods, in all kinds of 

weather and light. He made several oils by moonlight and others beginning at 

dawn throughout the day until the rosy hues of sunset came.

Lungren was not seeking to paint just the curious rock forms and 

rivers of black volcanic stone, nor just the water-starved scrub of Death 

Valley—he sought to capture the compelling m ysteries of these uncompromising 

places. He tried to capture forever the "utter strangeness and terror of Death 

Valley and the Mojave. explored Death Valley he became

particularly attached to the peak called 'Dante's View," and from this lookout 350

350Lungren's handwritten notes, no date, from Mrs. Moore's 
scrapbook. Secondary source: Lungren quoted in Berger, pp. 166-167.
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he painted many versions of the view. From 1910 on, he always worked on 

at least one scene of Death Valley. His titles described the paintings— 

Death Valley, Sunrise, Desert Dawn, Spring in the Desert, Evening, From 

the Valley of the Shadow, Sands of Silence, and hosts of others, all poetic, all 

revealing his love of these stark wastes. The desert was the final subject 

which satisfied his long search for that which fed his spirit. The open spaces, 

the freedom, the solitude, all suited his nature. Lungren felt an urgency to 

paint the desolate, scarred grave called "Painted D esert," the waterless 

furnace—Death Valley, and the distorted mass of piled rock dropping thousands 

of feet down to the river called Grand Canyon. Tragedy stalked Lungren—his 

eyesight was beginning to fail. In 1906 Lungren had been warned to rest and 

care for his eyes, but he could not resist camping out in blistering heat and 

drenching rains on his expeditions into the deserts.

These were not just pleasure jaunts; he endured sandstorms and the 

m erciless glare of the sun, made worse by the reflection off sand and rock.

Lungren’s colors—blues, greens, bright reds and yellows, fire- 

oranges, and shades of violet and brown gradually gave way to less powerful 

color contrasts. His scenes became delicately shaded, the evenness of color 

and chromatic ensembles gave them an unusual feeling of calm and serenity 

most appropriate to the desert itself. Lungren had always before pictured the 

environment with man's reaction to it, as shown in his canyon painting

Q C l

Lungren quoted in Berger, pp. 167-168, 276.
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In the Abyss (Fig. 55). The only example of his mature style is  Afterglow: 

Painted D esert, painted about 1908. It is a lovely quiet landscape in rosy 

tones, broken only by the muted green patches of sage and goldenrod (see 

Fig. 57). There is no sign of man; Lungren has left the viewer to find his 

own reaction to the painting. This was the final culmination of his mature 

style.

There is  some question as to whether Lungren1 s failing eyesight 

influenced his softening of palette and use of muted chromatic colors. He lost 

the sight completely of his right eye and had a peculiar, tunneled vision in his 

left. The fact that he could see only through a narrow field eliminated side 

light and other interferences. Other evidence in his writings refute this 

as the total element in his changes. He arrived at his final style and elevation 

of landscape for itself alone through his own growth and preference. Walter 

Cheever said of Lungren, "the apparent ease and simplicity of the desert 

paintings are not the result of superficial dexterity—they represent a mastery 

attained and a knowledge acquired by untiring study of an inexhaustible 

subject. "353

Another contemporary artist and friend, Belmore Brown, said of 

Lungren*s desert scenes, "the corner stone of Lungren*s art was his unusual

•ICO
^B erger, pp. 268-269.

353Walter Cheever was an artist, critic, and author. He is quoted
in Berger, pp. 299-300.
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Fig. 57. Lungren: Afterglow: Painted D esert ca. 1907-1908
Oil, 25 x 45 inches. Only example of his mature style. 
University of California, Santa Barbara.
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ability to master detail and in his keen analysis in separating the essentials

from the non-essentials. .

Artist Colin Campbell Cooper said it more poetically:

Lungren's interpretation of great sun-bathed peaks above the soft 
grays of shadowed hills, his lim itless stretches of flat plains 
leading up to a distant range, luminous in the late afternoon rays; 
his thunderheads boiling up out of a caldron of h ills , his prairies 
stretching away into the soft starlight; each was his own charming 
reaction to time and place—a symphony played in tones of beauti
fully gradated color. ^55

His Last Years and the Collection

Lungren’s failing health, his increasing bouts of stomach trouble, 

brought on by long periods of living on rough camp fare, and his near blindness 

only increased and intensified his sense of urgency to interpret the desert in 

an extended series. He wrote:

I am engaged in painting a series of pictures of the desert 
. . . which I hope will be authoritative and complete. It is a work 
which cannot be delayed, for already the desert is undergoing 
transformation . . . not disappearing. It is being invaded. The 
face of part of it has already been changed, while areas of it, 
which when I began to paint, was no-man’s land, are now even 
under civilization in p laces!

Here is no limited theme; figure, landscape, light and 
color present an endless array of subject. . . and endless inter
est. The mastery and majesty and beauty of line, the wonder of 
color, the poetry of legend are all so enthralling and worthwhile.
It is a constant delight to be alive and work in this great 354 355

354
Berger, p. 300.

355Colin Campbell Cooper quoted in Berger, pp. 299-300.
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Southwest. I have been through it all—figures, animals, land
scapes—but it is the last which holds me. 356

It was Lungren's wish to establish a permanent museum and art 

gallery in Santa Barbara for his desert series and other artifacts which he had 

collected all through the years of wandering the Southwest. He wanted to 

bring the desert to the people and show them his feelings for its beauty and 

mystery. He felt that most people were not well enough acquainted with the 

deserts, and he wanted to make them see as he did. He hoped to dedicate his 

lifework to Nettie, his wife.

Nettie died in November, 1917, from a weak heart and general 

frailty. Lungren was devastated by her death. He had depended upon her for 

moral strength and management of his affairs. His work was interrupted, 

and he was inconsolable. He turned to spiritualism and sought to contact her 

through occult means. It was months before he could pull himself together and 

resume his painting.

Lungren began to involve himself in community affairs and better

ment. He helped establish a community art school and cultural center for all 

young and struggling aspirants in the a r ts .356 357 He taught classes there, and 

never refused help and advice to young people who sought it. Lungren had

356Lungren’s words, handwritten notes dated 1911, Mrs. Moore’s 
files. Secondary source: Berger, p. 170.

357Berger, pp. 225-227. Also many press notices from files and 
scrapbooks of Mrs. Moore. One example: ’’Lungren’s Influence Leaves 
Imprint on Santa Barbara, Santa Barbara Morning P re ss , undated clipping.



always had a strong sense of social obligation to humanity in spite of his out

wardly taciturn ways. He helped support young artists by buying their work; 

he had never forgotten his own early struggles.

Lungren began to take steps for the Santa Barbara Museum of 

Natural History to take his valuable collection of ethnic art and crafts collected 

from many tribes on permanent loan. Like Leigh, who painted the habitat 

groups for the Akeley Foundation, Lungren painted habitat backgrounds for 

birds in the museum, which he completed in 1925.

Lungren eventually was elected president of the Festival Arts School 

Association, later known as the Santa Barbara School of the Arts.

Lungren helped found and was the first president of the local chapter 

of the American Indian Defense Association; the main purposes were to get 

legal and health protection and better education for American Indians. He felt 

a personal concern for his Indian friends.

When Santa Barbara was almost leveled in the civic district after 

the earthquake of 1925, Lungren, along with Bernhard Hoffmann, noted local 

architect, started the Architectural Advisory Committee, which worked to bring 

about a uniform style in which to rebuild their city. Within a few months, 

through Lungren and Hoffmann, the beautiful Mediterranean style known as 

Santa Barbara’s style came into being. Residents today of Santa Barbara do 

not even seem to know Lungren’s name! 358

358Berger, pp. 225-227.
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Lungren's own personal loss in the earthquake caused him further 

despondency. His studio and part of his home were brought down to dust, as 

adobe bricks dried in the sun are not too sturdy. Many of his paintings were 

lost or seriously damaged. He managed to regain his self-possession and 

rebuild and buttress his home. He, along with friends, salvaged and repaired 

much of his work.

Prior to the devastation, in June, 1924, Lungren helped organize 

the local chapter of the Society of Men Who Paint the West and the more local 

Art League of Santa Barbara. Thomas Moran became an honorary member. 

Other members included Colin Campbell Cooper, the Parshall brothers, 

Edward Borein, and Carl Oscar Borg (see Appendix). Through this group 

Lungren’s works were exhibited locally, in Los Angeles and even in Rome.

The Art League continued to grow and expand until the depression came; it 

finally collapsed in April, 1931.

Lungren wanted to give his collection to the city of Santa Barbara 

where he and his wife had been happiest and wanted to leave a legacy to a com

munity who had no real art museum yet, but which was unprepared for its 

reception! He finally chose three friends to pledge their support for a 

permanent housing for his collection after his death.3(50 His dream of a 

cultural center had been partially fulfilled. Lungren felt deeply that art should * 360

ocq
Berger, pp. 271-272.

360Ibid. , pp. 284-286.
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be appreciated by everyone; art in all its forms—visual, dance, music, e t c . , 

was the universal heritage of all. There must be those who appreciate, as 

well as those who create. He wanted to ensure that his works could help 

achieve this goal.

The Man

Lungren had always been an independent thinker and artist. He

became convinced while in France that artists should not bow to the tyranny of

a salon of judges who could pick and choose what the public should see.

Lungren grew to feel that where art is a monopoly of critics, judges, and

362wealthy patrons, it has lost its essential function. He refused as time 

passed to enter his work in eastern juried shows in this country.

Personal praise from discriminating friends had always meant 

something to Lungren; for praise or criticism  from critics he cared little and 

often wrote politely caustic comments to critics who were less  than compli

mentary. He usually ignored them altogether.

Toward his fellow artists, Lungren had a rare sympathy; he refused 

to judge the work of others. ^63 jje saVed his venom for art critics, who he 

felt could not do anything on their own. 362 363

'^Lungren quoted in Berger, pp. 225-227.

362Berger, p. 283.

363Ibid., p. 270.
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Lungren was an eternal iconoclast—his "defection from the estab

lished order of art, while imbued with intolerance, and hot-headedness, has 

in it some elements which I still think worthwhile. What I rebelled against 

was the subordination of originality and individuality, the destruction of inter

est and enthusiasm . . .  so valuable in themselves.

On traditional methods of teaching in most art schools, Lungren 

said, "procedures may include that dreariest of stupidities, drawing from the 

antique before anything else can be undertaken . . . such old abuses should be 

eliminated. "* 365 He admitted that in avoiding restrictions of studio teaching 

he shut out any advantages he might have acquired, but his wish to avoid 

stereotyping was too strong.

Lungren was always available to art students in need of help, and he 

was always available for help in a worthy cause; yet he seldom allowed any 

but close friends in his studio, and he never hired an agent to sell his work.

He would welcome visitors only if they were brought by mutual friends. His 

sales in his last years were accomplished by letters of introduction and recom

mendation. He sold his scenes only to people he considered appreciative of 

what he was trying to interpret. He often refused to sell to those he did not 

like, yet he was known to give some of his best away to those he liked.

3 6 ^ ungren quoted in Berger, p. 303.

365Ibid., p. 303.
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Lungren did not seem to care that it was through public exhibitions 

that an artist could be appreciated and make sales at the same time. In the 

last few years of his life he ceased to let his works be shown publicly.

William Allen White kept up a lengthy correspondence with Lungren 

over a period of many years, to reply to one of Lungren*s letters, White 

answered, "The reason I write to you in type is that I desire you to be able to 

read it; and I always have to let your letters soak overnight in a strong brine 

to get the kinks out!"^®^

In Berger's book, Stewart Edward White wrote a beautiful foreword 

in tribute to Lungren;

His work had all the qualities for wide acclaim—those critics 
who have had opportunity to appraise his paintings have found in them 
an originality of method—a sense of light and color—a verity . . . 
laymen have lingered before his canvases, spellbound, not only by 
their sheer beauty, but by an inner appeal of interpretation . . . here 
also is a great peace and stilln ess, a sense of something . . .  a hush 
and a poise.

They are not mere static depictions—but channels for the 
inexhaustible.

Stewart White also explained that Lungren* s work was enormously 

appreciated—but by a limited few! The limitation was not of appeal, it was 

solely of contact.366 367 368 369 Lungren found friends in the highest levels of the world

366toterview with Mrs. Beulah Moore, August 21, 1974.

367Letter to Lungren from William Allen White, Emporia, Kansas, 
dated only August 30. From the MSS files on Lungren, Special Collections, 
Santa Barbara Seaside Campus, University of California.

368Berger, p. 1 of Foreword by Stewart Edward White.

369Ibid.
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of art, but he had many valued friends in the Hopi tribes of Arizona and among

cowboys, trappers, and desert guides. He was a man who cared deeply about

the common man. He loved nature and the deserts of the Southwest passionately.

He was called the foremost painter of the American deserts to date. Yet

371he could be irreverent: he called Bryce Canyon a "great big brick yard!"

Lungren was an accomplished writer as well as a poet. He wrote

about the necessity of art in everyone’s life and a particular passage whose

thought is lingering: "honor, personality, character, love—have no tangible

form, and yet we are convinced of their existence . . . " ^ 2  A lso, when

pressed to name the location of one of his paintings, he said, "In every phase

of nature, as in every human being, there is that elusive, intangible but real

something we call the soul, varying in degree . . . beauty itself is but the

373soul’s recognition of its kindred. ’’

Lungren had been steadily going blind since 1904, yet from this year 

until his death in 1932, he painted some of his most beautiful paintings of the 

deserts of California and Arizona. These paintings established Lungren's

370Berger, pp. 206-207; "Desert Painter,»»Art D igest, Vol. VII 
(January 1, 1933), p. 20.

^■^XiUngren quoted in Berger, p. 258.

372r

373

"Ibid., pp. 282-283. 

Ibid. , pp. 309-310.
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reputation as the painter of the Southwest deserts. Lungren’s greatest 

productivity in the face of such adversity is a testimonial to his courage and 

discipline. A portrait of Lungren, painted by an unknown friend just six years 

before his death shows some of his determination in the set jaw; it also shows 

some of his pain, for Lungren could not see his painter (see Fig. 58).

Santa Barbara, the city to which he left his life’s work has no monu

ment nor plaque to his memory. The branch of the University of California 

which inherited his work in trust, has loaned out many of his finest works in 

oil and pastels to decorate the offices of banks and other local businesses, 

which give to credit to their painter. Many of his works lie in odd corners in 

many storerooms, unlisted and damaged from neglect. One of his most 

important murals, a record of his priesthood with the Hopis, The Snake Dance, 

has been "misplaced. " His complete collection was valued at more than

$100,000, yet the historian has to search throughout Santa Barbara to see

375examples of his work.

Lungren believed in the worth of American artists and in the inde

pendence of all artists to follow their own paths. He died on November 9,

1932, just four days before his 75th birthday.

374Reference is made to footnote #370  and to Robert Taft, Artists 
and Illustrators of the Old West: 1850 to 1900 (New York and London:
Charles Scribner's Sons, 1953), p. 240.

375Figures from Complete List of Fernand Lungren Paintings and 
Drawings, Property of the University of California, Santa Barbara, compiled 
by Brett Moore, December 8, 1964. Secondary source: "College May Lose 
Big Art Bequest," Santa Barbara Morning P ress, February 13, 1934, p. 1.



Fig. 58. Fernand Lungren ca. 1926 
Age 69. A rtist unknown 
Santa Barbara Historical Society



CHAPTER 5

CONCLUSION

The significance of the achievement of these artists is not imme

diately apparent when one studies only one period or group of paintings in 

their total output. In the study of Leigh and Lungren, it became apparent that 

the study of their full range was necessary , which included their vast number 

of written material of their experiences and thoughts.

All three, Moran, Leigh, and Lungren, felt their primary purpose 

in the art world was to find and paint and present the wonders of America to 

her people. It took Moran many years to arrive at this conclusion, but Leigh 

and Lungren had felt from the beginning of their lives their need to discover 

America.

All American artists in the nineteenth century suffered from worse 

pressures than poverty. They faced the world of American critics and patrons 

of the eastern states, where the art world was centered, who were under the 

impression that the only valid art was European art or art that was modeled 

after that in Europe. This embittered Leigh and Lungren, but Moran cloaked 

his feelings and survived. Paintings that had no Barbizon influence or older 

traditional influences had a difficult time finding a market.
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Nearly all of the American artists of the nineteenth century suffered 

from poverty, and therefore depended upon their work as magazine illustrators 

to survive. This often typed the artist; Leigh suffered from this image, but 

Lungren enjoyed and learned from his period of illustration. Moran's fame 

was spread, paradoxically, through his illustrations. He received many 

lucrative commissions from large railroad corporations, besides the Santa Fe, 

as a result of his period of illustration.

These men have been practically buried today from the lack of

exposure in art histories, except for the later writers; even then little space

376is alloted to Moran and Leigh, and almost none to Lungren. The young 

students of art history have little chance to investigate these artists unless by 

chance they stumble upon some small reference or sample of their work.

Leigh had wide recognition in the eastern part of America, and a 

high sales average until his death, yet more times than not, he is hard to find 

in reference books.

Moran's murals of the great beauties of America's wonders were 

directly responsible for the decisions of Congress in making these areas 

national parks. All of the pleading of men like Major John W. Powell and 

Dr. Ferdinand Hayden had little real effect until Moran's paintings were shown. 

At least one of these areas no longer exists as Moran painted it, as earthquakes 

and natural erosion have had their effect.

376Notices and articles on Lungren seldom appear in periodicals 
or art history texts after 1937.
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Leigh painted the natural wonders like Grand Canyon as well, but 

he also painted many of the little-known events of Indian ceremonials and long- 

ago methods of the Indians' killing of buffalo. His Buffalo Drive shows the 

latter.

Lungren's series of paintings of the beauties of the Southwest 

deserts should have established him as America's foremost desert painter.

He had a wide recognition on the Pacific coast for these and other works and 

was still known in English art circles until the 1930s, but his refusal to 

exhibit in juried shows, and his indifference to publicity in general, has made 

it extremely difficult to find any references to him after 1937. Lungren's 

deep feelings of social reforms and community betterment, particularly in 

Santa Barbara, should have earned him at least a retrospective showing of his 

most significant desert scenes. His recognition as one of Santa Barbara's 

architects after the earthquake of 1925 should somewhere be remembered. 

Many of his paintings have been misplaced; one, his historic Snake Dance, is  

missing. The University of California at Santa Barbara is the trustee of his 

collection, yet only one or two of his most beautiful paintings can be found 

there.

All three men felt and worked for the recognition of American 

artists, painting American subject matter; museums did need to recognize 

and be dedicated to American artists. Leigh and Moran have many works in 

our museums, and several museums have been large recipients of their works 

and writings. Moran and Leigh have much material and art in Gilcrease
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Institute of American History and Art in Tulsa. Moran has had more paintings 

and memorabilia given to the National Park Service, East Hampton Free 

Library, and several others. Leigh is well represented in Heckscher Museum 

and the Western Museum in Body, Wyoming, Woolaroc in Bartlesville, and in 

the Cowboy Hall of Fame in Oklahoma City.

Lungren's entire collection of paintings, studies, uncompleted oil 

and pastel paintings, drawings, and scrapbooks were given in trust to the 

University of California at Santa Barbara, but none are in one certain place. 

Mrs. Beulah Moore, wife of Brett Moore, gave much of her scrapbooks and 

mementos of their life with Lungren to the Santa Barbara Historical Society, 

but few in the humanities know or ask for his files.

Probably one of the most significant contributions made by these 

artists was their preservation of America’s vanishing frontiers through their 

art: even some of the national parks have changed, some disappeared, or 

were removed as historic sites. Much of the unspoiled territory they knew 

has disappeared through human encroachment and expansion. Beautiful Owen's 

Valley in California, the scene of many of Lungren’s landscapes, has been 

drained dry—its river has been drained through a dam that furnishes water to 

Los Angeles, and the apple orchards are gone.

Dante's View in Death Valley is still there, but the view has changed. 

Much of Arizona's plateau regions around the Grand Canyon have been lost to 

farming and other interests. Some of the Indian tribes do not practice many of 

the old customs and ceremonials, or they bar the public from much of their
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culture. Large corporations seldom subsidize painters to record their 

impressions of America's scenic wonders as the Santa Fe Railroad did. The 

Taos Art Colony is still painting the Indians and their life , but are reusing old 

themes. There is little that is new.

These three artists in particular worked to improve the life of 

American artists and for their recognition. Leigh helped found two organiza

tions to better their lot.

The thundering herds of buffalo that Leigh saw are gone, but he
/

continued to paint from his memory and older studies until his death. All 

three men left contributions in natural history museums, either by painting 

the backgrounds for habitat groups, or by bequest of valuable antique Indian 

artifacts, or both.

They were loyal to the American scene, and inspired by America's 

natural beauty. The following poem seems appropriate in describing what 

drew so many artists, as well as these three, to the American Western 

frontier:

And not by eastern windows only,
When daylight com es, comes in the light,

In front, the sun climbs slow, how slowly.
But westward, look, the land is bright

377Fragment of poem by Arthur Hugh Clough.



APPENDIX

OTHER ARTISTS OF THE GRAND CANYON

The other artists included here all painted for the advertising 

department of the Santa Fe Railroad beginning in the 1890s. This practice was 

started to attract visitors to the great scenic masterpiece, the Grand Canyon 

of Arizona, to which the Santa Fe established a route. Collecting became 

more than just an advertising ploy to the railroad; it became an end in itself 

and represented an investment of thousands of dollars. The Santa Fe has 

more than 300 paintings of the Grand Canyon as a subject, and hundreds of 

paintings of the Indians of the Southwest.

These paintings selected are fairly representative of the techniques 

and styles of these artists. They were held in high regard in their day, but 

many are now forgotten.
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Louis Akin, 1868-1913

Louis B. Akin was born in Portland, Oregon in 1868. He studied 

art in New York City and specialized in painting American Indians, especially 

those tribes inhabiting the area around the Grand Canyon of Arizona. He lived 

for a time with the Hopi Indians of Arizona, and painted many scenes of the 

surrounding plateau region.

His impressionist painting, The Temple, Grand Canyon, shows an 

inner canyon view of Zoroaster Temple, as seen from the west face. This 

painting was made around 1911 (see Fig. A).

The trees bending in the wind form a pattern of light amidst the 

rugged rocks of the brown-colored promontory. The temple is bathed in a 

golden light in a field of light turquoise sky and canyon depths. The reproduc

tion, unfortunately, is much darker than the painting. This is one of Akin’s 

finest paintings.

His painting. Evening-Grand Canyon, was also painted in 1911 and 

was purchased by John Verkamp for the trading post in the Canyon Village; it 

still hangs there today. It is  a large painting and shows the blue shadows of 

evening, further darkened by the storm. It is a much weaker composition 

than the preceding one (see Fig. B).



Fig. A. Louis Akin: The Temple, Grand Canyon 1911 
Oil, 24 x 24 inches. Inner Canyon View of 
Zoroaster’s Temple.
Santa Fe Railroad Collection.
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Fig. B. Louis Akin: Evening—Grand Canyon 1911 
Oil, 5 x 7  feet.
Property of John Verkamp, Grand Canyon.
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Carl Oscar Borg was born in Sweden, but came to the United States 

as a child. He became a member of the National Academy of Art and Design. 

He studied and exhibited both abroad and in the United States.

Borg was also a member of the Society of the Men Who Paint the 

West, established in Santa Barbara, and which included such members as 

Fernand Lungren, Ernest Blumenschein, and Thomas Moran.

His painting, Hermit Camp, Grand Canyon, was painted around 1912 

and was purchased by the Santa Fe Railroad. It shows the Hermit Camp, built 

by the Santa Fe for its customer who followed their newly-built trail which 

started at Pima Point on the eastern side of Hermit Basin (see Fig. C). The 

tiny cabins are overshadowed by the huge monolithic rock bluff which r ises out 

of Tonto Basin near a spring. The camp was used by the Santa Fe Railroad 

until 1930.

The veracity of Borg's painting can be seen and appreciated when 

one looks at a photograph of the camp (see Fig. D).

Carl Oscar Borg, 1879-1947



Fig. C. Carl O. Borg: Hermit Camp, Grand Canyon ca. 1912 
Oil, 30 x 40 inches.
Santa Fe Collection.

Fig. D. Photo of Hermit Camp,
Tonto Platform , bottom of 
Santa Fe T rail, Grand Canyon. 
Compare to painting.
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Carl Hoerman was born in 1885 in Babenhausen, Bavaria. He 

studied art at the Munich Royal Arts and Crafts School. He became famous in 

his day as a painter, etcher, craftsman, and architect.

He spent many years traveling in the western United States and 

painted many scenes of the Grand Canyon during the 1920s.

His painting. Afternoon at Grandeur Point, Grand Canyon, was 

bought by the Santa Fe in 1925. It shows both accuracy and artistic license. 

The right half is an accurate rendering, while the positions of the temples in 

the center and to the left have been shifted, and only resemble the view from 

Grandeur Point. The reproduction is unfortunately not a good likeness; the 

true pinks of the temples surrounded by the dark trees and rocks against blue 

depths are not revealed in true values (see Fig. E). The facts of his death

Carl Hoerman, 1885-

have not been documented.
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Fig. E. Carl Hoerman: Afternoon at Grandeur Point ca. 1925 
Oil, 26 x 40 inches.
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Louis H. Sharp was bom in 1875 in Chicago. He studied at the Art 

Institute there. Sharp painted for a time with the other Taos artists in New 

Mexico and painted many scenes of Indians, pueblos, m esas, and of the Grand 

Canyon.

Sharp’s painting, The Gorge From Plateau Point, was painted before 

1920 and shows the inner gorge looking west toward the Tower of Set (named 

by Thomas Moran). The buttes are tinged with pink, while the gorge is painted 

in dark blues and grays. The tiny figures on the promontory give scale to the 

scene (see Fig. F).

Sharp’s style is reminiscent of Lungren’s at this time.

The small butte outlined to the left in the painting is Dana Butte.

The Santa Fe purchased this painting in 1929.

Louis H. Sharp, 1875-



Fig. F. Louis H. Sharp: The Gorge From Plateau Point ca. 1920 
Oil, 48 x 36 inches. Looking west toward the Tower of 
Set.
Santa Fe Collection.
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Gunnar Widforss was born in Sweden in 1879, on October 21. As a 

child he showed great promise in drawing.

In spite of the objections of his father, Gunna r  attended the Royal 

Institute in Stockholm, in 1900. After graduation he went into business briefly 

to please his father. After a few months he gave it up and went to Switzerland 

to paint pictures while he earned his living as a house painter. He came to 

the United states from 1904 to 1908, then returned to Sweden. Widforss 

attended academies of art in France, and in 1912 some of his watercolors were 

accepted in their Salon.

In 1921 he visited California and was so enchanted by the scenery he 

decided to make his home near Yosemite Park. There he met Stephen 

Mather, the first Director of the National Park Service, who introduced 

Widforss to Grand Canyon and the other magnificent wonders found in Zion, 

Bryce, and Yellowstone Parks. Widforss specialized in watercolors, and was 

probably one of the finest watercolorists in America.

The beautiful watercolor shown (Fig. G) is called Hopi Point and 

belongs to the collection of Harry Parker. The Santa Fe does own ten beauti

ful watercolors by Widforss, which they began collecting in 1925.

Widforss was killed in Grand Canyon in a car accident November 30, 

1934. He is buried in the Canyon cemetery.

Gunnar Widforss, 1879-1934
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Fig. G. Gunnar Widforss: Hop! Point, Grand Canyon ca. 1925 
Watercolor, approx. 25 x 30 inches.
Harry Parker Collection.
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